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Abstract
In this paper, we investigate local permutation tests for testing conditional independence

between two random vectors X and Y given Z. The local permutation test determines the
significance of a test statistic by locally shuffling samples which share similar values of the
conditioning variables Z, and it forms a natural extension of the usual permutation approach for
unconditional independence testing. Despite its simplicity and empirical support, the theoretical
underpinnings of the local permutation test remain unclear. Motivated by this gap, this paper
aims to establish theoretical foundations of local permutation tests with a particular focus on
binning-based statistics. We start by revisiting the hardness of conditional independence testing
and provide an upper bound for the power of any valid conditional independence test, which
holds when the probability of observing “collisions” in Z is small. This negative result naturally
motivates us to impose additional restrictions on the possible distributions under the null and
alternate. To this end, we focus our attention on certain classes of smooth distributions and
identify provably tight conditions under which the local permutation method is universally valid,
i.e. it is valid when applied to any (binning-based) test statistic. To complement this result
on type I error control, we also show that in some cases, a binning-based statistic calibrated
via the local permutation method can achieve minimax optimal power. We also introduce a
double-binning permutation strategy, which yields a valid test over less smooth null distributions
than the typical single-binning method without compromising much power. Finally, we present
simulation results to support our theoretical findings.

1 Introduction

Conditional independence (CI) is an important concept in a variety of statistical applications in-
cluding graphical models (De Campos and Huete, 2000; Koller and Friedman, 2009) and causal
inference (Imbens and Rubin, 2015; Pearl, 2014; Spohn, 1994). In these applications, the assump-
tion of conditional independence offers significant representational and computational benefits, and
helps disentangle causal relationships among variables in an efficient and tractable way. In a re-
lated vein, a problem of essential importance in statistical practice is that of variable selection (Dai
et al., 2021; Williamson et al., 2021), which is concerned with selecting a parsimonious subset of
features that are predictive of a response variable. In each of these settings, conditional indepen-
dence tests are an essential tool to validate (or invalidate) critical modeling assumptions, and can
lend additional credibility to the conclusions of our data analysis.

The performance of a statistical hypothesis test relies not only on the form of the test statistic
but also heavily on the method used to ensure type I error control. Indeed, one might argue that
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a huge part of the practical success and ubiquity of two-sample and (unconditional) independence
tests is the fact that these tests can be tightly calibrated in a black-box fashion using a permutation
method. This in turn frees the practitioner to focus on designing powerful test statistics, without
having to further ensure that the distribution of their test statistics are analytically tractable under
the null. For two-sample and (unconditional) independence testing, the permutation method is
universal without any additional restrictions, i.e. it controls the type I error in a non-trivial sense
for any underlying test statistic. As noted by Shah and Peters (2020), part of the hardness of
conditional independence testing with a continuous conditioning variable Z stems from the fact
that it is impossible to control the type I error, via for instance a permutation method, in any non-
trivial sense without additional restrictions. Our broad goal in this paper is to propose and study
natural extensions of the permutation method, namely the local permutation procedure, which
are applicable to CI testing. In particular, we aim to investigate restrictions under which these
extensions tightly control the type I error for a broad class of test statistics, and further to explore
the power of tests calibrated via these methods.

The local permutation procedure calibrates a test statistic by locally shuffling samples based
on the proximity of their conditioning variables Z. When the conditional variable is discrete, the
resulting local permutation test has a universal guarantee on type I error control under relatively
weak assumptions on the data-generating process. When the conditional variable is continuous,
on the other hand, the validity of the local permutation test is far from obvious. While there is a
line of work providing some empirical support (Doran et al., 2014; Fukumizu et al., 2008; Neykov
et al., 2021; Sen et al., 2018), a rigorous theoretical foundation of the local permutation test has
not been fully established in the continuous case. Motivated by this gap, the first aim of this paper
is to identify provably tight conditions under which the type I error of the local permutation test is
uniformly controlled at least for sufficiently large sample-sizes. To this end, we focus primarily on
a binning-based local permutation procedure and determine the size of bins for which the resulting
test is asymptotically valid under various smoothness assumptions.

Once the type I error is under control, our subsequent focus is on power. In contrast to type I
error control, which requires the size of bins to be small, the use of bins that are too fine causes a
loss of power due to the small sample size in each bin. Our next goal is to balance this trade-off and
show that there is a choice of bin-widths which ensures that the local permutation method controls
the type I error but still retains minimax optimal power. We achieve this goal by building on the
recent work of Canonne et al. (2018) and Neykov et al. (2021) which study minimax-optimal CI
tests and the work of Kim et al. (2020) which studies the power of the classical permutation method
for two-sample and independence testing.

An interesting aspect of our results is that they elucidate a tension in conditional independence
testing between ensuring tight control of the type I error, and ensuring high power of the resulting
test. In many well-studied examples, permutation and other simulation methods represent an
apparent free lunch, ensuring tight control of the type I error without sacrificing power (see for
instance, Kim et al. (2020) for precise results on the minimax power of the permutation test in
these settings). In conditional independence testing, the permutation method is no longer exact
and we show that there is a trade-off when using the local permutation method for calibration.
In certain cases, ensuring type I error control requires selecting bin-widths which are too small
to guarantee high power. In some settings, we are able to mitigate this trade-off by designing a
careful double-binning strategy where two resolutions are combined in the permutation method:
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a finer resolution for permutations which ensures type I error control, and a coarser resolution
for computing the test statistic which ensures high power (see Section 6). Before we state our
contributions in more detail, we briefly review related work.

1.1 Related work

There is an extensive body of literature on CI measures and CI tests. Here, we give a selective
review of existing methods, which can be categorized into several groups.

The first category of methods is based on kernel mean embeddings (see Muandet et al., 2017,
for a review). The idea of kernel mean embeddings is to represent probability distributions as
elements of a reproducing kernel Hilbert space (RKHS), which enables us to understand properties
of these distributions using Hilbert space operations. One of the initial attempts to use kernel
mean embeddings for CI testing was made by Fukumizu et al. (2008). In particular, Fukumizu
et al. (2008) propose a test based on the empirical Hilbert–Schmidt norm of the conditional cross-
covariance operator. Zhang et al. (2012) introduce another kernel-based test attempting to measure
partial correlations, which in turn characterize CI (Daudin, 1980). Strobl et al. (2019) use random
Fourier features to approximate kernel computations, and propose a more computationally efficient
version of the test of Zhang et al. (2012). Other CI measures proposed by Doran et al. (2014)
and Huang et al. (2020) are motivated by the kernel maximum mean discrepancy for two-sample
testing (Gretton et al., 2012). In particular, the CI measure introduced by Huang et al. (2020)
compares whether Y |X,Z and Y |X have the same distribution, and their measure can be viewed
as a kernelized version of the CI measure of Azadkia and Chatterjee (2019). Recently, Sheng
and Sriperumbudur (2019) and Park and Muandet (2020) propose kernel CI measures that are
closely connected to the Hillbert–Schmidt independence criterion (Gretton et al., 2005). Sheng
and Sriperumbudur (2019) also discuss the connection between their CI measure to the conditional
distance correlation proposed by Wang et al. (2015).

Another category of methods relies on estimating regression functions. Consider random vari-
ables X and Y , and their regression residuals on Z, denoted by εX,Z := X − E[X|Z] and εY,Z :=
Y −E[Y |Z]. The underlying idea of regression-based methods is that the expected value of εX,ZεY,Z
is zero if X ⊥⊥ Y |Z, and not necessarily zero if X 6⊥⊥ Y |Z. Thus, one can use an empirical estimate
of the expected value of εX,ZεY,Z as a test statistic for CI. We refer to Zhang et al. (2018) for a
discussion of the relationship between εX,Z ⊥⊥ εY,Z and X ⊥⊥ Y |Z. Given that there exist a variety of
successful regression algorithms to estimate E[X|Z] and E[Y |Z], the expected value of εX,ZεY,Z can
be accurately estimated as well. This regression-based idea has been exploited by several authors to
tackle CI testing. For instance, Shah and Peters (2020) propose the generalized covariance measure,
which has been extended to functional linear models by Lundborg et al. (2021). The methods pro-
posed by Zhang et al. (2012) and Strobl et al. (2019) rest on the regression of a function in a RKHS,
thereby belonging to this category as well. We also note that there has been a growing interest in
estimating the expected conditional covariance in semi-parametric statistics (Li et al., 2011; Newey
and Robins, 2018; Robins et al., 2008) often employing non-parametric regression methods followed
by adjustments to reduce bias, and this work in turn has implications for the design of CI tests.

Apart from the above two categories, there are many other novel approaches for CI testing
developed in recent years. For example, Bellot and van der Schaar (2019); Shi et al. (2020) de-
sign nonparametric tests by leveraging the success of generative adversarial networks. Sen et al.
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(2018, 2017) convert the CI testing problem into a binary classification problem, which allows one
to leverage existing classification algorithms. Approaches based on the partial copula have been
examined by Bergsma (2010, 2004); Patra et al. (2016); Petersen and Hansen (2021); Song (2009).
A metric-based approach is also common in the literature, including tests based on the conditional
Hellinger distance (Su and White, 2008) and conditional mutual information (Runge, 2018). The
above methods are mainly for continuous data, whereas there are numerous CI tests available for
discrete data as well (Agresti, 1992; Balakrishnan and Wasserman, 2018; Canonne et al., 2018; Kim
and Agresti, 1997; Marx and Vreeken, 2019; Neykov et al., 2021; Yao and Tritchler, 1993). A more
extensive review of CI tests can be found in Li and Fan (2020).

So far we have mainly reviewed various ways of measuring CI and constructing test statistics.
For testing problems, it is also important to determine a reasonable critical value, that results in
small type I and type II errors. The current literature usually considers one of the following three
approaches for setting critical values.

• Asymptotic method. The first common approach is based on the limiting null distribution
of a test statistic. Once the limiting null distribution is known, the critical value is determined
by using a quantile of this limiting distribution or a bootstrap procedure. In order to obtain
a tractable asymptotic distribution, the test statistic typically has an asymptotically linear
or quadratic form. Examples of CI tests based on the asymptotic approach include Huang
(2010); Shah and Peters (2020); Strobl et al. (2019); Su and White (2008); Wang et al. (2015);
Zhang et al. (2012); Zhou et al. (2020). Due to technical hurdles, this line of work often focuses
on a pointwise (rather than uniform) type I error guarantee with a few exceptions (Lundborg
et al., 2021; Shah and Peters, 2020).

• Model-X framework. Formalized by Candés et al. (2018), the model-X framework builds
on the assumption that the conditional distribution PX|Z is (approximately) known. In this
case, one can compute a set of test statistics, which are exchangeable under the null, by
exploiting the knowledge of PX|Z either through direct resampling as in Candés et al. (2018)
or via a permutation method as in Berrett et al. (2020b). The critical value is then set to be
an empirical quantile of these test statistics, and the resulting test has finite-sample validity.
Berrett et al. (2020b) rigorously characterize the excess type I error when an estimate of
PX|Z is considered, and also demonstrate situations where this excess error is asymptotically
negligible. Nevertheless, this methodology may not be appropriate for applications where
PX|Z is hard to estimate.

• Local permutation method. The third approach is based on local permutations. This
method generates a reference distribution by randomly permuting Y within subclasses, which
are defined in terms of the proximity of the conditional variable Z. Then the critical value
is determined as a quantile of this reference distribution. The work of Doran et al. (2014);
Fukumizu et al. (2008); Margaritis (2005); Sen et al. (2017) fall into this category. When
observing multiple samples with the same value of Z is possible, this method can yield an
exact CI test with reasonable power against certain alternatives. However, its validity has not
been fully explored beyond discrete settings.

As mentioned before, our work heavily builds upon the recent work of Canonne et al. (2018),
Neykov et al. (2021) and Kim et al. (2020). Canonne et al. (2018) construct tests for CI when
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(X,Y, Z) are discrete random variables, but with a possibly large number of categories, and establish
the optimality of their tests from a minimax perspective, in certain regimes. Neykov et al. (2021)
extend the work of Canonne et al. (2018) to the case where Z is a continuous and bounded random
variable. However, both tests considered in Canonne et al. (2018) and Neykov et al. (2021) rely on
critical values that depend on unspecified constants. In this sense, it has been unknown whether
there exists a minimax optimal CI test, which is easily implementable in practice. To address this
issue, our work considers the local permutation method, which leads to an explicit critical value. In
order to analyze the power of the resulting test, we build on results of Kim et al. (2020) who provide
a sufficient condition under which the permutation test has non-trivial power for (unconditional)
independence testing. To verify this sufficient condition, we build on the analysis of U-statistic-based
tests from the previous work of Canonne et al. (2018) and Neykov et al. (2021).

1.2 Our contributions

We now outline our contributions.

• Hardness result of CI testing (Section 3). By leveraging the recent work of Barber
et al. (2019); Barber (2020), our first contribution (Theorem 1) is to provide a new hardness
result for CI testing. For two-sample and unconditional independence testing, one can use the
permutation procedure to develop tests that can keep the type I error under control, while
having non-trivial power against interesting alternatives (e.g. Kim et al., 2020). However, this
is not the case for the continuous CI testing problem. As pointed out by Shah and Peters
(2020), any valid CI test should have no power against any alternative when Z is a continuous
random variable. In Theorem 1, we formalize that the impossibility of CI testing is more
fundamentally determined by the probability of observing collisions in Z, rather than the
type of Z. Therefore, even in the discrete or mixture setting, CI testing is difficult or even
impossible when the probability of observing the same Z is extremely small.

• Validity of local permutation tests (Section 4.2). In continuous settings, one typical
way to address the replication problem of Z in the design of tests is to hypothesize some
notion of smoothness, i.e. the conditional distribution does not vary too much as a function of
Z. Under this hypothesis, we have approximate replicates, which we can use to construct our
test statistics, and can use to design an (approximate) permutation method. A basic question
is to address the validity of the local permutation method. Our preliminary results (Lemma 1
and Lemma 2) show that one can control the type I error of binning based CI statistics when
the binned distribution is indistinguishable from its CI projection (the distribution we obtain
from permutations). See Figure 1 for a pictorial illustration.

• Tightness of our conditions (Section 4.3). We note that, counterintuitively, increasing
the sample size n can make type I error control harder to achieve, because ensuring the
indistinguishability of the product measures is more challenging as n increases. This forces us
to use finer bins as n increases for type I error control. On the other hand, using bins that
are too fine may result in a loss of power, which raises the question on a choice of the size
of bins. In Theorem 2 and Theorem 3, we first present concrete upper bounds for the type I
error in terms of the size of bins and the sample size n, under certain smoothness conditions.
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These results guide us on the size of bins, which yields rigorous type I error control. As a
complementary result, Theorem 4 proves that the upper bounds in the previous results are
asymptotically tight. In particular, we show that there exists a local permutation test whose
type I error is arbitrarily close to one when the given upper bounds are sufficiently far from
the significance level.

• Power analysis (Section 5). The next question we address is that of power. We start by
revisiting the test statistics for discrete CI testing in Canonne et al. (2018). Theorem 5 then
shows that the corresponding local permutation tests have the same power guarantee as the
tests in Canonne et al. (2018). Unlike the discrete CI setting, the replication problem affects
both type I and type II error control in the continuous CI setting. As mentioned earlier,
taking finer bins helps us for type I error control but not for power. Our next result shows
that in some cases, we are able to navigate this trade-off, i.e. there is a choice of binning which
ensures that the local permutation method controls the type I error but still retains minimax
power. In particular, we show in Theorem 6 and Theorem 7 that the local permutation tests
using the same test statistics in Neykov et al. (2021) achieve the same minimax power in the
total variation (TV) distance. However, this guarantee comes at a cost. Namely, the local
permutation test with the optimal choice of binning is valid over a set of null distributions
much smoother than those considered in Neykov et al. (2021).

• Double-binning strategy (Section 6). Finally, we develop and analyze a new double-
binning based permutation test, which partly addresses the aforementioned drawback. More
specifically, we consider bins of two distinct resolutions where finer bins are used for permu-
tations and coarser bins are used to compute a test statistic. By permuting over the finer
bins, our theory in Proposition 1 guarantees that a double-binning based test has type I error
control over a larger class of null distributions than the single-binning counterpart. On the
other hand, by computing the test statistic over the coarser bins, Theorem 8 proves that the
power of the resulting test remains the same as the single-binning test, up to a constant fac-
tor, under certain regularity conditions. We further demonstrate our theoretical findings in
Section 7.3 through simulations.

1.3 Organization

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. We start by explaining the local permutation procedure
in Section 2 along with a basic background on probability metrics. Section 3 provides a new hardness
result of CI testing that covers the discrete case of Z. We then move on to discussing the validity
of the local permutation test in Section 4. In particular, we provide upper bounds for the type
I error of the local permutation test under certain smoothness conditions. We further prove that
these upper bounds are asymptotically tight in some cases. Focusing on the test statistics proposed
by Canonne et al. (2018) and Neykov et al. (2021), we investigate the power property of the local
permutation tests in Section 5. Section 6 introduces a double-binning strategy that allows us to
choose a smaller binning size without sacrificing power up to a constant factor. Section 7 includes
several illustrative simulation results. Finally, we end the paper with a discussion and future work
in Section 8. All technical proofs are relegated to the Appendix.
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Figure 1: A visualization of our analysis of the local permutation test. To proceed, we first discretize Z
into several bins and denote the binned conditional variable by Z̃. Given a product distribution Pn

X,Y,Z , the
corresponding distribution smoothed over the bins is denoted by Qn

X,Y,Z̃
(see Section 4.2 for a more precise

description). Next, we consider another distribution Q̃n
X,Y,Z̃

, which is the CI projection of Qn
X,Y,Z̃

onto the

space where X ⊥⊥ Y |Z̃. The validity of the location permutation test is essentially determined by the TV
distance δn (or its upper bound) between Qn

X,Y,Z̃
and Q̃n

X,Y,Z̃
. In particular, the local permutation test is

asymptotically valid when δn → 0 as n→∞. In Section 4, we present sharp and tractable conditions under
which δn converges to zero, depending on the smoothness of underlying distributions.

2 Preliminaries

In this section, we set up the notation and introduce preliminaries including the local permutation
procedure and probability metrics.

2.1 Notation

Throughout this paper, we mostly follow the notation used in Neykov et al. (2021). Let the triplet
(X,Y, Z) have a distribution PX,Y,Z on a measurable space. We denote the conditional distribution
of X,Y |Z = z as PX,Y |Z=z. We denote the (marginal) conditional distributions of X|Z = z
and Y |Z = z by PX|Z=z and PY |Z=z, respectively. In addition, the marginal distributions of
X,Y, Z are denoted by PX , PY , PZ and similarly the joint marginal distributions are denoted by
PX,Y , PX,Z , PY,Z . Moreover, we will use the lowercase p to denote density functions with respect to
a base measure. For example, pX,Y |Z(x, y|z), denotes the conditional density (or probability mass)
function of X,Y |Z = z, evaluated at a point (x, y, z). We denote the set of all distributions for
which X ⊥⊥ Y |Z by P0.

2.2 Local permutation procedure

We formalize the local permutation procedure based on i.i.d. observations {(Xi, Yi, Zi)}ni=1 :=
(Xn, Y n, Zn) from PX,Y,Z . Throughout this paper, we assume the conditional random variable
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Z has compact support Z and briefly discuss an extension to unbounded support in Appendix B.4.
Let {B1, . . . , BM} denote a partition of Z such that Z = ∪Mm=1Bm and σ := {σ1, . . . , σM} denote
the sample sizes within bins {B1, . . . , BM}. Furthermore, let Wm denote the set of the pairs of
(Xi, Yi) that belong to the mth bin. More formally, by letting (Xi,m, Yi,m) be the ith pair in the
mth bin, we writeWm := {(X1,m, Y1,m), . . . , (Xσm,m, Yσm,m)} when σm ≥ 1 and otherwiseWm = ∅.

Given this binned data, we consider a generic test statistic for CI testing, which maps from
W1, . . . ,WM to R, i.e. for some function f : W1, . . . ,WM 7→ R we compute our test statistic as:

TCI = f(W1, . . . ,WM ). (1)

As a concrete example with real-valued data, one can take f to be the average function of arbitrary
(unconditional) independence test statistics computed based on W1, . . . ,WM , respectively.

In order to determine significance of the statistic TCI, we rely on the local permutation pro-
cedure summarized in Algorithm 1. To describe the algorithm, consider a permutation πm =
{πm(1), . . . , πm(σm)} of {1, . . . , σm} and denoteW πm

m = {(X1,m, Yπm(1),m), . . . , (Xσm,m, Yπm(σm),m)}
for m = 1, . . . ,M . Notice that when σm = 0, there is nothing to permute and we set W πm

m = ∅.
The test statistic computed using the locally permuted data set is denoted by

TπCI = f(W π1
1 , . . . ,W πM

M ). (2)

Let us further denote the set of all possible such local permutations π := {π1, . . . , πM} by Π whose
cardinality is K =

∏M
m=1 σm!. Given this notation, we describe the local permutation procedure in

Algorithm 1.

Algorithm 1 Local permutation procedure
Input: data {(Xi, Yi, Zi)}ni=1, a partition of Z: {B1, . . . , BM}, a test statistic TCI, a nominal level
α

1. For each π ∈ Π, compute TπCI as in (2) and denote the resulting statistics by Tπ1
CI , . . . , T

πK
CI .

2. By comparing the statistic TCI in (1) with the permuted ones, calculate the p-value as

pperm =
1

K

∑

πi∈Π
1
{
TπiCI ≥ TCI

}
. (3)

3. Given the nominal level α ∈ (0, 1), define the test function φperm,n = 1(pperm ≤ α) and
reject the null when φperm,n = 1.

The local permutation procedure, like other randomized or permutation procedures (e.g. Chapter
15 of Lehmann and Romano, 2006), can be used with any binning-based test statistic for CI testing.
For simplicity, our theoretical results are based on Algorithm 1 but they can be easily extended to
a more practical permutation procedure via Monte Carlo simulations as remarked below.

Remark 1.
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• Monte Carlo approximation. The permutation p-value (3) may be practically unappealing
as its computational cost is prohibitively expensive for large n. To alleviate this computa-
tional issue, it is a common practice to approximate pperm using Monte Carlo simulations
as in (22). As noted in Lehmann and Romano (2006), the difference between pperm and its
Monte Carlo approximation can be made arbitrarily small by taking a sufficiently large num-
ber of Monte Carlo samples. This can be formally stated using Dvoretzky–Kiefer–Wolfowitz
inequality (Dvoretzky et al., 1956) and we refer to Corollary 6.1 of Kim (2021) or Proposition
4 of Schrab et al. (2021) for such argument.

• Randomization. It is well-known that the permutation test can be made exact by introduc-
ing randomization. We state the randomized permutation test (Hoeffding, 1952) for complete-
ness. For a nominal level α, we denote k = K − [Kα] where [Kα] is the largest integer less
than or equal to Kα. In addition let K+ and K0 be the numbers of Tπ1

CI , . . . , T
πK
CI , which are

greater than or equal to TCI, respectively. Given a = (Kα−K+)/K0 and the kth order statis-
tic T (k)

CI of Tπ1
CI , . . . , T

πK
CI , we define φperm,n,a = 1, a or 0 depending on whether TCI > T

(k)
CI ,

TCI = T
(k)
CI or TCI < T

(k)
CI , respectively. Then under the exchangeability assumption of the

permuted statistics, it holds that E[φperm,n,a] = α, whereas φperm,n from Algorithm 1 has a
weaker guarantee that E[φperm,n] ≤ α in general.

In the next subsection, we present several statistical distances between probability measures
that we make use of throughout this paper.

2.3 Probability metrics

Let P and Q be two probability measures over a measurable space (Ω,F) and denote the densities
of P and Q with respect to a common dominating measure µ by p and q, respectively. There are
two classes of probability metrics that will be considered in this paper. The first class, we call
the generalized Hellinger distance (e.g. Kamps, 1989), includes the TV distance and the Hellinger
distance as special cases.

Definition 1 (Generalized Hellinger distances). Given γ ≥ 1, the generalized Hellinger distance
with parameter γ between P and Q is defined as

Dγ,H(P,Q) =

(
1

2

∫ ∣∣p1/γ − q1/γ
∣∣γdµ

)1/γ

.

From the definition, it is clear that the above distance becomes the TV distance when γ = 1 and
the Hellinger distance when γ = 2. Since these two values deserve special attention, we denote the
corresponding TV distance and Hellinger distance by DTV(P,Q) and DH(P,Q), respectively. The
generalized Hellinger distance has the monotonicity property that Dγ2γ2,H(P,Q) ≤ Dγ1γ1,H(P,Q) for
1 ≤ γ1 ≤ γ2 (Corollary 3 of Kamps, 1989). This monotonic relationship generalizes the well-known
inequality between the TV and Hellinger distances, namely D2

H(P,Q) ≤ DTV(P,Q) (e.g. Chapter 4
of Le Cam, 2012).

Another class of probability metrics that we consider is Rényi divergence defined as follows.
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Definition 2 (Rényi divergences). For γ ∈ (0,∞), Rényi divergence of order γ of P from Q is
defined as

Dγ,R(P‖Q) =





1

γ − 1
log

{∫ (
p

q

)γ
qdµ

}
, if γ 6= 1,

∫
p log

(
p

q

)
dµ, if γ = 1.

In the above definition, some notable values of γ include γ ∈ {1/2, 1, 2} and the corresponding
Rényi divergence is directly or indirectly associated with the Hellinger distance (γ = 1/2), Kullback–
Leibler (KL) divergence (γ = 1) and χ2 divergence (γ = 2) as stated in Appendix B. We refer the
reader to Van Erven and Harremos (2014) and Sason and Verdú (2016) for more information on
Rényi divergences.

3 Fundamental limits of CI testing

Before we start analyzing local permutation tests, we provide a new hardness result for CI testing.
In view of the recent hardness result of Shah and Peters (2020), further revisited by Neykov et al.
(2021), CI testing is intrinsically difficult in the following sense. Let PRd be the set of all distributions
for (X,Y, Z) on Rdx+dy+dz , and let PK ⊂ PRd be the subset of PRd whose support is defined within
a L∞ ball of radius K. We also assume that the distributions in PK are absolutely continuous
with respect to the Lebesgue measure. Let P0,K ⊂ PK be the subset of distributions such that
X ⊥⊥ Y |Z and denote its complement by P1,K = PK \ P0,K . By denoting the joint distribution
of n i.i.d. random vectors from PX,Y,Z by PnX,Y,Z , the result of Shah and Peters (2020) states that
any valid CI test φ for the class of null distributions P0,K should satisfy EPnX,Y,Z [φ] ≤ α for any
PX,Y,Z ∈ P1,K . In words, no CI test, which has valid type I error control for all absolutely continuous
conditionally independent distributions, can have meaningful power against any single alternative
distribution in P1,K . It therefore emphasizes that one should consider smaller sets of null and
alternative distributions in order to make the CI testing problem feasible.

The story, on the other hand, is different when Z has a discrete or a mixture distribution where
one can observe the same value of Z. In this case, by permuting the samples within groups having
the same value of Z, the local permutation test can be valid, while possessing non-trivial power
against certain alternatives. However, even in this case, there exists an intrinsic difficulty of CI
testing when the probability of observing the same Z is extremely small. We precisely characterize
this challenge in the following theorem. To describe the result, let P0 ⊂ PRd be the subset of
distributions such that X ⊥⊥ Y |Z, and define P1 = PRd \P0. Further, let P0,disc ⊂ P0 be the subset
of null distributions where Z is supported on a countable set. Then our result is stated as follows.

Theorem 1 (Hardness of CI testing). For an arbitrary integer J ≥ n(n− 1), let us define ρJ,P :=
P{Z1, . . . , ZJ are distinct}, where Z1, . . . , ZJ are i.i.d. samples from the marginal distribution of
Z. Suppose that a test φ satisfies supPX,Y,Z∈P0,disc

EPnX,Y,Z [φ] ≤ α for α ∈ (0, 1). Then for any
PX,Y,Z ∈ P1, the power of φ is bounded above by

EPnX,Y,Z [φ] ≤ α× ρJ,P + (1− ρJ,P ) +
n(n− 1)

J
. (4)
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A few remarks on this result are given below.

Remark 2.

• Theorem 1 states that what makes the CI problem hard is not just whether Z is discrete or
continuous, but whether one can observe the same value of Z repeatedly with high probability.
This difficulty is precisely captured by the quantity ρJ,P . As an illustration, suppose that Z
has a multinomial distribution with equal probabilities over bins. Intuitively, when the number
of bins is much larger than the sample size, one cannot expect to see the same Z even twice
with high probability, and thus the bound (4) becomes close to α. We make this intuition more
precise in Remark 10 where we demonstrate that any valid CI test becomes (asymptotically)
powerless if Z is uniformly distributed over bins and the number of bins increases much faster
than n4. We also refer to Section 7.1 for a numerical illustration.

• Our result is not restricted to the case of discrete Z. Suppose that φ is valid over a subset of P0
that contains P0,disc. Then the same result trivially follows. Let P1,no-atom ⊂ P1 be the subset
of alternative distributions where the marginal distribution of Z has no atoms, i.e. ρJ,P = 1.
Then, as a corollary of Theorem 1, it holds that supPX,Y,Z∈P1,no-atom EPnX,Y,Z [φ] ≤ α for any
φ such that supPX,Y,Z∈P0

EPnX,Y,Z [φ] ≤ α. However, in this argument, it is crucial to assume
that P0,disc ⊂ P0. In contrast, the hardness result of Shah and Peters (2020) does not require
P0,disc ⊂ P0. In this sense, Theorem 1 is a weaker result than Theorem 2 of Shah and Peters
(2020).

• On the other hand, the proof of Theorem 1 is much simpler than that of the hardness re-
sult of Shah and Peters (2020), being highly motivated by the recent impossibility results
in distribution-free conditional predictive inference e.g., Lemma A.1 of Barber et al. (2019)
and Lemma 1 of Barber (2020). The key idea of the proof is to introduce ghost samples
{Xi, Yi, Zi}Ji=1 and express the type II error of φ as the iterative expectations associated with
sampling without replacement from these ghost samples. When Z1, . . . , ZJ are distinct, ran-
dom draws from these ghost samples with replacement can be viewed as random draws under
the null. We note that such argument via sampling with replacement can be traced back to
Gretton et al. (2012) (see Example 1) who provide a negative result for two-sample testing.
Given this key observation, we can connect the type II error with the significance level α, and
the result follows by a union bound along with the total variation distance between sampling
with and without replacement. The details can be found in Appendix A.1.

In summary, the hardness result of Shah and Peters (2020) and Theorem 1 indicate that CI
testing is a difficult task without further assumptions. This negative result naturally motivates us
to explore reasonable conditions under which CI testing, especially based on the local permutation
procedure, is feasible. This is the main topic of the next section.

4 Validity under smoothness conditions

The goal of this section is two-fold: one is to identify universal conditions under which any local
permutation test based on a binned statistic is asymptotically valid; the other is to show that these
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conditions are tight under certain smoothness conditions in the sense that there exists a permutation
test whose type I error is not controlled even asymptotically when our conditions are violated. We
start by introducing our smoothness assumptions (Section 4.1) and then state the main results
(Section 4.2 and Section 4.3).

4.1 Smoothness conditions

The validity of the local permutation test crucially relies on the smoothness assumption on condi-
tional distributions. For instance, suppose that pX|Z(x|z) and pY |Z(y|z) are constant with respect
to z for all z ∈ Z. In this case, X and Y are independent of Z and, consequently, CI testing is the
same as unconditional independence testing for which the (local) permutation test has finite-sample
validity. Motivated by this observation, we consider similar (but more general) smoothness classes
to those in Neykov et al. (2021) defined as follows.

Definition 3 (γ-Hellinger Lipschitzness). Let P0,H,γ,δ(L) ⊂ P0 be the collection of distributions
Px,y,z such that for all z, z′ ∈ Z,

Dγ,H(PX|Z=z, PX|Z=z′) ≤ Lδ(z, z′) and Dγ,H(PY |Z=z, PY |Z=z′) ≤ Lδ(z, z′),

where δ(z, z′) is a distance between z and z′ in Z.

Another smoothness assumption is made based on Rényi divergence.

Definition 4 (γ-Rényi Lipschitzness). Let P0,R,γ,δ(L) ⊂ P0 be the collection of distributions Px,y,z
such that for all z, z′ ∈ Z,

D1/2
γ,R(PX|Z=z‖PX|Z=z′) ≤ Lδ(z, z′) and D1/2

γ,R(PY |Z=z‖PY |Z=z′) ≤ Lδ(z, z′),

where δ(z, z′) is a distance between z and z′ in Z.

For both Lipschitz conditions, we let δ(·, ·) be the Euclidean distance by default when Z ∈ Rd.
With these smoothness conditions in place, the next section studies the asymptotic validity of the
local permutation test.

4.2 Validity

To state the validity result, we begin with additional notation. Let (Xn, Y n, Z̃n) be the binned
version of (Xn, Y n, Zn) where Z̃ ∈ {1, . . . ,M} is a discrete random variable with probability P(Z̃ =
m) = P(Z ∈ Bm) for m = 1, . . . ,M . For simplicity, let us write q

Z̃
(m) = P(Z̃ = m) and denote

the conditional distribution of Z|Z ∈ Bm by P̃Z|Z∈Bm . Then (X,Y, Z̃) has its density function
q
X,Y,Z̃

(x, y,m) = q
XY |Z̃(x, y|m)q

Z̃
(m) where

q
XY |Z̃(x, y|m) =

∫

Bm

pX,Y |Z(x, y|z)dP̃Z|Z∈Bm(z),

and we denote the corresponding joint distribution by Q
X,Y,Z̃

.
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Under the considered binning scheme, we make a key observation that the test statistic TCI

is defined only through the binned data, which means that TCI based on (Xn, Y n, Zn) is equal in
distribution to that based on (Xn, Y n, Z̃n). Furthermore, since our test function φperm,n is computed
only through the binned data, we observe that

EPnX,Y,Z [φperm,n] = EQn
X,Y,Z̃

[φperm,n]. (5)

To proceed further, we consider a product density q̃
X,Y,Z̃

(x, y,m) = q
X·|Z̃(x|m)q·Y |Z̃(y|m)q

Z̃
(m)

where q
X·|Z̃(x|m) and q·Y |Z̃(y|m) are the marginals of q

XY |Z̃(x, y|m), and denote the corresponding

joint distribution by Q̃
X,Y,Z̃

. By construction, (Xn, Y n, Z̃n) from Q̃
X,Y,Z̃

satisfies X ⊥⊥ Y |Z̃ and
therefore exchangeability of Y within each bin yields

E
Q̃n
X,Y,Z̃

[φperm,n] ≤ α.

Combining the above inequality with the identity (5) yields a generic type I error bound for the
local permutation test in terms of the total variation distance.

Lemma 1 (Type I error bound in terms of the TV distance). Suppose that the distribution PX,Y,Z
belongs to P0. Then for any α ∈ (0, 1), the type I error of φperm,n is bounded above by

EPnX,Y,Z [φperm,n] ≤ α+DTV
(
Qn
X,Y,Z̃

, Q̃n
X,Y,Z̃

)
.

The given bound implies that the local permutation test is valid when the binned null distribution
is indistinguishable from its CI projection. The proof of this result follows by the definition of the TV
distance. It is worth pointing out that since the randomized permutation test φperm,n,a (Remark 1)
is exact under the law of Q̃n

X,Y,Z̃
, one can establish a stronger result that

∣∣EPnX,Y,Z ,R[φperm,n,a]− α
∣∣ ≤ DTV

(
Qn
X,Y,Z̃

, Q̃n
X,Y,Z̃

)
,

where R ∼ Uniform[0, 1] is for randomization and independent of the data. In either randomized
or non-randomized test, our main task boils down to identifying reasonable conditions under which
the TV distance between Qn

X,Y,Z̃
and Q̃n

X,Y,Z̃
tends to zero asymptotically. In general, however, it

is challenging to directly work with the TV distance between two product measures. Instead we
upper bound the TV distance by the Hellinger distance as follows.

Lemma 2 (Type I error bound in terms of the Hellinger distance). Suppose that the distribution
PX,Y,Z belongs to P0. Then for any α ∈ (0, 1), the type I error of φperm,n is bounded above by

EPnX,Y,Z [φperm,n] ≤ α+

{
2n

M∑

m=1

q
Z̃

(m)×D2
H
(
Q
X,Y |Z̃=m, Q̃X,Y |Z̃=m

)
}1/2

, (6)

where the second term on the right-hand side is simply
√

2nDH

(
Q
X,Y,Z̃

, Q̃
X,Y,Z̃

)
.
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We mention that, while the Hellinger bound (6) is provably looser than that based on the TV
distance, it has the same characterization as the TV bound in terms of when the local permutation
is asymptotically valid. More specifically, using well-known bounds relating the TV distance and
the Hellinger distance, it can be verified that

DTV

(
Qn
X,Y,Z̃

, Q̃n
X,Y,Z̃

)
→ 0 if and only if nD2

H

(
Q
X,Y,Z̃

, Q̃
X,Y,Z̃

)
→ 0.

We are now ready to state the main results of this section. To this end, we denote the maximum
diameter of bins B1, . . . , BM by h, that is

h := max
1≤m≤M

sup
z,z′∈Bm

δ(z, z′). (7)

We first state the result under γ-Hellinger Lipschitzness in the next theorem and then consider
γ-Rényi Lipschitzness in Theorem 3.

Theorem 2 (Validity of φperm,n under γ-Hellinger Lipschitzness). For any α ∈ (0, 1), the type I
error of φperm,n under γ-Hellinger Lipschitzness is bounded above by

sup
PX,Y,Z∈P0,H,γ,δ(L)

EPnX,Y,Z [φperm,n] ≤




α+ Cγn

1/2Lγhγ , if γ ∈ [1, 2],

α+ Cγn
1/2L2h2, if γ > 2,

(8)

where Cγ is a constant that only depends on γ.

A few remarks are in order.

Remark 3.

• The result of Theorem 2 shows that once we assume that L and γ are fixed in the sample size,
a sufficient condition for the validity of φperm,n is h = o(n−1/2γ) if γ ∈ [1, 2] and h = o(n−1/4)
if γ > 2 under γ-Hellinger Lipschitzness. Since users have control over h, Theorem 2 provides
a guideline for the choice of binning that ensures type I error control of the local permutation
test. We also note that when h is too small, most of the bins are empty, which adversely
affects the power performance. In other words, there is an intriguing trade-off between the
type I error and power in terms of the choice of h. We discuss this trade-off more in Section 5.

• In most practical applications, the smoothness parameter γ is unknown. In such case, one can
choose h such that n1/2h→ 0 as n→∞, which leads to an asymptotically valid permutation
test for all γ ≥ 1, assuming other parameters are fixed. However, as mentioned before,
choosing small h comes at a price of low power under the alternative. It would be interesting
to see whether an adaptive way of choosing h is possible without much loss of power. We
leave this direction to future work.

• We observe an interesting phenomenon that there exists a sharp transition at γ = 2, which
corresponds to the Hellinger distance. In particular, the result illustrates that the smoothness
condition beyond γ > 2 does not really help to improve the convergence rate of the type I
error. Importantly, the given upper bound (8) is tight in terms of n and h in some cases.
More specifically, we show in Section 4.3 that there exists a local permutation test whose type
I error rate can be made arbitrarily large unless the upper bound (8) converges to α.
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• The proof of Theorem 2 builds on Lemma 2 and the monotonicity property of the generalized
Hellinger distance. We note that Lemma 2 has a bound in terms of smoothed distributions
over partitions, whereas γ-Hellinger Lipschitzness is stated in terms of original distributions.
The bulk of the effort in proving Theorem 2 lies in connecting the Hellinger distance between
Q
X,Y |Z̃=m and Q̃

X,Y |Z̃=m to the γ-Hellinger distance between PX|Z=z and PX|Z=z′ (and also
between PY |Z=z and PY |Z=z′). The details can be found in Appendix A.3.

Next we present a similar result under γ-Rényi Lipschitzness.

Theorem 3 (Validity of φperm,n under γ-Rényi Lipschitzness). For any α ∈ (0, 1) and γ > 0, the
type I error of φperm,n under γ-Rényi Lipschitzness is bounded above by

sup
PX,Y,Z∈P0,R,γ,δ(L)

EPnX,Y,Z [φperm,n] ≤ α+ Cγn
1/2L2h2, (9)

where Cγ is a constant that only depends on γ.

In contrast to Theorem 2, the above result indicates that the smoothness parameter γ in Rényi
Lipschitzness does not affect the type I error of φperm,n by more than a constant factor. At a
high-level, we observe this phenomenon because Rényi divergence is lower bounded by the squared
Hellinger distance, up to a constant factor, for any γ > 0 (see Lemma 5). In other words, the
conditional distribution in P0,R,γ,δ(L) is at least as smooth as the one in P0,H,γ=2,δ(L), which means
that we are essentially in the second regime of Theorem 2 for γ ≥ 2. Indeed, it should be clear from
the proof that the same upper bound in Theorem 3 holds for any Lipschitzness condition whose
underlying divergence is lower bounded by the squared Hellinger distance such as KL divergence
and χ2 divergence.

Remark 4 (Poissonization). To analyze the power of binning-based tests, it is often convenient to
assume that the sample size has a Poisson distribution (e.g. Balakrishnan and Wasserman, 2019;
Canonne et al., 2018; Neykov et al., 2021). This, so-called, Poissonization trick allows us to bypass
the difficulty in dealing with the dependence between different bins. In fact, as we proved in
Proposition 2 in Appendix B.3, the local permutation test under Poissonization has the same validity
as before in Theorem 2 and Theorem 3. To explain it briefly, we shall use the convenient notation

EPNX,Y,Z ,N [·] :=
∞∑

k=0

P(N = k)EPkX,Y,Z [·]

to denote the expectation operator with respect to PNX,Y,Z where N is a random sample size. We sim-
ilarly write PPNX,Y,Z ,N [·] to denote EPNX,Y,Z ,N [1(·)]. Suppose now that supPX,Y,Z∈P ′0 EPnX,Y,Z [φperm,n] ≤
α+Cn−ε for P ′0 ⊂ P0 and some constants C, ε > 0. Then under the same condition, the permutation
test under Poissonization (i.e. N ∼ Pois(n)) satisfies supPX,Y,Z∈P ′0 EPNX,Y,Z ,N [φperm,N ] ≤ α + Cεn

−ε

where Cε is a constant that only depends on ε. See Proposition 2 for a more rigorous statement.

We now move to the next section where we provide complementary results of this section.
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4.3 Lower bounds

In this section, we demonstrate that the upper bounds for the type I error established in Section 4.2
cannot be improved further in some cases. In particular, we prove that there exists a local permu-
tation test whose type I error cannot be controlled if one chooses h in such a way that the upper
bounds (8) or (9) diverge. In order to simplify our presentation, we focus on the case where X and
Y are discrete random variables whereas Z is continuous and bounded between [0, 1]. Other cases
such as multivariate continuous (X,Y, Z) will be discussed in Remark 5.

Suppose that X and Y are discrete random variables supported on [`1]× [`2] for some positive
integers `1 and `2. By convention, [`1] denotes the set of integers {1, . . . , `1} and [`2] is similarly
defined. Let {B1, . . . , BM} be an equi-partition of [0, 1] so that the length of each bin is h = M−1.
The given partition yields the binned data setsW1, . . . ,WM defined in Section 2.2. To study lower
bounds, we work with the weighted sum of U-statistics proposed by Canonne et al. (2018) and
Neykov et al. (2021). Let

ψmij (x, y) = 1(Xi,m = x, Yi,m = y)− 1(Xi,m = x)1(Yj,m = y),

and define a kernel function as

hmi1,i2,i3,i4 =
1

4!

∑

π∈Π4

∑

x∈[`1],y∈[`2]

ψmπ(1)π(2)(x, y)ψmπ(3)π(4)(x, y),

where Π4 is the set of all permutations of {i1, i2, i3, i4}. By linearity of expectations, it is seen that
hmi1,i2,i3,i4 is an unbiased estimator of the squared L2 norm between Q

X,Y |Z̃=m and Q̃
X,Y |Z̃=m. Given

this kernel and by recalling Wm = {(X1,m, Y1,m), . . . , (Xσm,m, Yσm,m)}, the resulting U-statistic is
calculated as

U(Wm) :=
1(
σm
4

)
∑

i1<i2<i3<i4:(i1,i2,i3,i4)∈[σm]

hmi1,i2,i3,i4 . (10)

The final statistic is a weighted sum of U(W1), . . . , U(WM ) given by

TCI :=
∑

m∈[M ]

1(σm ≥ 4)σmU(Wm). (11)

Several properties of TCI, such as minimax power optimality, have been studied under Poissonization
by Canonne et al. (2018) and Neykov et al. (2021). To fully benefit from their results, we work with
a modified local permutation test: First draw N ∼ Pois(n/2) and accept the null when N > n. If
N ≤ n, we carry out a local permutation test with N samples randomly chosen from (Xn, Y n, Zn).
Formally, we define the modified local permutation test as

φ†perm,n := φperm,N × 1(N ≤ n), (12)

where φperm,N denotes the local permutation test using TCI (11) computed based on the N samples
chosen before. By Proposition 2 along with the inequality φ†perm,n ≤ φperm,N , it is clear that φ†perm,n
is asymptotically valid whenever the upper bounds in (8) and (9) converge to α. The next theorem
provides complementary results establishing lower bounds for the type I error of φ†perm,n.
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Theorem 4 (Lower bounds). For arbitrarily small but fixed α, β > 0, choose hn → 0 such that√
nhγn → ∞ for γ ∈ [1, 2] and

√
nh2n → ∞ for γ > 2 under γ-Hellinger Lipschitzness. On the

other hand, choose hn → 0 such that
√
nh2n →∞ for γ > 0 under γ-Rényi Lipschitzness. Consider

φ†perm,n based on TCI in (11). Then there exist constants n0, L > 0, where L depends only on γ,
such that for all n ≥ n0, the following two inequalities hold:

sup
PX,Y,Z∈P0,H,γ,δ(L)

EPNX,Y,Z ,N [φ†perm,n] ≥ 1− β and

sup
PX,Y,Z∈P0,R,γ,δ(L)

EPNX,Y,Z ,N [φ†perm,n] ≥ 1− β.

Let us provide several comments on Theorem 4.

Remark 5.

• A crucial observation is that the type I error of φ†perm,n for CI testing corresponds to its power
for testing

H̃0 : Q
X,Y,Z̃

= Q̃
X,Y,Z̃

versus H̃1 : Q
X,Y,Z̃

6= Q̃
X,Y,Z̃

. (13)

This means that, in order to verify that the type I error of φ†perm,n is inflated, it suffices to
show that φ†perm,n is asymptotically powerful against the above alternative (13). With this
observation in place, our main task is to construct a distributional setting where φ†perm,n is
able to distinguish the binned distribution and its CI projection with high probability. In fact,
the conditions of Theorem 4 guarantee that these two distributions are far enough for φ†perm,n
to be asymptotically powerful.

• In order to ease our analysis, we carefully design the distribution of Z such that most samples
are observed in one of the partitions with high probability. In this case, the test statistic TCI

approximates σ1U(W1), which is much easier to handle. It is then sufficient to study the
permutation test based on σ1U(W1) and prove that it is asymptotically powerful under the
given conditions. We show that this is indeed the case by building on the results of Kim et al.
(2020) where the authors investigate the permutation test based on U(W1) for unconditional
independence testing.

• We expect that φperm,n (i.e. without Poissionization) also achieves the same error bounds in
Theorem 4 as it always uses more samples than φ†perm,n by definition. See empirical evidence in
Figure 4. However, we found it challenging to analyze TCI without Poissonization, especially
its variance, due to a non-trivial dependence between the summands of TCI. Due to this
technical difficulty, we focus on the Poisson-sampling scheme as in Canonne et al. (2018) and
Neykov et al. (2021) and leave the detailed analysis of φperm,n to future work. Nevertheless,
the concentration property of a Poisson random variable allows us to say a certain negative
result on φperm,n without Poissonization. Specifically, note that a Poisson random variable N
with parameter n/2 is bound between cn ≤ N ≤ Cn with high probability where c, C > 0
some positive constants (e.g. Canonne, 2017). Thus it is guaranteed that one can find a fixed
sample size ñ such that cn ≤ ñ ≤ Cn and Theorem 4 holds for φperm,ñ without Poissonization.
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• For simplicity, we prove Theorem 4 using the example where (X,Y ) are discrete and Z is
a univariate continuous random variable. Nevertheless, our proof can be extended to the
case of multivariate continuous (X,Y, Z) as follows. Consider piecewise constant densities for
(X,Y ) and assume that the components Z(2), . . . , Z(dZ) of Z ∈ RdZ are independent of the
rest of variables. In this case, we are essentially in the setting where X,Y are discrete and
Z is univariate. Therefore, the same proof carries through except now that the maximum
diameter h depends on dZ . When an equi-partition is considered, we note that dZ only affects
the scaling factor in h and hence the statement of Theorem 4 remains true, provided that dZ
is fixed. We also note that the upper bound results (Theorem 2 and Theorem 3) are stated
in terms of the maximum diameter h; thereby the upper bounds remain the same for both
univariate and multivariate cases of Z.

So far we have explored type I error control of the local permutation test. Next we turn our
attention to the power and study its optimality in certain regimes.

5 Power analysis

This section considers both discrete and continuous cases of the conditional variable Z and investi-
gates the power property of local permutation tests. In order to achieve meaningful power, we focus
on a subset of alternatives, which are at least ε far away from the null in terms of the TV distance.
Our main interest is then to characterize ε for which local permutation tests can be powerful.

5.1 Discrete (X, Y, Z)

To start with the discrete case where (X,Y, Z) ∈ [`1] × [`2] × [M ], we revisit the test statistics
proposed by Canonne et al. (2018) and demonstrate the power property of the local permutation
procedure based on the same test statistics. Canonne et al. (2018) propose two test statistics
for CI testing. The first one is TCI given in (11), which is defined as the sum of unweighted U-
statistics. While TCI is simple and performs well in certain regimes, it may suffer from a large
variance especially when the dimensions `1 and `2 of X and Y are large. To mitigate this issue,
Canonne et al. (2018) propose another statistic building on the flattening idea of Diakonikolas and
Kane (2016). The latter statistic can be viewed as the sum of weighted U-statistics as observed by
Neykov et al. (2021).

Weighted U-statistic. To proceed, let us formally write down the weighted U-statistic. First
recall that Wm = {(X1,m, Y1,m), . . . , (Xσm,m, Yσm,m)} is the set of pairs of (Xi, Yi) with Zi = m.
Suppose that the sample size of Wm is σm ≥ 4 and σm = 4 + 4tm for some tm ∈ N. Following
the notation in Neykov et al. (2021), let t1,m := min{tm, `1} and t2,m := min{tm, `2}. We then
randomly split the dataWm into three setsWX,m,WY,m andWXY,m of size t1,m, t2,m and 2tm+4,
respectively, where WX,m := {Xi,m : i ∈ [t1,m]}, WY,m := {Yi,m : t1,m + 1 ≤ i ≤ t1,m + t2,m} and
WXY,m := {(Xi,m, Yi,m : 2tm + 1 ≤ i ≤ σm)}. The purposes of these splits are different: the first
two will be used to compute weights and the last one will be used to compute the U-statistic. In
particular, as a weight function, consider a positive integer 1 + axy,m = (1 + ax,m)(1 + ay,m) where
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ax,m is the number of occurrences x inWX,m and, similarly, ay,m is the number of occurrences y in
WY,m. Next let h

m,a
i1,i2,i3,i4

denote a weighted kernel function defined as

hm,ai1,i2,i3,i4
:=

1

4!

∑

π∈Π4

∑

x∈[`1],y∈[`2]

ψmπ(1)π(2)(x, y)ψmπ(3)π(4)(x, y)

1 + axy,m
.

Given this kernel, we compute the weighted U-statistic for each 1 ≤ m ≤M as

UW (Wm) :=
1(

2tm+4
2

)
∑

i1<i2<i3<i4:(i1,i2,i3,i4)∈WXY,m

hm,ai1,i2,i3,i4
,

where (i1, i2, i3, i4) ∈ WXY,m stands for taking four observations from WXY,m. Now, by letting
ωm :=

√
min(σm, `1) min(σm, `2), the final test statistic for CI is defined as a weighted sum of

UW (W1), . . . , UW (WM ) given by

TCI,W :=
∑

m∈[M ]

1(σm ≥ 4)σmωmUW (Wm). (14)

Tests of Canonne et al. (2018). For both test statistics TCI in (11) and TCI,W in (14), Canonne
et al. (2018) suggest that one rejects the null when the test statistic is larger than ζ

√
min(n,M)

where ζ is a sufficiently large (but unspecified) constant. This cutoff value can be roughly understood
as an upper bound of the standard deviation of the test statistic under the null. For ease of reference,
we let φCDKS,1 := 1(TCI ≥ ζ

√
min(n,M)) denote the test based on the unweighted statistic and

similarly let φCDKS,2 := 1(TCI,W ≥ ζ
√

min(n,M)) denote the test based on the weighted test
statistic computed based on N ∼ Pois(n) samples. To describe their power results, let P[M ] be the
set of discrete distributions defined on the support [`1] × [`2] × [M ]. Moreover, let P0,[M ] ⊂ P[M ]

where X ⊥⊥ Y |Z and P1,[M ] := P[M ]\P0,[M ]. Canonne et al. (2018) first consider the regime where
`1 and `2 are fixed and ε satisfies a certain condition recalled in (56) of the Appendix, and then
show that

sup
PX,Y,Z∈P1,[M ]:infQ∈P0,[M ]

DTV(PX,Y,Z ,Q)≥ε
EPNX,Y,Z ,N [1− φCDKS,1] ≤

1

100
. (15)

For example, the condition for ε is fulfilled when ε ≥ cmax{M1/4/n1/2,M7/8/n,M3/4/n7/8} for
some large constant c > 0. In the second regime where `1 and `2 can vary, the authors consider a
more involved condition for ε depending on (`1, `2,M, n), and show that

sup
PX,Y,Z∈P1,[M ]:infQ∈P0,[M ]

DTV(PX,Y,Z ,Q)≥ε
EPNX,Y,Z ,N [1− φCDKS,2] ≤

1

100
. (16)

The condition for ε in this second regime is recalled in (52) of the Appendix for completeness.
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Main results for the discrete case. In contrast to Canonne et al. (2018), we consider relatively
more practical tests calibrated by the local permutation procedure, which do not rely on unspecified
constants. We then argue that the permutation-based tests have the same theoretical guarantee as
the tests of Canonne et al. (2018). As mentioned earlier, the local permutation test can control the
type I error rate in the discrete setting without any further assumptions. Therefore our focus is
on the power of the test. In the next remark, we explain a modified local permutation procedure,
which we refer to as the “half-permutation” procedure, that facilitates the power analysis of the test
based on TCI,W .

Remark 6 (Full- versus. half-permutation). For the weighted test statistic TCI,W , there are two
possible ways of calibrating the test via the local permutation procedure. The first one, we call
“full-permutation”, computes the p-value by permuting all Y labels within Wm, independently,
for each m. This is equivalent to the procedure described in Algorithm 1. The second one, we
call “half-permutation”, only permutes the Y labels within WXY,m, independently, for each m.
Both approaches have finite-sample validity but the power of the first approach is intrinsically
more difficult to analyze since each permutation destroys the independence structure amongWX,m,
WY,m and WXY,m. On the other hand, the half-permutation approach preserves the independence
between WXY,m and {WX,m,WY,m} even after permutations. Moreover, it has computational
advantage over the full-permutation test since we do not need to recompute weights 1 + axy,m for
each permutation. A similar strategy has been used in Kim et al. (2020, 2021) to analyze two-sample
and (unconditional) independence tests.

We are now ready to state the main results of this subsection. As in Canonne et al. (2018),
suppose that we draw N i.i.d. samples from PX,Y,Z ∈ P[M ] where N ∼ Pois(n). Given these samples,
let φperm,1 be the local permutation test based on the unweighted test statistic TCI (11) through the
full-permutation procedure described in Remark 6. Similarly, we let φperm,2 be the local permutation
test base on the weighted test statistic TCI,W (14) through the half-permutation procedure described
in Remark 6. For both tests, we set the significance level α = 0.01 for simplicity. These tests have
the following guarantee on the type II error rate.

Theorem 5 (Type II error for discrete X,Y, Z). Consider the local permutation tests φperm,1 and
φperm,2, described above. In the setting of discrete (X,Y, Z), φperm,1 and φperm,2 have the same type
II error guarantee as in (15) and (16), respectively.

The implications of Theorem 5 are as follows.

Remark 7.

• In Theorem 5, we set the type I error and the type II error by 1/100 for simplicity. In fact,
1/100 can be replaced with an arbitrarily small number by adjusting the constant factor in
the condition for ε given in (52) of the Appendix.

• To make the given tests feasible for a fixed sample size, one can apply the truncation trick as
in (12) and consider φ†perm,1 = φperm,1 × 1(N ≤ n) and φ†perm,2 = φperm,2 × 1(N ≤ n) where
N ∼ Pois(n/2). As discussed before, these modified tests have smaller type I errors than
φperm,1 and φperm,2 based on N ∼ Pois(n/2), respectively, and have the same power guarantee
up to e−n/8 factor. See equation (26) in the Appendix for more details.
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• Canonne et al. (2018) further prove that the condition (52) in terms of n cannot be improved
in certain regimes (depending on `1, `2,M, ε) by providing matching lower bounds. This
together with Theorem 5 implies that the corresponding permutation test shares the same
rate optimality as Canonne et al. (2018) whenever the tests of Canonne et al. (2018) are
rate optimal in terms of the sample complexity. Despite the same optimality property, the
permutation test may be more attractive than the corresponding test of Canonne et al. (2018)
as it does not depend on an unspecified constant and it tightly controls the type I error rate
in finite-sample settings.

• A major difficulty of proving Theorem 5 is in controlling randomness arising from the per-
mutation procedure. We tackle this difficulty by building on the recent work of Kim et al.
(2020). In particular, we derive an upper bound for the 1 − α quantile of the permutation
distribution of the test statistic, which holds with high probability. More details can be found
in Appendix A.6.

Next we switch gear to the continuous case of Z and develop similar results as in the discrete
case.

5.2 Continuous Z

In this subsection, we build on the recent work of Neykov et al. (2021) and investigate the power
of local permutation tests for continuous data. The idea of Neykov et al. (2021) is to carefully
discretize Z into several bins and apply the tests based on TCI and TCI,W as if the original data
were discrete. Neykov et al. (2021) investigate the type I and II errors of these tests and prove
that they are minimax optimal under certain smoothness conditions. However, their tests depend
on unspecified constants and, in their simulations, the authors instead use the local permutation
procedure to determine critical values. Hence there is a gap between theory and practice. The goal
of this subsection is to close this gap by showing that the local permutation tests have the same
power property as the tests considered in Neykov et al. (2021).

Discrete X,Y and continuous Z. First recall the setting described in Section 4.3 whereX and Y
are discrete random variables supported on [`1]×[`2] and Z is continuous and bounded between [0, 1].
Denote by P[0,1] the collection of distributions PX,Y,Z of such random variables. Let P0,[0,1] ⊂ P[0,1]
where X ⊥⊥ Y |Z and P1,[0,1] := P[0,1] \P0,[0,1]. Furthermore, let P1,[0,1],TV(L) ⊂ P1,[0,1] be the subset
of alternative distributions that satisfies the TV smoothness:

DTV(PX,Y |Z=z, PX,Y |Z=z′) ≤ L|z − z′| for all z, z′ ∈ [0, 1]. (17)

To describe the result of Neykov et al. (2021), draw N ∼ Pois(n/2). If N ≤ n, we take a random
subset of size N from {(Xi, Yi, Zi)}ni=1 and otherwise accept the null. Given that N ≤ n, compute
the unweighted test statistic TCI (11) using the binned data set W1, . . . ,WM where M = dn2/5e
and

∑M
i=1 σi = N . For a sufficiently large constant ζ depending on L, the corresponding test of

Neykov et al. (2021) is defined as

φNBW,1 := 1(TCI ≥ ζn1/5)× 1(N ≤ n).
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In terms of the type II error, the authors show that there exists a sufficiently large constant c
depending on (ζ, L, `1, `2), and for ε ≥ cn−2/5,

sup
PX,Y,Z∈P1,[0,1],TV(L):infQ∈P0,[0,1] DTV(PX,Y,Z ,Q)≥ε

EPNX,Y,Z ,N [1− φNBW,1] ≤
1

100
+ e−n/8. (18)

The type I error of φNBW,1 is also guaranteed over a class of null distributions determined by certain
smoothness conditions.

As mentioned before, a test based on the unweighted U-statistic may not perform well when
`1 and `2 potentially increase with n. To avoid this issue, Neykov et al. (2021) follow the idea
of Canonne et al. (2018) and propose another test based on the weighted test statistic TCI,W (14)
where M = d n2/5

(`1`2)1/5
e. More formally, for a sufficiently large ζ depending on L, the second test is

defined as

φNBW,2 := 1(TCI,W ≥
√
ζM)× 1(N ≤ n). (19)

Again, let c be a sufficiently large constant depending on (ζ, L) such that ε ≥ c (`1`2)1/5
n2/5 . Under this

condition for ε and an extra condition that M`1 . n for `1 ≥ `2, Theorem 5.5 of Neykov et al.
(2021) guarantees that

sup
PX,Y,Z∈P1,[0,1],TV(L):infQ∈P0,[0,1] DTV(PX,Y,Z ,Q)≥ε

EPNX,Y,Z ,N [1− φNBW,2] ≤
1

100
+ e−n/8. (20)

Furthermore, the authors prove that no CI test can be uniformly powerful in the TV distance when
ε is much less than (`1`2)1/5

n2/5 . That means, φNBW,1 and φNBW,2 achieve minimax optimal rate, while
the optimality of φNBW,1 is only guaranteed when `1 and `2 are bounded. However the optimal
power of φNBW,2 over a broader regime comes at the cost of decreasing the size of null distributions.
In fact, the type I error of φNBW,2 is guaranteed over a χ2-smooth class of null distributions, which
is smaller than the class of null distributions considered for φNBW,1. See Neykov et al. (2021) for
more details.

Having described the results of Neykov et al. (2021), our aim is to reproduce the type II error
guarantees (18) and (20) based on the same test statistics but with (explicit) cutoff values determined
by the local permutation procedure. Given the data set of size N ≤ n where N ∼ Pois(n/2), let
us denote the local permutation tests based on TCI and TCI,W by φperm,1 and φperm,2, respectively.
As described in Remark 6, it greatly simplifies the power analysis for TCI,W when we consider
the half-permutation method. Hence, unlike φperm,1 that builds on Algorithm 1, the p-value of
φperm,2 is determined by the half-permutation method. Now in order to take into account the
random sample size N , the final test functions are defined as φ†perm,1 := φperm,1 × 1(N ≤ n) and
φ†perm,2 := φperm,2 × 1(N ≤ n). These tests have the following guarantee on the type II error rate.

Theorem 6 (Type II error for discrete X,Y and continuous Z). Consider the local permutation
tests φ†perm,1 and φ

†
perm,2, described above. In the setting of discrete (X,Y ) and continuous Z, φ†perm,1

and φ†perm,2 have the same type II error guarantee as in (18) and (20), respectively.

Several remarks are provided below.
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Remark 8.

• We highlight once again that the local permutation tests φ†perm,1 and φ†perm,2 do not require
the knowledge on unspecified constant ζ in φNBW,1 and φNBW,2, while achieving the same
power (in terms of rate) as stated in Theorem 6.

• However, such a nice property does not come for free. In general, the local permutation test
requires a stronger condition on the class of null distributions than the corresponding theoret-
ical test for type I error control. For instance, under the class of null distributions P0,H,γ,δ(L)
in Definition 3, we require that n1/2hγ → 0 for γ ∈ [1, 2] and n1/2h2 → 0 for γ ≥ 2 for the
local permutation test to be valid (Theorem 2). With the choice of M = dn2/5e (recall that
M = h−1), for instance, we have only shown that φ†perm,1 is valid when γ > 5/4. On the other
hand, φNBW,1 can control the type I error even when γ = 1 (see Theorem 5.2 of Neykov et al.,
2021). Similarly, in order for φ†perm,2 to be valid under the same χ2-smoothness condition in

Theorem 5.5 of Neykov et al. (2021), we require that n1/2h2 = (`1`2)2/5

n3/10 → 0, which was not
needed for φNBW,2. In Section 6, we attempt to partly address this drawback by introducing a
novel double-binning strategy, which requires less stringent conditions for type I error control.

• The proof of Theorem 6 is similar to that of Theorem 5, that is, we show that the 1−α quantile
of the permutation distribution of TCI is upper bounded by ζn1/5 with high probability under
the alternative. This result yields that the type II error of φ†perm,1 is upper bounded by that of
φNBW,1, up to a small error term. From here, we can directly benefit the previous bounds (18)
and (20) and show that the type II error of φ†perm,1 is small. The proof for φ†perm,2 follows
similarly. The details can be found in Appendix A.7.

Continuous X,Y, Z. Next we develop a similar result for the case where (X,Y, Z) is supported
on [0, 1]3 with a joint distribution absolutely continuous with respect to the Lebesgue measure.
Let P[0,1]3 be the set of distributions of such random variables and P0,[0,1]3 ⊂ P[0,1]3 for which
X ⊥⊥ Y |Z. Let P1,[0,1]3,TV be the subset of P1,[0,1]3 := P[0,1]3 \ P0,[0,1]3 , which satisfies the TV
smoothness condition in (17). In addition, we assume that, for any PX,Y,Z ∈ P1,[0,1]3,TV, the
corresponding conditional density function pX,Y |Z given any z ∈ [0, 1] belongs to H2,s(L), where
H2,s(L) is the class of Hölder smooth functions [0, 1]2 7→ R with parameter s defined in Definition 5
of the Appendix.

In order to apply TCI,W to continuous data, we need to further discretize X,Y into several bins.
For this purpose, for a given M > 0 (specified in the sequel), consider a partition of [0, 1] into
M ′ = dM1/se bins of equal size denoted by {B′m}M

′
m=1. We then transform X (and similarly Y )

through the map g : [0, 1] 7→ {1, . . . ,M ′} by defining g(x) = m if and only if x ∈ Bm. On the
other hand, we partition the conditional variable Z into M bins of equal size. Given this binned
data set, we implement φNBW,2 in (19), but with a different choice of M = dn2s/(5s+2)e. According
to Theorem 5.6 of Neykov et al. (2021), the resulting test achieves minimax optimal power. In
particular, they show that there exists a sufficiently large constant c depending on ζ, L, and if
ε ≥ cn−2s/(5s+2), then

sup
PX,Y,Z∈P1,[0,1]3,TV(L):infQ∈P

0,[0,1]3
DTV(PX,Y,Z ,Q)≥ε

EPNX,Y,Z ,N [1− φNBW,2] ≤
1

100
+ e−n/8. (21)
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We now show that the corresponding local permutation test φ†perm,2 has the same power property.

Theorem 7 (Type II error for continuous X,Y, Z). Consider the local permutation test φ†perm,2

applied to the discretized data set described above. In the setting of continuous (X,Y, Z), φ†perm,2
has the same type II error guarantee as in (21) and thereby shares the same optimal power as
φNBW,2.

The same points in Remark 8 apply to Theorem 7. While φ†perm,2 has the same optimality as
φNBW,2 in terms of power, we need to restrict the class of null distributions further to rigorously
control the type I error. In particular, under γ-Hellinger Lipschitzness with γ ≥ 2, the underlying
conditional density function should be smooth enough to ensure that n1/2h2 = n−4s/(5s+2)+1/2 → 0,
equivalently s > 2/3, for type I error control. As we discussed in more detail in the introduction,
the tension in CI testing between tightly controlling the type I error (requiring narrow bins) and
ensuring high power (requiring, in some cases, wider bins) is a unique feature of CI testing. In the
next section, we introduce a novel double-binning permutation test that allows us to consider less
smooth null distributions, while maintaining the power (up to a constant factor).

6 Double-binning strategy

As we discussed above, the type I error of the local permutation test is guaranteed to be small over
a smaller set of null distributions than the conservatively calibrated U-statistic test used by Neykov
et al. (2021). The reason for this gap is that the permutation approach relies on an additional
condition for its validity. In particular, it requires that the binned distribution Qn

X,Y,Z̃
and its CI

projection Q̃n
X,Y,Z̃

be close in the TV distance. The goal of this section is to mitigate this issue
via double-binning. The idea is to consider bins of two distinct resolutions where a test statistic
is computed over coarser bins, whereas the permutation procedure is implemented over finer bins.
This double-binning strategy allows us to keep the TV distance smaller than the single-binning
approach, while maintaining similar power under certain conditions.

To elaborate on the idea, recall that {B1, . . . , BM} is a partition of Z. For m = 1, . . . ,M , let
us further partition Bm into b bins, which results in smaller bins {Bm,1, . . . , Bm,b}. For (m, k) ∈
[M ]× [b], let σm,k be the sample size within Bm,k, and Wm,k denote the set of the pairs of (Xi, Yi)
that belong to Bm,k. More formally, by letting (Xi,m,k, Yi,m,k) be the ith pair in Bm,k, we write
Wm,k := {(X1,m,k, Y1,m,k), . . . , (Xσm,k,m,k, Yσm,k,m,k)} when σm,k ≥ 1 and otherwise Wm,k = ∅.
Under this setting, we compute the test statistic TCI as in (1) based on the larger bins {B1, . . . , BM}.
The permuted test statistic TπCI is computed similarly as before except now that Y values are
permuted within the smaller bins. We then compute the permutation p-value as in (3) by counting
how many permuted statistics are larger than or equal to TCI.

Here, to simplify our theoretical analysis, we focus our attention on a subset of all possible local
permutations. In particular, within each small bin Bm,k for (m, k) ∈ [M ] × [b], we only consider
a set of cyclic permutations of {1, . . . , σm,k}. As an illustration, when σm,k = 4, we have four
distinct cyclic permutations of {1, 2, 3, 4} as {1, 2, 3, 4}, {2, 3, 4, 1}, {3, 4, 1, 2}, {4, 1, 2, 3}. A formal
definition of a cyclic permutation can be found in Definition 6. This cyclic restriction results inK∗ :=∏

(m,k)∈[M ]×[b] max{σm,k, 1} number of local permutations, and the set of all possible such cyclic
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local permutations is denoted by Πcyclic. Given this notation, we describe the local permutation
procedure via double-binning in Algorithm 2. We also refer to Figure 2 for an illustration of the
procedure.

Algorithm 2 Local permutation procedure via double-binning

Input: data {(Xi, Yi, Zi)}ni=1, a super-partition of Z:
{
B1, . . . , BM

}
, sub-partitions of each Bm :

{Bm,1, . . . , Bm,b} for m = 1, . . . ,M , a test statistic TCI, a nominal level α

1. For each π ∈ Πcyclic, compute TπCI as in (2) and denote the resulting statistics by
Tπ1
CI , . . . , T

πK∗
CI .

2. By comparing the statistic TCI in (1) with the permuted ones, calculate the p-value as

pperm =
1

K∗

∑

πi∈Πcyclic

1
{
TπiCI ≥ TCI

}
.

3. Given the nominal level α ∈ (0, 1), define the test function φperm,n = 1(pperm ≤ α) and
reject the null when φperm,n = 1.

Next, we discuss the type I and type II errors of the local permutation test via double-binning.
The analysis of the type I error is relatively straightforward. Indeed, all of the results in Section 4.2
continue to hold for this new approach but now the maximum diameter (7) becomes smaller as it
is defined over the finer bins. Therefore, in view of Theorem 2 and Theorem 3, an upper bound
for the type I error can be much tighter than the single-binning approach based on {B1, . . . , BM}.
The only caveat, here, is that we consider the set of cyclic local permutations Πcyclic, rather than
all possible local permutations. However, this change does not affect the validity.

Proposition 1 (Type I error of the double-binning test). Let φperm,n be the local permutation test
via double-binning in Algorithm 2. Then the same bounds (8) and (9) hold for φperm,n with the
maximum diameter h defined as

h = max
(m,k)∈[M ]×[b]

sup
z,z′∈Bm,k

δ(z, z′).

We note that the above result holds under Poissonization in a similar fashion to Proposition 2
in the Appendix. Indeed, once the bounds (8) and (9) are given, the validity of the double-binning
test under Poissonization can be proved along the same lines of the proof of Proposition 2. Given
the above proposition, our main concern is the type II error. Here, to illustrate ideas, we only
focus on the case where (X,Y, Z) ∈ [`1] × [`2] × [0, 1] and `1, `2 are fixed. In addition, we recall
the definition of P1,[0,1],TV(L) from Section 5.2 and consider a subset of P1,[0,1],TV(L), denoted by
P ′1,[0,1],TV(L), such that the marginal density of Z is bounded below by some fixed constant clow > 0,
i.e. pZ(z) ≥ clow for all z ∈ [0, 1]. Furthermore, we assume that any distribution in P ′1,[0,1],TV(L)
satisfies

DTV(PX|Z=z, PX|Z=z′) ≤ L|z − z′| and DTV(PY |Z=z, PY |Z=z′) ≤ L|z − z′|,
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for all z, z′ ∈ [0, 1].
To describe type II error results, we consider the test statistic TCI used in φNBW,1. Moreover,

assume that each of the coarser bins and the finer bins has the same length of an interval 1/M
and 1/(Mb), respectively. Now, given a sample {(Xi, Yi, Zi)}Ni=1 where N ∼ Pois(n/2), we compute
φperm,N based on TCI using Algorithm 2 at significance level α = 0.01 (for simplicity) and define
φ†perm,n := φperm,N × 1{N ≤ n} as in (12). Under this setting, the resulting test has the following
type II error guarantee.

Theorem 8 (Type II error of the double-binning test). Consider the test φ†perm,n defined above
with the number of larger bins M = dn2/5e. Suppose that we choose b such that n/(Mb)2 > 400c−1low

and Mb → ∞ as n → ∞. Suppose further that ε ≥ cn−2/5 for a sufficiently large c depending on
(L, `1, `2). Then

sup
PX,Y,Z∈P ′1,[0,1],TV

(L):infQ∈P0,[0,1] DTV(PX,Y,Z ,Q)≥ε
EPNX,Y,Z ,N [1− φ†perm,n] ≤ 1

100
+ e−n/8 + ρn,

where ρn is a positive sequence converging to zero as n→∞.

We first note that an explicit form of ρn in the above result can be found in (70) given in the
Appendix. Next, observe that the above double-binning test achieves the same minimax separation
rate as φNBW,1 without being dependent on an unspecified constant in its critical value. Its guarantee
holds over a smaller set of alternative distributions, namely P ′1,[0,1],TV(L) (in contrast, the result of
Neykov et al. (2021) does not require any lower bound on the density of Z).

On the other hand, compared to the corresponding permutation test via single-binning, the
double-binning method controls the type I error rate over a larger class of null distributions without
sacrificing power up to a constant factor. In particular, with an optimal choice of M = dn2/5e, the
single-binning test requires γ > 5/4 in order to control the type I error under γ-Hellinger smoothness.
In contrast, the double-binning test is valid for γ > 1 as long as b is chosen appropriately such that
n/(Mb)2γ → 0 but n/(Mb)2 is bounded below by a large constant.

Remark 9 (Extension to other settings). It is worth highlighting that the validity result of the
double-binning test in Proposition 1 holds universally for any binning-based test statistic. Theorem 8
regarding the power, on the other hand, is based specifically on the test statistic TCI used in φNBW,1.
While we believe that a similar power result can be developed based on other test statistics including
TCI,W used in φNBW,2, a detailed treatment of this direction is beyond the scope of this paper.
Another important direction one can pursue is to see whether the lower bound restriction on the
density of Z can be removed in Theorem 8. We leave these topics to future work.

7 Simulations

In this section, we illustrate the numerical performance of the local permutation test through Monte
Carlo simulations. Throughout our experiments, we use Monte Carlo simulations to compute the
permutation p-value, defined as pperm in (3). In particular, we draw B permutations, denoted by
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U(W ⇡1
1 )

<latexit sha1_base64="vA0uh5RbSkdpqTB9soKZkxsseHI=">AAACBHicbVDLSsNAFJ34rPUVddnNYBHqpiRS0ZUU3LisYNpCE8NkMmmHTiZhZiKU0IUbf8WNC0Xc+hHu/BsnbRbaemCYwzn3cu89QcqoVJb1baysrq1vbFa2qts7u3v75sFhVyaZwMTBCUtEP0CSMMqJo6hipJ8KguKAkV4wvi783gMRkib8Tk1S4sVoyGlEMVJa8s2a03CDhIVyEusv7019+z53U+rb01PfrFtNawa4TOyS1EGJjm9+uWGCs5hwhRmScmBbqfJyJBTFjEyrbiZJivAYDclAU45iIr18dsQUnmglhFEi9OMKztTfHTmKZbGlroyRGslFrxD/8waZii69nPI0U4Tj+aAoY1AlsEgEhlQQrNhEE4QF1btCPEICYaVzq+oQ7MWTl0n3rGm3mue3rXr7qoyjAmrgGDSADS5AG9yADnAABo/gGbyCN+PJeDHejY956YpR9hyBPzA+fwBpdZfw</latexit>

| {z }

<latexit sha1_base64="CFrStdmm/6D0MwLafPZMU15YKzo=">AAACGXicfZDLSgMxFIYz9VbrbdSlm2ARXJUZqeiy4sZlBXuBzlAymTNtaCYzJhmhDAWfwo2v4saFIi515duYXhbaigcSfv7/HJLzBSlnSjvOl1VYWl5ZXSuulzY2t7Z37N29pkoySaFBE57IdkAUcCagoZnm0E4lkDjg0AoGl+O8dQdSsUTc6GEKfkx6gkWMEm2sru14mQhBBpJQyL3bjIT433vUtctOxZkUXhTuTJTRrOpd+8MLE5rFIDTlRKmO66Taz4nUjHIYlbxMQUrogPSgY6QgMSg/n2w2wkfGCXGUSHOExhP350ROYqWGcWA6Y6L7aj4bm39lnUxH537ORJppEHT6UJRxrBM8xoRDJoFqPjSCUMnMXzHtE0NJG5glA8GdX3lRNE8qbrVyel0t1y7upziK6AAdomPkojNUQ1eojhqIogf0hF7Qq/VoPVtv1vu0tWDNEO6jX2V9fgP2VaFL</latexit>

Bin B1

<latexit sha1_base64="oanW+cDTNduYnjLoM2xYc8iTwLQ=">AAAB+XicbVBNS8NAEN34WetX1KOXxVbwVBKp6ElKvXisYD+gDWGz3bRLN5uwOymW0H/ixYMiXv0n3vw3btsctPXBwOO9GWbmBYngGhzn21pb39jc2i7sFHf39g8O7aPjlo5TRVmTxiJWnYBoJrhkTeAgWCdRjESBYO1gdDfz22OmNI/lI0wS5kVkIHnIKQEj+bbdA/YEWZ1LXK77bnnq2yWn4syBV4mbkxLK0fDtr14/pmnEJFBBtO66TgJeRhRwKti02Es1SwgdkQHrGipJxLSXzS+f4nOj9HEYK1MS8Fz9PZGRSOtJFJjOiMBQL3sz8T+vm0J442VcJikwSReLwlRgiPEsBtznilEQE0MIVdzciumQKELBhFU0IbjLL6+S1mXFrVauHqql2m0eRwGdojN0gVx0jWroHjVQE1E0Rs/oFb1ZmfVivVsfi9Y1K585QX9gff4AORaSuw==</latexit>

B1,4

<latexit sha1_base64="/9MX1Tw+qyz8X+x2U8ezjmUhgm4=">AAACGXicbZDLSsNAFIYn9VbrLerSTbAILkpISmybXdGNywr2AmkIk+m0HTq5MDMRSshruPFV3LhQxKWufBunaRbaemDg4//PmTnz+zElXBjGt1La2Nza3invVvb2Dw6P1OOTHo8ShnAXRTRiAx9yTEmIu4IIigcxwzDwKe77s5uF33/AjJMovBfzGLsBnIRkTBAUUvJUIx3mlzhs4rupodt2o2XatRzsZn0JTauRXXupWbOyzFOrhm7kpa2DWUAVFNXx1M/hKEJJgEOBKOTcMY1YuClkgiCKs8ow4TiGaAYn2JEYwgBzN82XyrQLqYy0ccTkCYWWq78nUhhwPg982RlAMeWr3kL8z3MSMW65KQnjROAQLR8aJ1QTkbaISRsRhpGgcwkQMSJ31dAUMoiEDLMiQzBXv7wOvbpuWvrVnVVtN4o4yuAMnINLYIImaINb0AFdgMAjeAav4E15Ul6Ud+Vj2VpSiplT8KeUrx/QWZxe</latexit>

B1,1

<latexit sha1_base64="ZEQCrfSlv9VMjWOoJVyyla6v+DI=">AAACGXicbZDLSsNAFIYn9VbrLerSTbAILkpISm2bXdGNywr2AmkIk+mkHTq5MDMRSshruPFV3LhQxKWufBunaRbaemDg4//PmTnzezElXBjGt1La2Nza3invVvb2Dw6P1OOTPo8ShnAPRTRiQw9yTEmIe4IIiocxwzDwKB54s5uFP3jAjJMovBfzGDsBnITEJwgKKbmqkY7yS2w28ZzU0C2r2TatWg5Wq76EVqOZXbupWTOzzFWrhm7kpa2DWUAVFNV11c/ROEJJgEOBKOTcNo1YOClkgiCKs8oo4TiGaAYn2JYYwgBzJ82XyrQLqYw1P2LyhELL1d8TKQw4nwee7AygmPJVbyH+59mJ8NtOSsI4EThEy4f8hGoi0hYxaWPCMBJ0LgEiRuSuGppCBpGQYVZkCObql9ehX9fNhn5116h2mkUcZXAGzsElMEELdMAt6IIeQOARPINX8KY8KS/Ku/KxbC0pxcwp+FPK1w/Lx5xb</latexit>

B1,2

<latexit sha1_base64="rg3n7y/2LR1iL3/wX1Qj2T6f9K0=">AAACGXicbZDLSsNAFIYn9VbrLerSTbAILkpISm2bXdGNywr2AmkIk+mkHTq5MDMRSshruPFV3LhQxKWufBunaRbaemDg4//PmTnzezElXBjGt1La2Nza3invVvb2Dw6P1OOTPo8ShnAPRTRiQw9yTEmIe4IIiocxwzDwKB54s5uFP3jAjJMovBfzGDsBnITEJwgKKbmqkY7yS2w28ZzU0C2r2TatWg5Wq76EVqOZXbupWatnmatWDd3IS1sHs4AqKKrrqp+jcYSSAIcCUci5bRqxcFLIBEEUZ5VRwnEM0QxOsC0xhAHmTpovlWkXUhlrfsTkCYWWq78nUhhwPg882RlAMeWr3kL8z7MT4bedlIRxInCIlg/5CdVEpC1i0saEYSToXAJEjMhdNTSFDCIhw6zIEMzVL69Dv66bDf3qrlHtNIs4yuAMnINLYIIW6IBb0AU9gMAjeAav4E15Ul6Ud+Vj2VpSiplT8KeUrx/NTZxc</latexit>

B1,3

<latexit sha1_base64="NGdPUGh3gjBXZarZE0E+1fLtgAc=">AAACGXicbZC7TsMwFIYdrqXcAowsERUSQxUlpbTNVsHCWCR6kdIoclyntepcZDtIVZTXYOFVWBhAiBEm3gY3zQAtR7L06f/PsY9/L6aEC8P4VtbWNza3tks75d29/YND9ei4x6OEIdxFEY3YwIMcUxLiriCC4kHMMAw8ivve9Gbu9x8w4yQK78Usxk4AxyHxCYJCSq5qpMP8EpuNPSc1dMtqtEyrmoPVrC2gWW9k125qVi+zzFUrhm7kpa2CWUAFFNVx1c/hKEJJgEOBKOTcNo1YOClkgiCKs/Iw4TiGaArH2JYYwgBzJ82XyrRzqYw0P2LyhELL1d8TKQw4nwWe7AygmPBlby7+59mJ8FtOSsI4EThEi4f8hGoi0uYxaSPCMBJ0JgEiRuSuGppABpGQYZZlCObyl1ehV9PNun51V6+0G0UcJXAKzsAFMEETtMEt6IAuQOARPINX8KY8KS/Ku/KxaF1TipkT8KeUrx/O05xd</latexit>

| {z }

<latexit sha1_base64="CFrStdmm/6D0MwLafPZMU15YKzo=">AAACGXicfZDLSgMxFIYz9VbrbdSlm2ARXJUZqeiy4sZlBXuBzlAymTNtaCYzJhmhDAWfwo2v4saFIi515duYXhbaigcSfv7/HJLzBSlnSjvOl1VYWl5ZXSuulzY2t7Z37N29pkoySaFBE57IdkAUcCagoZnm0E4lkDjg0AoGl+O8dQdSsUTc6GEKfkx6gkWMEm2sru14mQhBBpJQyL3bjIT433vUtctOxZkUXhTuTJTRrOpd+8MLE5rFIDTlRKmO66Taz4nUjHIYlbxMQUrogPSgY6QgMSg/n2w2wkfGCXGUSHOExhP350ROYqWGcWA6Y6L7aj4bm39lnUxH537ORJppEHT6UJRxrBM8xoRDJoFqPjSCUMnMXzHtE0NJG5glA8GdX3lRNE8qbrVyel0t1y7upziK6AAdomPkojNUQ1eojhqIogf0hF7Qq/VoPVtv1vu0tWDNEO6jX2V9fgP2VaFL</latexit>

| {z }

<latexit sha1_base64="CFrStdmm/6D0MwLafPZMU15YKzo=">AAACGXicfZDLSgMxFIYz9VbrbdSlm2ARXJUZqeiy4sZlBXuBzlAymTNtaCYzJhmhDAWfwo2v4saFIi515duYXhbaigcSfv7/HJLzBSlnSjvOl1VYWl5ZXSuulzY2t7Z37N29pkoySaFBE57IdkAUcCagoZnm0E4lkDjg0AoGl+O8dQdSsUTc6GEKfkx6gkWMEm2sru14mQhBBpJQyL3bjIT433vUtctOxZkUXhTuTJTRrOpd+8MLE5rFIDTlRKmO66Taz4nUjHIYlbxMQUrogPSgY6QgMSg/n2w2wkfGCXGUSHOExhP350ROYqWGcWA6Y6L7aj4bm39lnUxH537ORJppEHT6UJRxrBM8xoRDJoFqPjSCUMnMXzHtE0NJG5glA8GdX3lRNE8qbrVyel0t1y7upziK6AAdomPkojNUQ1eojhqIogf0hF7Qq/VoPVtv1vu0tWDNEO6jX2V9fgP2VaFL</latexit>

| {z }

<latexit sha1_base64="CFrStdmm/6D0MwLafPZMU15YKzo=">AAACGXicfZDLSgMxFIYz9VbrbdSlm2ARXJUZqeiy4sZlBXuBzlAymTNtaCYzJhmhDAWfwo2v4saFIi515duYXhbaigcSfv7/HJLzBSlnSjvOl1VYWl5ZXSuulzY2t7Z37N29pkoySaFBE57IdkAUcCagoZnm0E4lkDjg0AoGl+O8dQdSsUTc6GEKfkx6gkWMEm2sru14mQhBBpJQyL3bjIT433vUtctOxZkUXhTuTJTRrOpd+8MLE5rFIDTlRKmO66Taz4nUjHIYlbxMQUrogPSgY6QgMSg/n2w2wkfGCXGUSHOExhP350ROYqWGcWA6Y6L7aj4bm39lnUxH537ORJppEHT6UJRxrBM8xoRDJoFqPjSCUMnMXzHtE0NJG5glA8GdX3lRNE8qbrVyel0t1y7upziK6AAdomPkojNUQ1eojhqIogf0hF7Qq/VoPVtv1vu0tWDNEO6jX2V9fgP2VaFL</latexit>

· · ·

<latexit sha1_base64="oitNIfdFwifRtUKNYdbzXVpbxr8=">AAAB7XicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69BIvgqSRS0ZMUvHisYD+gDWWz2bRrN7thdyKU0v/gxYMiXv0/3vw3btsctPXBwOO9GWbmhangBj3v2ymsrW9sbhW3Szu7e/sH5cOjllGZpqxJlVC6ExLDBJesiRwF66SakSQUrB2Obmd++4lpw5V8wHHKgoQMJI85JWilVo9GCk2/XPGq3hzuKvFzUoEcjX75qxcpmiVMIhXEmK7vpRhMiEZOBZuWeplhKaEjMmBdSyVJmAkm82un7plVIjdW2pZEd67+npiQxJhxEtrOhODQLHsz8T+vm2F8HUy4TDNkki4WxZlwUbmz192Ia0ZRjC0hVHN7q0uHRBOKNqCSDcFffnmVtC6qfq16eV+r1G/yOIpwAqdwDj5cQR3uoAFNoPAIz/AKb45yXpx352PRWnDymWP4A+fzB6+7jzM=</latexit>

Bin B2

<latexit sha1_base64="8hpZz0E4MGhZ5svRuWXQqGGFzZI=">AAAB+XicbVBNS8NAEN3Ur1q/oh69LLaCp5KUip6k1IvHCvYD2hA22227dLMJu5NiCf0nXjwo4tV/4s1/47bNQVsfDDzem2FmXhALrsFxvq3cxubW9k5+t7C3f3B4ZB+ftHSUKMqaNBKR6gREM8ElawIHwTqxYiQMBGsH47u5354wpXkkH2EaMy8kQ8kHnBIwkm/bPWBPkNa5xKW6XynNfLvolJ0F8DpxM1JEGRq+/dXrRzQJmQQqiNZd14nBS4kCTgWbFXqJZjGhYzJkXUMlCZn20sXlM3xhlD4eRMqUBLxQf0+kJNR6GgamMyQw0qveXPzP6yYwuPFSLuMEmKTLRYNEYIjwPAbc54pREFNDCFXc3IrpiChCwYRVMCG4qy+vk1al7FbLVw/VYu02iyOPztA5ukQuukY1dI8aqIkomqBn9IrerNR6sd6tj2VrzspmTtEfWJ8/OpySvA==</latexit>

Bin B3

<latexit sha1_base64="5VU12EovkV5ZmiCPXPsCb6cw8Hg=">AAAB+XicbVBNS8NAEN3Ur1q/oh69LLaCp5JoRU9S6sVjBfsBbQib7bZdutmE3UmxhP4TLx4U8eo/8ea/cdvmoK0PBh7vzTAzL4gF1+A431ZubX1jcyu/XdjZ3ds/sA+PmjpKFGUNGolItQOimeCSNYCDYO1YMRIGgrWC0d3Mb42Z0jySjzCJmReSgeR9TgkYybftLrAnSGtc4lLNvyxNfbvolJ058CpxM1JEGeq+/dXtRTQJmQQqiNYd14nBS4kCTgWbFrqJZjGhIzJgHUMlCZn20vnlU3xmlB7uR8qUBDxXf0+kJNR6EgamMyQw1MveTPzP6yTQv/FSLuMEmKSLRf1EYIjwLAbc44pREBNDCFXc3IrpkChCwYRVMCG4yy+vkuZF2a2Urx4qxeptFkcenaBTdI5cdI2q6B7VUQNRNEbP6BW9Wan1Yr1bH4vWnJXNHKM/sD5/ADwikr0=</latexit>

Bin BM

<latexit sha1_base64="P9n0wMu5+igFC4oXqYn41GnqnmE=">AAAB+XicbVBNS8NAEN3Ur1q/oh69LLaCp5JIRU9S6sWLUMF+QBvCZrttl242YXdSLKH/xIsHRbz6T7z5b9y2OWjrg4HHezPMzAtiwTU4zreVW1vf2NzKbxd2dvf2D+zDo6aOEkVZg0YiUu2AaCa4ZA3gIFg7VoyEgWCtYHQ781tjpjSP5CNMYuaFZCB5n1MCRvJtuwvsCdIal7hU8+9LU98uOmVnDrxK3IwUUYa6b391exFNQiaBCqJ1x3Vi8FKigFPBpoVuollM6IgMWMdQSUKmvXR++RSfGaWH+5EyJQHP1d8TKQm1noSB6QwJDPWyNxP/8zoJ9K+9lMs4ASbpYlE/ERgiPIsB97hiFMTEEEIVN7diOiSKUDBhFUwI7vLLq6R5UXYr5cuHSrF6k8WRRyfoFJ0jF12hKrpDddRAFI3RM3pFb1ZqvVjv1seiNWdlM8foD6zPH2O+ktc=</latexit>

U(W ⇡2
2 )

<latexit sha1_base64="E/CR5RU6YDZHMPkfrp0eZ/nj9t4=">AAACBHicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqMtuBotQNyUpFV1JwY3LCqYtNDFMJpN26OTBzEQoIQs3/oobF4q49SPc+TdO2iy09cAwh3Pu5d57vIRRIQ3jW6usrW9sblW3azu7e/sH+uFRX8Qpx8TCMYv50EOCMBoRS1LJyDDhBIUeIwNvel34gwfCBY2jOzlLiBOicUQDipFUkqvXrabtxcwXs1B92SB32/eZnVC3nZ+5esNoGXPAVWKWpAFK9Fz9y/ZjnIYkkpghIUamkUgnQ1xSzEhes1NBEoSnaExGikYoJMLJ5kfk8FQpPgxirl4k4Vz93ZGhUBRbqsoQyYlY9grxP2+UyuDSyWiUpJJEeDEoSBmUMSwSgT7lBEs2UwRhTtWuEE8QR1iq3GoqBHP55FXSb7fMTuv8ttPoXpVxVEEdnIAmMMEF6IIb0AMWwOARPINX8KY9aS/au/axKK1oZc8x+APt8wdsiJfy</latexit>

U(W ⇡3
3 )

<latexit sha1_base64="OESRxC88M18SugXKHvYyx59MBjc=">AAACBHicbVDLSsNAFJ34rPUVddlNsAh1UxJb0ZUU3LisYNpCE8NkMmmHTiZhZiKUkIUbf8WNC0Xc+hHu/BsnbRbaemCYwzn3cu89fkKJkKb5ra2srq1vbFa2qts7u3v7+sFhT8QpR9hGMY35wIcCU8KwLYmkeJBwDCOf4r4/uS78/gPmgsTsTk4T7EZwxEhIEJRK8vSa3XD8mAZiGqkv6+de6z5zEuK18lNPr5tNcwZjmVglqYMSXU//coIYpRFmElEoxNAyE+lmkEuCKM6rTipwAtEEjvBQUQYjLNxsdkRunCglMMKYq8ekMVN/d2QwEsWWqjKCciwWvUL8zxumMrx0M8KSVGKG5oPClBoyNopEjIBwjCSdKgIRJ2pXA40hh0iq3KoqBGvx5GXSO2ta7eb5bbveuSrjqIAaOAYNYIEL0AE3oAtsgMAjeAav4E170l60d+1jXrqilT1H4A+0zx9vm5f0</latexit>

U(W ⇡M

M )

<latexit sha1_base64="8LfYQ/m0N6fL60mjRIlOM3KaycE=">AAACBHicbVDLSsNAFJ34rPUVddlNsAh1UxKp6EoKbtwUKpi20MQwmUzaoZNJmJkIJWThxl9x40IRt36EO//GSZuFth4Y5nDOvdx7j59QIqRpfmsrq2vrG5uVrer2zu7evn5w2BNxyhG2UUxjPvChwJQwbEsiKR4kHMPIp7jvT64Lv/+AuSAxu5PTBLsRHDESEgSlkjy9ZjccP6aBmEbqy/q517nPnIR4nfzU0+tm05zBWCZWSeqgRNfTv5wgRmmEmUQUCjG0zES6GeSSIIrzqpMKnEA0gSM8VJTBCAs3mx2RGydKCYww5uoxaczU3x0ZjESxpaqMoByLRa8Q//OGqQwv3YywJJWYofmgMKWGjI0iESMgHCNJp4pAxIna1UBjyCGSKreqCsFaPHmZ9M6aVqt5ftuqt6/KOCqgBo5BA1jgArTBDegCGyDwCJ7BK3jTnrQX7V37mJeuaGXPEfgD7fMHv4mYKA==</latexit>

B2,1

<latexit sha1_base64="Y7XAR8WIHwkFgkhQ6tDx4O5BKwI=">AAACGXicbZDLSsNAFIYn9VbrLerSTbAILkpISm2bXdGNywr2AmkIk+mkHTq5MDMRSshruPFV3LhQxKWufBunaRbaemDg4//PmTnzezElXBjGt1La2Nza3invVvb2Dw6P1OOTPo8ShnAPRTRiQw9yTEmIe4IIiocxwzDwKB54s5uFP3jAjJMovBfzGDsBnITEJwgKKbmqkY7yS2w28ZzU0C2r2TatWg5Wq76EVqOZXbtpvWZmmatWDd3IS1sHs4AqKKrrqp+jcYSSAIcCUci5bRqxcFLIBEEUZ5VRwnEM0QxOsC0xhAHmTpovlWkXUhlrfsTkCYWWq78nUhhwPg882RlAMeWr3kL8z7MT4bedlIRxInCIlg/5CdVEpC1i0saEYSToXAJEjMhdNTSFDCIhw6zIEMzVL69Dv66bDf3qrlHtNIs4yuAMnINLYIIW6IBb0AU9gMAjeAav4E15Ul6Ud+Vj2VpSiplT8KeUrx/NT5xc</latexit>

B2,2

<latexit sha1_base64="vFllq5nCfQenemPdZbbRcK6GLnY=">AAACGXicbZDLSsNAFIYn9VbrLerSTbAILkpISm2bXdGNywr2AmkIk+mkHTq5MDMRSshruPFV3LhQxKWufBunaRbaemDg4//PmTnzezElXBjGt1La2Nza3invVvb2Dw6P1OOTPo8ShnAPRTRiQw9yTEmIe4IIiocxwzDwKB54s5uFP3jAjJMovBfzGDsBnITEJwgKKbmqkY7yS2w28ZzU0C2r2TatWg5Wq76EVqOZXbtpvVbPMletGrqRl7YOZgFVUFTXVT9H4wglAQ4FopBz2zRi4aSQCYIoziqjhOMYohmcYFtiCAPMnTRfKtMupDLW/IjJEwotV39PpDDgfB54sjOAYspXvYX4n2cnwm87KQnjROAQLR/yE6qJSFvEpI0Jw0jQuQSIGJG7amgKGURChlmRIZirX16Hfl03G/rVXaPaaRZxlMEZOAeXwAQt0AG3oAt6AIFH8AxewZvypLwo78rHsrWkFDOn4E8pXz/O1Zxd</latexit>

B2,3

<latexit sha1_base64="Dc2hDOKi/ios7WCbFl1CMl9QDho=">AAACGXicbZC7TsMwFIYdrqXcAowsERUSQxUlpbTNVsHCWCR6kdIoclyntepcZDtIVZTXYOFVWBhAiBEm3gY3zQAtR7L06f/PsY9/L6aEC8P4VtbWNza3tks75d29/YND9ei4x6OEIdxFEY3YwIMcUxLiriCC4kHMMAw8ivve9Gbu9x8w4yQK78Usxk4AxyHxCYJCSq5qpMP8EpuNPSc1dMtqtEyrmoPVrC2gWW9k125aq15mmatWDN3IS1sFs4AKKKrjqp/DUYSSAIcCUci5bRqxcFLIBEEUZ+VhwnEM0RSOsS0xhAHmTpovlWnnUhlpfsTkCYWWq78nUhhwPgs82RlAMeHL3lz8z7MT4beclIRxInCIFg/5CdVEpM1j0kaEYSToTAJEjMhdNTSBDCIhwyzLEMzlL69Cr6abdf3qrl5pN4o4SuAUnIELYIImaINb0AFdgMAjeAav4E15Ul6Ud+Vj0bqmFDMn4E8pXz/QW5xe</latexit>

B2,4

<latexit sha1_base64="c8Bm4vkBo5EKnvwHteO+XQ12fFc=">AAACGXicbZDLSsNAFIYn9VbrLerSTbAILkpISmybXdGNywr2AmkIk+m0HTq5MDMRSshruPFV3LhQxKWufBunaRbaemDg4//PmTnz+zElXBjGt1La2Nza3invVvb2Dw6P1OOTHo8ShnAXRTRiAx9yTEmIu4IIigcxwzDwKe77s5uF33/AjJMovBfzGLsBnIRkTBAUUvJUIx3mlzhs4rupodt2o2XatRzsZn0JTauRXXtpvWZlmadWDd3IS1sHs4AqKKrjqZ/DUYSSAIcCUci5YxqxcFPIBEEUZ5VhwnEM0QxOsCMxhAHmbpovlWkXUhlp44jJEwotV39PpDDgfB74sjOAYspXvYX4n+ckYtxyUxLGicAhWj40TqgmIm0RkzYiDCNB5xIgYkTuqqEpZBAJGWZFhmCufnkdenXdtPSrO6vabhRxlMEZOAeXwARN0Aa3oAO6AIFH8AxewZvypLwo78rHsrWkFDOn4E8pXz/R4Zxf</latexit>

B3,1

<latexit sha1_base64="2oyNEUPWw1W/WTvC4Hpk2ZzK+Js=">AAACGXicbZC7TsMwFIYdrqXcAowsERUSQxUlpbTNVsHCWCR6kdIoclyntepcZDtIVZTXYOFVWBhAiBEm3gY3zQAtR7L06f/PsY9/L6aEC8P4VtbWNza3tks75d29/YND9ei4x6OEIdxFEY3YwIMcUxLiriCC4kHMMAw8ivve9Gbu9x8w4yQK78Usxk4AxyHxCYJCSq5qpMP8EpuNPSc1dMtqtEyrmoPVrC2gWW9k1256WTWzzFUrhm7kpa2CWUAFFNVx1c/hKEJJgEOBKOTcNo1YOClkgiCKs/Iw4TiGaArH2JYYwgBzJ82XyrRzqYw0P2LyhELL1d8TKQw4nwWe7AygmPBlby7+59mJ8FtOSsI4EThEi4f8hGoi0uYxaSPCMBJ0JgEiRuSuGppABpGQYZZlCObyl1ehV9PNun51V6+0G0UcJXAKzsAFMEETtMEt6IAuQOARPINX8KY8KS/Ku/KxaF1TipkT8KeUrx/O15xd</latexit>

B3,2

<latexit sha1_base64="IygSWGxLdg1DiR7w68xvnxjvlHI=">AAACGXicbZC7TsMwFIYdrqXcAowsERUSQxUlpbTNVsHCWCR6kdIoclyntepcZDtIVZTXYOFVWBhAiBEm3gY3zQAtR7L06f/PsY9/L6aEC8P4VtbWNza3tks75d29/YND9ei4x6OEIdxFEY3YwIMcUxLiriCC4kHMMAw8ivve9Gbu9x8w4yQK78Usxk4AxyHxCYJCSq5qpMP8EpuNPSc1dMtqtEyrmoPVrC2gWW9k1256Wa1lmatWDN3IS1sFs4AKKKrjqp/DUYSSAIcCUci5bRqxcFLIBEEUZ+VhwnEM0RSOsS0xhAHmTpovlWnnUhlpfsTkCYWWq78nUhhwPgs82RlAMeHL3lz8z7MT4beclIRxInCIFg/5CdVEpM1j0kaEYSToTAJEjMhdNTSBDCIhwyzLEMzlL69Cr6abdf3qrl5pN4o4SuAUnIELYIImaINb0AFdgMAjeAav4E15Ul6Ud+Vj0bqmFDMn4E8pXz/QXZxe</latexit>

B3,3

<latexit sha1_base64="qIeCMX0n2PLe78SjH530CZFPVME=">AAACGXicbZC7TsMwFIadcivlFmBkiaiQGKooaUvbbBUsjEWiFymNIsd1W6vORbaDVEV5DRZehYUBhBhh4m1w0wzQciRLn/7/HPv49yJKuDCMb6Wwsbm1vVPcLe3tHxweqccnPR7GDOEuCmnIBh7kmJIAdwURFA8ihqHvUdz3ZjcLv/+AGSdhcC/mEXZ8OAnImCAopOSqRjLMLrHZxHMSQ7esRsu0KhlYzeoSmvVGeu0mtUotTV21bOhGVto6mDmUQV4dV/0cjkIU+zgQiELObdOIhJNAJgiiOC0NY44jiGZwgm2JAfQxd5JsqVS7kMpIG4dMnkBomfp7IoE+53Pfk50+FFO+6i3E/zw7FuOWk5AgigUO0PKhcUw1EWqLmLQRYRgJOpcAESNyVw1NIYNIyDBLMgRz9cvr0KvqZl2/uquX2408jiI4A+fgEpigCdrgFnRAFyDwCJ7BK3hTnpQX5V35WLYWlHzmFPwp5esH0eOcXw==</latexit>

B3,4

<latexit sha1_base64="E0/NbsQbfWK0u5Oj+VVviB8y4fY=">AAACGXicbZC7TsMwFIYdrqXcAowsERUSQxUlJfSyVbAwFolepDSKHNdprToX2Q5SFeU1WHgVFgYQYoSJt8FNM0DLkSx9+v9z7OPfiynhwjC+lbX1jc2t7dJOeXdv/+BQPTru8ShhCHdRRCM28CDHlIS4K4igeBAzDAOP4r43vZn7/QfMOInCezGLsRPAcUh8gqCQkqsa6TC/xGZjz0kNvdWqN81WNYdWo7aAhlXPrt30smplmatWDN3IS1sFs4AKKKrjqp/DUYSSAIcCUci5bRqxcFLIBEEUZ+VhwnEM0RSOsS0xhAHmTpovlWnnUhlpfsTkCYWWq78nUhhwPgs82RlAMeHL3lz8z7MT4TedlIRxInCIFg/5CdVEpM1j0kaEYSToTAJEjMhdNTSBDCIhwyzLEMzlL69Cr6abln51Z1Xa9SKOEjgFZ+ACmKAB2uAWdEAXIPAInsEreFOelBflXflYtK4pxcwJ+FPK1w/TaZxg</latexit>

BM,1

<latexit sha1_base64="8gVtKcOjsdFEymPpCmIStDKF7e4=">AAACGXicbZDLSsNAFIYnXmu9RV26CRbBRQlJqW2zK7pxI1SwF0hDmEwn7dDJhZmJUEJew42v4saFIi515ds4TbPQ1gMDH/9/zsyZ34sp4cIwvpW19Y3Nre3STnl3b//gUD067vEoYQh3UUQjNvAgx5SEuCuIoHgQMwwDj+K+N72e+/0HzDiJwnsxi7ETwHFIfIKgkJKrGukwv8RmY89JDd2yGi3TquZgNWsLaNYb2ZWb3lbNLHPViqEbeWmrYBZQAUV1XPVzOIpQEuBQIAo5t00jFk4KmSCI4qw8TDiOIZrCMbYlhjDA3EnzpTLtXCojzY+YPKHQcvX3RAoDzmeBJzsDKCZ82ZuL/3l2IvyWk5IwTgQO0eIhP6GaiLR5TNqIMIwEnUmAiBG5q4YmkEEkZJhlGYK5/OVV6NV0s65f3tUr7UYRRwmcgjNwAUzQBG1wAzqgCxB4BM/gFbwpT8qL8q58LFrXlGLmBPwp5esH9qecdw==</latexit>

BM,2

<latexit sha1_base64="Z/vcbyj5aIBCxlu0koIwc6clRE4=">AAACGXicbZDLSsNAFIYnXmu9RV26CRbBRQlJqW2zK7pxI1SwF0hDmEwn7dDJhZmJUEJew42v4saFIi515ds4TbPQ1gMDH/9/zsyZ34sp4cIwvpW19Y3Nre3STnl3b//gUD067vEoYQh3UUQjNvAgx5SEuCuIoHgQMwwDj+K+N72e+/0HzDiJwnsxi7ETwHFIfIKgkJKrGukwv8RmY89JDd2yGi3TquZgNWsLaNYb2ZWb3lZrWeaqFUM38tJWwSygAorquOrncBShJMChQBRybptGLJwUMkEQxVl5mHAcQzSFY2xLDGGAuZPmS2XauVRGmh8xeUKh5erviRQGnM8CT3YGUEz4sjcX//PsRPgtJyVhnAgcosVDfkI1EWnzmLQRYRgJOpMAESNyVw1NIINIyDDLMgRz+cur0KvpZl2/vKtX2o0ijhI4BWfgApigCdrgBnRAFyDwCJ7BK3hTnpQX5V35WLSuKcXMCfhTytcP+C2ceA==</latexit>

BM,3

<latexit sha1_base64="2Pp3f/EZJqe8SRzlboXGeNxgMCU=">AAACGXicbZDLSsNAFIYn9VbrLerSTbAILkpIam2bXdGNG6GCvUAawmQ6aYdOLsxMhBLyGm58FTcuFHGpK9/GadqFth4Y+Pj/c2bO/F5MCReG8a0U1tY3NreK26Wd3b39A/XwqMujhCHcQRGNWN+DHFMS4o4gguJ+zDAMPIp73uR65vceMOMkCu/FNMZOAEch8QmCQkquaqSD/BKbjTwnNXTLqjdNq5KD1ajOoVGrZ1duelu5yDJXLRu6kZe2CuYCymBRbVf9HAwjlAQ4FIhCzm3TiIWTQiYIojgrDRKOY4gmcIRtiSEMMHfSfKlMO5PKUPMjJk8otFz9PZHCgPNp4MnOAIoxX/Zm4n+enQi/6aQkjBOBQzR/yE+oJiJtFpM2JAwjQacSIGJE7qqhMWQQCRlmSYZgLn95FbpV3azpl3e1cqu+iKMITsApOAcmaIAWuAFt0AEIPIJn8ArelCflRXlXPuatBWUxcwz+lPL1A/mznHk=</latexit>

BM,4

<latexit sha1_base64="xB7fUWQDjNvUIy4MgFoOcKJVAUw=">AAACGXicbZDLSsNAFIYnXmu9RV26CRbBRQlJib3sim7cCBXsBdIQJtNJO3RyYWYilJDXcOOruHGhiEtd+TZO0yy09cDAx/+fM3Pm92JKuDCMb2VtfWNza7u0U97d2z84VI+OezxKGMJdFNGIDTzIMSUh7goiKB7EDMPAo7jvTa/nfv8BM06i8F7MYuwEcBwSnyAopOSqRjrML7HZ2HNSQ2+16k2zVc2h1agtoGHVsys3va1aWeaqFUM38tJWwSygAorquOrncBShJMChQBRybptGLJwUMkEQxVl5mHAcQzSFY2xLDGGAuZPmS2XauVRGmh8xeUKh5erviRQGnM8CT3YGUEz4sjcX//PsRPhNJyVhnAgcosVDfkI1EWnzmLQRYRgJOpMAESNyVw1NIINIyDDLMgRz+cur0KvppqVf3lmVdr2IowROwRm4ACZogDa4AR3QBQg8gmfwCt6UJ+VFeVc+Fq1rSjFzAv6U8vUD+zmceg==</latexit>

Figure 2: Illustration of the double-binning strategy where we consider bins of two distinct resolutions.
The purpose of coarser bins {B1, . . . , BM} is to compute a test statistic, whereas the purpose of finer bins
{B1,1, . . . , BM,4} is to perform the permutation procedure. In particular, we only permute the observations
within the finer bins. This strategy allows us to keep the type I error under control over a larger class of
null distributions, while maintaining the competitive power under certain conditions.

π′1, . . . ,π
′
B, from Π with replacement. Then the permutation p-value using the test statistic TCI is

defined as

p̂perm :=
1

B + 1

[
B∑

i=1

1{Tπ
′
i

CI ≥ TCI}+ 1

]
. (22)

It is well-known that 1(p̂perm ≤ α) is a valid test in finite-sample scenarios, whenever TCI, T
π1
CI , . . . , T

πK
CI

are exchangeable under the null. Furthermore, p̂perm can be arbitrarily close to pperm for a suffi-
ciently large B, and we take B = 100 in our simulations. We also note that the type I error and the
power presented in this section are approximated by repeating simulations 1000 times at significance
level α = 0.05.

7.1 Experiment 1

In our first experiment, we demonstrate Theorem 1 in a discrete setting of (X,Y, Z) where (X,Y, Z)
is distributed over [`1] × [`2] × [M ] and `1 = `2 = 2 and M ∈ {10, 20, . . . , 110, 120}. In particular,
we let Z have a multinomial distribution with equal probabilities over the bins. Similarly, we let X
have a multinomial distribution with equal probabilities, and set X = Y and (X,Y ) ⊥⊥ Z. We are
under the alternative hypothesis where X and Y are perfectly correlated conditional on Z. In this
setting, we compute the empirical power of the local permutation test based on the test statistic TCI

considered in Theorem 5 by varying (M,n). The result can be found in the left panel of Figure 3.
As predicted by Theorem 1, we see that the power of the test degrades quickly as M increases for
any given n. This in turn illustrates that CI testing is impossible unless the probability observing
the same value of Z is properly controlled.
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7.2 Experiment 2

In our second experiment, we demonstrate the validity result of the local permutation test in Sec-
tion 4. To generate the data, we consider a distributional setup used in construction of our lower
bound result (Theorem 4). In particular, we consider the marginal density of Z in (25) with
ε = n−1, and the conditional density of X|Z = z in (33). We further let Y |Z = z have the
same conditional density as X|Z = z for all z ∈ [0, 1], while satisfying X ⊥⊥ Y |Z. As proved in
Appendix A.5.1 and Appendix A.5.3, the considered distribution satisfies γ-Hellinger Lipschitzness
with any fixed γ ≥ 1 as well as γ-Rényi Lipschitzness with any fixed γ > 0. Therefore, by Theo-
rem 2 and Theorem 3, the type I error of the local permutation test based on any test statistic is
approximately α as long as nM−4 → 0. We also note from Theorem 4 that there exists a test statis-
tic such that the corresponding local permutation test fails to control the type I error rate when
nM−4 →∞. To demonstrate both results, we use the test statistic in (11) by varying the number
of bins M ∈ {n, dn1/2e, dn1/4e, dn1/10e}. The result is given in the right panel of Figure 3. As we
can see from the result, the type I error is well controlled when M is chosen such that nM−4 → 0.
On the other hand, the error tends to increase when nM−4 →∞, which coincides with our theory.

7.3 Experiment 3

In our third experiment, we illustrate type I and II error control of the double-binning test in
Theorem 8 by setting M = b = dn2/5e. The permutation p-value of the double-binning procedure is
approximated similarly as p̂perm in (22) but by drawing B cyclic permutations from Πcyclic without
replacement. As before, we choose B = 100 for our third simulation as well. To demonstrate the
performance, we let Z have a uniform distribution over the interval [0, 1] and X,Y be Bernoulli
random variables with the following conditional probability mass functions:

pX|Z(X = 1|z) = pY |Z(Y = 1|z) = esin(θz)/4. (23)

The considered distribution depends on the parameter θ, which controls the smoothness of the
conditional probability mass function. In particular, the conditional marginals (23) become more
wiggly as θ increases, which makes it more difficult to control the type I error under the null.

(a). Type I error. To illustrate type I error control, we consider the null distribution with the
conditional marginals (23). We then draw n = 100 samples from the null distribution, and
compute the test statistic TCI as well as the p-value. The finite-sample type I error is approxi-
mated by Monte Carlo simulations and the result is provided in the left panel of Figure 4. As
a reference point, we also consider the single-binning test based on the same test statistic with
M = dn2/5e and its type I error rate is also provided in the left panel of Figure 4. From the
result, we see that the type I error of the single-binning test increases with θ much faster than
that of the double-binning test. This empirical result supports Proposition 1 that claims that
the double-binning test is valid over a larger class of null distributions than the corresponding
single-binning test.

(b). Power. To illustrate the power performance, we consider an alternative distribution with the
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same marginals (23) with θ = 1. In particular, by writing f(z) = esin(z)/4, we set

pXY |Z(X = 1, Y = 1|z) = f(z)2 + f(z)/5,

pXY |Z(X = 0, Y = 0|z) = {1− f(z)}2 + f(z)/5 and

pXY |Z(X = 1, Y = 0|z) = pXY |Z(X = 0, Y = 1|z) = 4f(z)/5− f(z)2.

One can check that the above joint distribution is a valid alternative distribution where the
conditional joint distribution differs from the product of the conditional marginal distributions.
With n draws from the above distribution, we compute the same test statistic and p-value as
before and approximate the power of the test by changing n ∈ {30, 50, 100, 150, . . . , 350, 400}.
The right-panel of Figure 4 collects the power approximates for both single-binning and double-
binning tests. Overall, the power of the single-binning test is higher than that of the double-
binning test, but the difference seems marginal, especially when the power is close to one. This
may be viewed as empirical evidence of Theorem 8, which shows that both tests have the same
power up to a constant factor in certain regimes.

In both the panels of Figure 4, we also present the type I error and power of the corresponding tests
under Poisson sampling. Specifically, for N ∼ Poisson(n), we draw i.i.d. samples (XN , Y N , ZN )
from the joint distribution of (X,Y, Z) and compute each permutation test using (XN , Y N , ZN ).
As we can see, the results under Poisson sampling are not significantly different from the previous
results with the fixed sample size n, and we anticipate that our theoretical results will continue to
hold with a fixed sample-size.

8 Discussion

In this paper, we investigated several statistical properties of the local permutation method for CI
testing. We started by presenting a new hardness result of CI testing, which, along with the recent
work of Shah and Peters (2020), motivates us to consider reasonable assumptions under which CI
testing becomes possible. Under certain smoothness assumptions, we provided upper bounds for the
type I error of the local permutation test and further showed that these bounds are tight in some
cases. Turning to the power, we demonstrated that the local permutation test can retain minimax
power, while rigorously controlling the type I error, under certain circumstances. In particular, we
showed that the local permutation tests using the same test statistics in Canonne et al. (2018);
Neykov et al. (2021) have the same power guarantee. However, compared to the previous tests, the
type I error of the local permutation test is guaranteed over a smaller set of null distributions in the
continuous case of Z. To this end, we introduced and analyzed a double-binning strategy, which
mitigates this drawback.

Future directions. We close by discussing several interesting directions for future work.

• Adaptive binning strategy. Throughout this paper, we have been mainly concerned with
equal-sized bins. This strategy, as we saw earlier, can lead to optimal CI tests from a minimax
perspective. However, when there exists a local structure on the distribution of Z, many of
bins would be empty. In this case, it would be more desirable to consider an adaptive binning
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Figure 3: Illustration of the power and type I error of the local permutation test using TCI. The left panel
demonstrates that the power of the permutation test keeps decreasing as M increases even though X and Y
are perfectly correlated conditional on Z; thereby, confirming Theorem 1. The right panel demonstrates that
the type I error of the local permutation test is well-controlled under the smoothness condition, described in
Section 7.2, unless M is chosen such that nM−4 →∞.

scheme that uses different sizes of bins over different regions of Z. This strategy, potentially
data-dependent, requires a more delicate analysis for both type I and type II error control,
which we leave to future work. As mentioned before, it would also be interesting to see
whether it is possible to develop an adaptive test to the unknown smoothness parameters
without sacrificing power much.

• Different metrics. In this work, we have focused on the smoothness conditions based on the
generalized Hellinger distance and Rényi divergence. It may be possible to obtain different
and potentially sharper validity conditions by considering other metrics. In addition, one can
impose a smoothness assumption on higher order derivatives of a conditional distribution and
see whether its improves the validity result. It is also worth investigating the minimax power
of the local permutation test in different metrics other than the TV distance.

• Other test statistics. While our validity result can be applied to any binning-based statistic,
the power analysis was specifically based on U-statistics with discrete-type kernels. We believe
that it is also possible to obtain similar minimax power results using other test statistics. In
particular, exploring the power of RKHS-based test statistics (e.g. Fukumizu et al., 2008) is
a promising direction for future work. This can be potentially explored by building on the
recent work of Kim et al. (2020); Meynaoui et al. (2019) that investigate the minimax power
of unconditional independence tests based on Gaussian kernels.

• Depoissonization. As in the previous work (Balakrishnan and Wasserman, 2019; Canonne
et al., 2018; Neykov et al., 2021), it was crucial to use Poissonization technique for our power
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Figure 4: Illustration of the type I error and power of the single- and double-binning tests using TCI.
The left-panel considers the null distribution with conditional marginals (23) and shows that the double-
binning test has better type I error control than the single-binning test over different values of smoothness
parameter θ. The right-panel is concerned with the power as n varies, demonstrating that the single-binning
performs better than the double-binning test in terms of power. We also include simulation results under
Poissonization, which illustrates that the Possionization version performs similarly as the fixed-n counterpart.
A more detailed explanation can be found in Section 7.3.

analysis. Since a Poisson random variable is tightly concentrated around its mean, it sounds
plausible that the same power guarantee can be achieved by the local permutation test without
Poissonization as empirically demonstrated in Section 7.3. However, a formal proof is not
available at the current stage, which we leave as future work.

• Multivariate Z. Our results on type I error control show that the validity of a local per-
mutation test crucially relies on the maximum diameter of bins, which is well-defined even
when Z is a multivariate random vector. Our results on minimax power, on the other hand,
only deal with the univariate case of Z. Indeed, tight minimax separation rates for CI testing
are only known for the case when the dimension of Z is either one or two (Neykov et al.,
2021). As the purpose of our work is to demonstrate that local permutation tests can achieve
the same optimal power as their theoretical counterparts, we focus only on the univariate Z
case. It therefore remains for future work to establish minimax separation rates for a general
multivariate case and see whether local permutation tests can achieve these rates.

• Theoretical vs. practical calibration. While the double-binning strategy allows us to
consider less smooth null distributions than the corresponding single-binning test, there still
remain settings where minimax-optimal tests are available (Neykov et al., 2021) but where we
do not have practical methods to calibrate these optimal tests. Understanding these gaps and
more clearly establishing the fundamental limits for practical conditional independence tests
are an important direction for future work.
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A Proofs of the results in the main text

In this section, we collect the proofs of the results in the main text. Some auxiliary lemmas
required for the proofs can be found in Appendix B. We start by introducing additional notation
that simplifies our presentation.

Additional notation. For sequences an and bn, we write an . bn or bn & an if there exists
an absolute constant C > 0 such that an ≤ Cbn for all n. In addition, an = o(bn) means that
an/bn → 0 as n → ∞. As convention, ‖ · ‖p represents the Lp norm. C,C1, C2, . . . denote some
constants whose value may differ in different places.

A.1 Proof of Theorem 1

As mentioned in the main text, the proof of this result is highly motivated by the impossibility
result of distribution-free conditional predictive inference (see e.g., Lemma A.1 of Barber et al. 2019
and Lemma 1 of Barber 2020). We also mention again that negative results for testing argued via
sampling with replacement can be traced back to Example 1 of Gretton et al. (2012). Following the
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construction of Lemma 1 in Barber (2020), let L = {(X1, Y1, Z1), . . . , (XJ , YJ , ZJ)} i.i.d.∼ PX,Y,Z ∈ P1
be ghost samples for some J ≥ n(n − 1). Given L, draw {(X ′1, Y ′1 , Z ′1), . . . , (X ′n, Y ′n, Z ′n)} from
L without replacement. We denote this conditional sampling distribution by Pwithout. Then by
marginalizing over L, we simply have the identity

EPnX,Y,Z [φ] = EL[EPwithout
[φ|L]]. (24)

Next consider drawing {(X ′1, Y ′1 , Z ′1), . . . , (X ′n, Y ′n, Z ′n)} from L with replacement and denote this
conditional sampling distribution by Pwith. By Stam (1978), the total variation distance between
Pwith and Pwithout can be bounded by n(n− 1)/J . Therefore, using the identity (24), we have

EPnX,Y,Z [φ] ≤ EL[EPwith
[φ|L]] +

n(n− 1)

J
.

Let A be the event that Z1, . . . , ZJ are distinct. Under the event A, we have X ⊥⊥ Y |Z for
(X,Y, Z) ∼ Pwith since the conditional distribution of X,Y given any Z takes a single value (i.e. con-
ditionally degenerate). Therefore we should have

EPwith
[φ|L,A] ≤ α and EPwith

[φ|L,Ac] ≤ 1

as supP∈P0,disc
EP [φ] ≤ α from our condition and φ ≤ 1. Combining the results together with the

law of total expectation, we have for any PX,Y,Z ∈ P1

EPnX,Y,Z [φ] ≤ EL[EPwith
[φ|L,A]× P(A|L)] + EL[EPwith

[φ|L,Ac]× P(Ac|L)] +
n(n− 1)

J

≤ α× P(A) + P(Ac) +
n(n− 1)

J
.

Therefore the desired result follows.

Remark 10.

• From Equation (2.1) of Stam (1978), the result still holds if we replace n(n−1)
J in the bound (4)

with 2− 2 J !
(J−n)!Jn where one can prove that 2− 2 J !

(J−n)!Jn ≤
n(n−1)

J by induction.

• Suppose that Z has a uniform distribution supported on a set of size Mn := M > Jn := J .
Then ρJ,P = P(A) is the probability that there is no collision, which can be computed as

ρJ,P =
M

M
× M − 1

M
× · · · × M − (J − 1)

M
=

M !

MJ(M − J)!
.

This probability is lower and upper bounded by

1− J(J − 1)

2M
≤ ρJ,P ≤ exp

(
−J(J − 1)

2M

)
.

See Equation (2.4) of Stam (1978) for details. Therefore, in this case, the test φ has asymp-
totically no power when

J2
n

Mn
→ 0 and

n2

Jn
→ 0.
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Now let an be a positive sequence that goes to zero arbitrarily slowly as n → ∞. Then by
taking J2

n = Mn × an, the above conditions become equivalent to

n4

Mn × an
→ 0.

This essentially means that any valid test has asymptotically no power in this setup if Mn

increases much faster than n4.

• We also note that the same proof carries over even if we assume that (X,Y, Z) is supported
on a compact set.

A.2 Proof of Lemma 2

Continuing from Lemma 1, we have the list of inequalities:

EPnX,Y,Z [φperm,n] ≤ α+DTV

(
Qn
X,Y,Z̃

, Q̃n
X,Y,Z̃

) (i)
≤ α+

√
2DH

(
Qn
X,Y,Z̃

, Q̃n
X,Y,Z̃

)

(ii)
≤ α+

√
2nDH

(
Q
X,Y,Z̃

, Q̃
X,Y,Z̃

)

(iii)
= α+

{
2n

M∑

m=1

q
Z̃

(m)×D2
H

(
Q
X,Y |Z̃=m, Q̃X,Y |Z̃=m

)
}1/2

,

where step (i) uses the well-known inequality DTV(P,Q) ≤
√

2DH(P,Q) and step (ii) use subaddi-
tivity of the squared Hellinger distance for product measures and step (iii) can be verified by the
definition of the Hellinger distance. This completes the proof of Lemma 2.

A.3 Proof of Theorem 2

We start with the case of γ ∈ [1, 2]. In this case, the first inequality (71) of Lemma 4 shows that

D2
H

(
PX|Z=Zm , PX|Z=Z′m

)
≤ Dγγ,H

(
PX|Z=Zm , PX|Z=Z′m

)
and

D2
H

(
PY |Z=Zm , PY |Z=Z′′m

)
≤ Dγγ,H

(
PY |Z=Zm , PY |Z=Z′′m

)
.

Therefore, from Lemma 3, it holds that

D2
H

(
Q
X,Y |Z̃=m, Q̃X,Y |Z̃=m

)

≤ 6EZm,Z′m,Z′′m
[
D2

H

(
PX|Z=Zm , PX|Z=Z′m

)
×D2

H

(
PY |Z=Zm , PY |Z=Z′′m

)]

≤ 6EZm,Z′m,Z′′m
[
Dγγ,H

(
PX|Z=Zm , PX|Z=Z′m

)
×Dγγ,H

(
PY |Z=Zm , PY |Z=Z′′m

)]

(i)
≤ 6L2γ sup

z,z′∈Bm
δ2γ(z, z′)

(ii)
≤ 6L2γh2γ for any m ∈ [M ],
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where step (i) uses γ-Hellinger Lipschitzness and step (ii) follows by the definition of h in (7).
Applying this result to the type I error bound in terms of the Hellinger distance in Lemma 2 yields
the result.

Next we turn to the case of γ > 2. In this case, Corollary 1 proves

D2
H

(
PX|Z=Zm , PX|Z=Z′m

)
≤ CγD2

γ,H

(
PX|Z=Zm , PX|Z=Z′m

)
and

D2
H

(
PY |Z=Zm , PY |Z=Z′′m

)
≤ C ′γD2

γ,H

(
PY |Z=Zm , PY |Z=Z′′m

)
,

where Cγ and C ′γ are constants that only depend on γ. Then following the same steps as before, it
holds that

D2
H

(
Q
X,Y |Z̃=m, Q̃X,Y |Z̃=m

)
≤ C

′′
γL

2h2 for any m ∈ [M ],

where C ′′γ is another constant that only depends on γ. Combining this inequality with Lemma 2
yields the result. This completes the proof of Theorem 2.

A.4 Proof of Theorem 3

The proof of Theorem 3 follows exactly the same lines of the proof of Theorem 2 by replacing
Corollary 1 with Lemma 5. For this reason, we omit the details.

A.5 Proof of Theorem 4

We proceed by considering the case of γ-Hellinger Lipschitzness (Appendix A.5.1 for 2 ≤ γ and
Appendix A.5.2 for 1 ≤ γ < 2) and γ-Rényi Lipschitzness (Appendix A.5.3) in order. We start with
a high-level sketch of the proof.

• As discussed in Remark 5, we would like to show that the permutation test φ†perm,n has power
greater than 1−β for the hypothesis (13). This in turn implies our desired claim that φ†perm,n
has the type I error rate greater than 1 − β for H0 : X ⊥⊥ Y |Z. In this regard, we need to
consider a powerful test that can reliably distinguish between Q

X,Y,Z̃
and Q̃

X,Y,Z̃
to prove the

result. To this end, we analyze the test statistic (11):

TCI =
∑

m∈[M ]

1(σm ≥ 4)σmU(Wm).

• However, it is quite complicated to study TCI directly as it is a sum of dependent variables.
Our strategy to overcome this complication is to construct a distributional setting where
TCI ≈ σ1U(W1) with high probability. More formally, we let the marginal density of Z be

pZ(z) =





M − ε, if z ∈ [0,M−1],
ε

M−1 , if z ∈ (M−1, 1],

0, otherwise,

(25)
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for some ε := εn > 0, which may vary depending on n. Intuitively, when ε is sufficiently small
(this will become precise in the proof), we only observe samples from the first bin with high
probability and thus our test statistic will be dominated by the first term of the test statistic,
i.e.

∑

m∈[M ]

1(σm ≥ 4)σmU(Wm) ≈ σ1U(W1).

If this is the case, then we are essentially testing for unconditional independence between X
and Y within the first bin, and we can leverage the results of Kim et al. (2020) to investigate
the power of the permutation test based on σ1U(W1).

• In particular, Kim et al. (2020) present sufficient conditions using the first two moments of
a test statistic under which the permutation test based on U(W1) has significant power. At
a high-level, these sufficient conditions guarantee that the test statistic is greater than the
critical value of the permutation test with high probability, which yields high power.

• Throughout this proof, we only deal with the type II error (or 1−power) of φperm,N under
Poissonization since that of φ†perm,n is upper bounded by

E[1− φ†perm,n] ≤ E[1− φperm,N ] + P(N > n)

≤ E[1− φperm,N ] + e−n/8,
(26)

where the second inequality uses an exponential Poisson tail bound (e.g. Canonne, 2017).
Therefore, once we establish that the type II error of φperm,N is small, it follows that the type
II error of φ†perm,n is also small by taking n large enough.

The next section formalizes it under γ-Hellinger Lipschitzness for 2 ≤ γ.

A.5.1 γ-Hellinger Lipschitzness for 2 ≤ γ
Due to the inequality (26), it suffices to show that the type II error of φperm,N for the hypothesis (13)
is sufficiently small under the given conditions. To proceed, let us denote the entire sample by
WN = {(Xi, Yi, Zi)}Ni=1 and denote the expectation and the variance operator under the permutation
law by Eπ[·|σ,WN ] and Varπ[·|σ,WN ] where we recall σ = {σ1, . . . , σM}. First of all, we make an
observation that

Eπ[TπCI|σ,WN ] =
∑

m∈[M ]

1(σm ≥ 4)σmEπ[U(W πm
m )|σ,WN ] = 0, (27)

where we use the fact that Eπ[U(W πm
m )|σ,WN ] = 0 when σm ≥ 4 (see Appendix I of Kim et al.,

2020). Thus a modification of Lemma 3.1 of Kim et al. (2020) shows that if

EPNX,Y,Z ,N [TCI] ≥

√
2VarPNX,Y,Z ,N [TCI]

β
+

√
2EPNX,Y,Z ,N{Varπ[TπCI|σ,WN ]}

αβ
(28)
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holds then the power of φperm,N is lower bounded by 1 − β. Therefore our goal is to prove the
inequality (28) under the given conditions.

In what follows, we suppress the dependence on PNX,Y,Z , N in the expectation and the variance for
notational convenience, and often write U(Wm) as Um if there is no confusion. The inequality (28)
is verified by showing that there exists PX,Y,Z ∈ P0,H,γ,δ(L) such that

E[TCI] & nh4n, (29a)

Var[TCI] . E[TCI] + 1, (29b)

E{Varπ[TπCI|σ,WN ]} . 1. (29c)

When these inequalities are fulfilled for large n, the condition (28) is automatically satisfied since
it is assumed that nh4n →∞. Therefore our task boils down to confirming (29a), (29b) and (29c).

Proof of the inequality (29a). Let us define pi = P(Z ∈ Bi) for i = 1, . . . ,M . Since the
expectation of Um is non-negative, the expected value of TCI can be lower bounded by

E[TCI] ≥ E[1(σ1 ≥ 4)σ1U1] (30)

(i)
≥ (1− 5e−1/2) min{np1, (np1)4}‖QXY |Z̃=1

−Q
X·|Z̃=1

Q·Y |Z̃=1
‖22,

where (i) makes use of Lemma 3.1 of Canonne et al. (2018) and the fact that σ1 ∼ Pois(np1). We
also use the observation that E[U1|σ1]1(σ1 ≥ 4) = ‖Q

XY |Z̃=1
− Q

X·|Z̃=1
Q·Y |Z̃=1

‖221(σ1 ≥ 4). By
our choice of the density of Z in (25), we have p1 = 1−M−1n εn and we set εn ≤ 1/2. In this case,
np1 ≥ n/2 and thus

E[TCI] & n‖Q
XY |Z̃=1

−Q
X·|Z̃=1

Q·Y |Z̃=1
‖22. (31)

Therefore it is sufficient to construct PX|Z and PY |Z that satisfy (i) PX|ZPY |ZPZ ∈ P0,H,γ,δ(L) for
γ ≥ 2 and (ii) the squared L2 distance between the corresponding Q

XY |Z̃=1
and Q

X·|Z̃=1
Q·Y |Z̃=1

is
lower bounded by

‖Q
XY |Z̃=1

−Q
X·|Z̃=1

Q·Y |Z̃=1
‖22 & h4n. (32)

We construct such example below. For notational convenience, we often suppress the dependence
of n in hn and Mn, and also write h = M−1 as we work on the equi-partition.

Example of the conditional distribution in P0,H,γ,δ(L). Suppose X and Y are Bernoulli
random variables. Then the Lipschitz condition in Definition 3 can be equivalently written as

∣∣p1/γX|Z(x = 1|z)− p1/γX|Z(x = 1|z′)
∣∣γ +

∣∣p1/γX|Z(x = 0|z)− p1/γX|Z(x = 0|z′)
∣∣γ

≤ 2Lγ |z − z′|γ .
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Figure 5: Illustration of pX|Z(x = 1|z) and pX|Z(x = 0|z) described in (33) as a function of z.

For any M ≥ 1, the following probability mass functions are well-defined:

pX|Z(x = 1|z) =





1
2 − 1

2M + z, for z ∈ [0, 1/M ],

1
2 + 1

2M , for z ∈ (1/M, 1],

0, otherwise,

pX|Z(x = 0|z) =





1
2 + 1

2M − z, for z ∈ [0, 1/M ],

1
2 − 1

2M , for z ∈ (1/M, 1],

0, otherwise.

(33)

See Figure 5 for an illustration. In addition, by taking M large enough, we see that both pX|Z(x =
1|z) and pX|Z(x = 0|z) are bounded below and also above by, let’s say, [1/4, 3/4] for z ∈ [0, 1].
Thus, using Taylor’s theorem, one can verify that

∣∣p1/γX|Z(x = 1|z)− p1/γX|Z(x = 1|z′)
∣∣γ +

∣∣p1/γX|Z(x = 0|z)− p1/γX|Z(x = 0|z′)
∣∣γ

≤ Cγ |z − z′|γ ,

for some constant Cγ > 0. Thus it is seen that the distribution with the probability mass func-
tion (33) satisfies Definition 3 with Lγ = Cγ/2. Similarly we let pY |Z(y = 1|z) = pX|Z(x = 1|z) and
thus pY |Z(y|z) is also Lipschitz in γ-Hellinger distance.

Next we calculate q
XY |Z̃(x, y|m = 1) and q

X·|Z̃(x|m = 1)q·Y |Z̃(y|m = 1). To start with
q
XY |Z̃(x, y|m = 1), recall that

dP̃Z|Z∈B1
(z) =

dPZ(z)

P(Z ∈ [0, h])
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and also recall that Z has the density in (25). Then since h = M−1

q
XY |Z̃(x = 1, y = 1|m = 1) =

∫ h

0
pX|Z(x = 1|z)pY |Z(y = 1|z)dP̃Z|Z∈B1

(z)

= h−1
∫ h

0
pX|Z(x = 1|z)pY |Z(y = 1|z)dz

= h−1
∫ h

0

(
1

2
− h

2
+ z

)2

dz

=
h2

12
+

1

4
.

Similarly,

q
X·|Z̃(x = 1|m = 1) = q·Y |Z̃(y = 1|m = 1) =

∫ h

0
pX|Z(x = 1|z)dP̃Z|Z∈B1

(z) =
1

2
.

For the binary case, the squared L2 distance simply becomes

‖Q
XY |Z̃=1

−Q
X·|Z̃=1

Q·Y |Z̃=1
‖22

= 4|q
XY |Z̃(x = 1, y = 1|m = 1)− q

X·|Z̃(x = 1|m = 1)q·Y |Z̃(y = 1|m = 1)|2

=
h4

144
.

Therefore the condition (32) is fulfilled and the inequality (29a) follows.

Proof of the inequality (29b). By modifying the proof of Theorem 5.2 in Neykov et al. (2021),
the variance of TCI is upper bounded by

Var[TCI] . E[TCI] + E
∑

m∈[M ]

1(σm ≥ 4)

. E[TCI] +
∑

m∈[M ]

P(σm ≥ 1)

. E[TCI] + 1− e−np1 +

M∑

m=2

(
1− e−npm

)
, (34)

where we use the fact that σm ∼ Pois(npm), and C is some positive constant. Now by choosing
εn > 0 in the density function (25) such that

εn ≤
M(M − 1)

n
log

(
M − 1

M − 2

)
, (35)
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the summation in (34) can be controlled as
∑M

m=2(1− e−npm) ≤ 1. In more detail, for any m ≥ 2,
the binned probability pm is the same as εn

M(M−1) . Thus we have a series of equivalent conditions as

M∑

m=2

(
1− e−npm

)
≤ 1 ⇐⇒ (M − 1)(1− e−

nεn
M(M−1) ) ≤ 1

⇐⇒ M − 2

M − 1
≤ e−

nεn
M(M−1)

⇐⇒ εn ≤
M(M − 1)

n
log

(
M − 1

M − 2

)
.

With the choice of such εn in the density of Z (25) (and also let εn ≤ 1/2 from the previous step),
the variance is upper bounded by

Var[TCI] . E[TCI] + 1.

Therefore the inequality (29b) follows.

Proof of the inequality (29c). Let us denote U(W πm
m ) by Uπmm for simplicity. Then using the

independence between π1, . . . , πM , the conditional variance of TπCI is

Varπ
[
TπCI|σ,WN

]
=
∑

m∈[M ]

1(σm ≥ 4)σ2mVarπ[Uπmm |σ,WN ].

Based on the result in Appendix J of Kim et al. (2020),

E{Varπ[Uπmm |σ,WN ]|σ} . σ−2m max
{
‖Q

XY |Z̃=m‖
2
2, ‖QX·|Z̃=mQ·Y |Z̃=m‖

2
2

}

. σ−2m ,

where the second inequality holds since ‖P‖22 ≤ ‖P‖21 = 1 for a discrete probability distribution P .
Therefore, with the choice of εn as in (35),

E{Varπ[TπCI|σ,WN ]} .
∑

m∈[M ]

P(σm ≥ 4) . 1,

where the last inequality holds since σm ∼ Pois(npm) and

∑

m∈[M ]

P(σm ≥ 4) ≤
∑

m∈[M ]

P(σm ≥ 1) ≤ 1 +

M∑

m=2

(
1− e−npm

)
≤ 2.

This verifies the inequality (29c).

Indeed, our proof in this subsection goes through for the case where 1 ≤ γ < 2 as well. However,
the condition

√
nh2n →∞ is not tight for this case, and we need a more careful analysis detailed in

the next subsection.
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A.5.2 γ-Hellinger Lipschitzness for 1 ≤ γ < 2

The underlying idea of the proof of this result is the same as in the previous section. That is, we
want to show that the inequality (28) holds when

√
nhγn → ∞ for some PX,Y,Z ∈ P0,H,γ,δ(L) with

γ ∈ [1, 2]. However, we need to obtain a sharper bound for the variance of the test statistic in order
to achieve the desired rate, which requires some nontrivial effort.

Suppose that X and Y are binary random variables taking a value between {0, 1}. We then set

pX|Z(x = 1|z) =





zγ , for z ∈ [0, 2−1/γ ],

2−1, for z ∈ [2−1/γ , 1],

0, otherwise.

pX|Z(x = 0|z) =





1− zγ , for z ∈ [0, 2−1/γ ],

2−1, for z ∈ [2−1/γ , 1],

0, otherwise.

(36)

Similarly, we let pX|Z(x = 1|z) = pY |Z(y = 1|z) and pX|Z(x = 0|z) = pY |Z(y = 0|z). It can be
checked that PX|Z and PY |Z with the above probability mass functions are γ-Hellinger smooth for
γ ≥ 1 using Taylor’s theorem. Here we note that the Lipschitz constant depends on γ and is assumed
to be fixed. Also note that this example is more sophisticated than the one in (33). For instance,
when γ = 1, the distribution (36) is TV smooth but not smooth in the Hellinger distance (since

√
x

is not a Lipschitz function). In addition to the condition on the conditional distributions (36), we
let Z have the marginal density as in (25) with a sufficiently small 0 < εn ≤ 1/2 (specified later).

Under this setting, we will show that the mean, the variance and the expected conditional
variance of the test statistic TCI are bounded by

E[TCI] & nh4γn , (37a)

Var[TCI] . E[TCI]h
2γ
n + h4γn , (37b)

E
{

Varπ
[
TπCI|σ,WN ]

]}
. h4γn . (37c)

If this is the case, then the inequality (28) holds as
√
nhγn → ∞, which completes the proof. In

what follows, we prove these inequalities in order.

Proof of the inequality (37a). As we define the density of Z to be (25) with εn ≤ 1/2, the
inequality (31) follows in this case as well, that is

E[TCI] & n‖Q
XY |Z̃=1

−Q
X·|Z̃=1

Q·Y |Z̃=1
‖22. (38)

Therefore it is enough to show that ‖Q
XY |Z̃=1

−Q
X·|Z̃=1

Q·Y |Z̃=1
‖22 & h4γ . Then the inequality (37a)

follows. In fact, when h ≤ 1/2,

q
XY |Z̃(x = 1, y = 1|m = 1) =

∫ h

0
pX|Z(x = 1|z)pY |Z(y = 1|z)dP̃Z|Z∈B1

(z)
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= h−1
∫ h

0
pX|Z(x = 1|z)pY |Z(y = 1|z)dz

= h−1
∫ h

0
z2γdz =

h2γ

2γ + 1
.

Similarly,

q
X·|Z̃(x = 1|m = 1) = q·Y |Z̃(y = 1|m = 1) =

∫ h

0
pX|Z(x = 1|z)dP̃Z|Z∈B1

(z) =
hγ

γ + 1
.

When X and Y are binary, the squared L2 norm simply becomes

‖Q
XY |Z̃=1

−Q
X·|Z̃=1

Q·Y |Z̃=1
‖22

= 4
{
q
XY |Z̃(x = 1, y = 1|m = 1)− q

X·|Z̃(x = 1|m = 1)q·Y |Z̃(y = 1|m = 1)
}2 (39)

= 4h4γ
(

1

2γ + 1
− 1

(γ + 1)2

)2

,

which concludes the inequality (37a).

Proof of the inequality (37b). Bounding the variance requires a bit more work. First the law
of total variance yields

Var[TCI] = E{Var[TCI|σ]}+ Var{E[TCI|σ]}. (40)

To start with the first term, we use the independence between different bins conditional on σ and
see

E{Var[TCI|σ]} =
∑

m∈[M ]

E{1(σm ≥ 4)σ2mVar[Um|σ]}

≤ E{1(σ1 ≥ 4)σ21Var[U1|σ1]}+

M∑

m=2

E[1(σm ≥ 4)σ2m],

where the second inequality uses |Um| ≤ 1. Since we have freedom to choose ε in the density of Z,
we can make the second term smaller than

M∑

m=2

E[1(σm ≥ 4)σ2m] . h4γ . (41)

For example, since σm ∼ Pois(npm) where pm = ε
M(M−1) for m = 2, . . . ,M , applying Cauchy–

Schwarz inequality yields

M∑

m=2

E[1(σm ≥ 4)σ2m] . M
√
P(σ2 ≥ 4)E[σ42]
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. M
√

1− e−np2 ,

where the second inequality follows since P(σ2 ≥ 4) ≤ P(σ2 ≥ 1) = 1 − e−np2 and E[σ42] =
np2(1 + 7np2 + 6n2p22 + n3p32) ≤ 15 by assuming np2 ≤ 1, which is satisfied when ε . 1/(nh2).
Therefore, the inequality (41) holds, for instance, when

ε .
1

nh2
log

(
1

1− h4γ+1

)
.

Next we analyze E{1(σ1 ≥ 4)σ21Var[U1|σ1]}. Intuitively the conditional variance of U1|σ1 be-
comes smaller for largeM (equivalently small h) under our distributional setting (36). In particular,
observe that q

XY |Z̃(x = 0, y = 0|m = 1) → 1 and thus (X,Y )|Z ∈ B1 becomes degenerate at
X = 0, Y = 0 as M increases. However the bound for Var[U1|σ1] given in Lemma 5.1 of Neykov
et al. (2021) (and also see the proof of Proposition 5.3 in Kim et al., 2020):

Var[U1|σ1] .
E[U1|σ1] max

{
‖Q

XY |Z̃=1
‖2, ‖QX·|Z̃=1

Q·Y |Z̃=1
‖2
}

σ1

+
max

{
‖Q

XY |Z̃=1
‖22, ‖QX·|Z̃=1

Q·Y |Z̃=1
‖22
}

σ21
for σ1 ≥ 4,

does not capture this intuition. It turns out that this variance bound is not tight for the binary
case. In fact, we can obtain a sharper bound as

Var[U1|σ1] .
E[U1|σ1] max

{
q
XY |Z̃(1, 1|1), q

X·|Z̃(1|1)q·Y |Z̃(1|1)
}

σ1

+
max

{
q2
XY |Z̃

(1, 1|1), q2
X·|Z̃

(1|1)q2
·Y |Z̃

(1|1)
}

σ21
for σ1 ≥ 4,

(42)

where q
XY |Z̃(1, 1|1) = q

XY |Z̃(x = 1, y = 1|m = 1) and the other quantities are similarly defined.
We will prove this inequality at the end of this section. Therefore, using the previous calculations
of q

XY |Z̃ , qX·|Z̃ and q·Y |Z̃ , the (conditional) variance is bounded by

Var[U1|σ1] .
E[U1|σ1]h2γ

σ1
+
h4γ

σ21
for σ1 ≥ 4. (43)

In summary, we have

E{Var[TCI|σ]} . E{1(σ1 ≥ 4)σ1E[U1|σ1]}h2γ + h4γ

. E[TCI]h
2γ + h4γ .

(44)

Next we focus on the second term Var{E[TCI|σ]} in (40) and see

Var{E[TCI|σ]} =
∑

m∈[M ]

Var[σm1(σm ≥ 4)]× ‖Q
XY |Z̃=m −QX·|Z̃=mQ·Y |Z̃=m‖

4
2
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(i)
.

∑

m∈[M ]

E[σm1(σm ≥ 4)]× ‖Q
XY |Z̃=m −QX·|Z̃=mQ·Y |Z̃=m‖

4
2

(ii)
. np1 ×

∣∣q
X,Y |Z̃(1, 1|1)− q

X·|Z̃(1|1)q·Y |Z̃(1|1)
∣∣4 + h4γ

(iii)
. E[TCI]h

2γ + h4γ ,

where step (i) uses Claim 2.1 of Canonne et al. (2018), step (ii) can be deduced by the inequality (41)
and the identity (39). To give a more detail on step (ii), consider a decomposition

∑

m∈[M ]

E[σm1(σm ≥ 4)]× ‖Q
XY |Z̃=m −QX·|Z̃=mQ·Y |Z̃=m‖

4
2

= E[σ11(σ1 ≥ 4)]× ‖Q
XY |Z̃=1

−Q
X·|Z̃=1

Q·Y |Z̃=1
‖42︸ ︷︷ ︸

(I)

+
M∑

m=2

E[σm1(σm ≥ 4)]× ‖Q
XY |Z̃=m −QX·|Z̃=mQ·Y |Z̃=m‖

4
2

︸ ︷︷ ︸
(II)

.

For the first term (I), we make use of the identity (39) and E[σ1] = np1, which yields (I) . np1 ×∣∣q
X,Y |Z̃(1, 1|1)− q

X·|Z̃(1|1)q·Y |Z̃(1|1)
∣∣4. For the second term, note that the L2 norm of Q

XY |Z̃=m −
Q
X·|Z̃=mQ·Y |Z̃=m is bounded by two for any m. Therefore, (II) .

∑M
m=2 E[σ2m1(σm ≥ 4)] . h4γ by

the inequality (41). This explains step (ii). Step (iii) follows by using the lower bound for E[TCI] in
(38) and the observation that |q

XY |Z̃(1, 1|1) − q
X·|Z̃(1|1)q·Y |Z̃(1|1)|2 . h4γ ≤ h2γ . Combining this

with (44) yields the claim (37b). The last step is to verify the sharper bound (42).

Verification of the bound (42). Recall that the kernel of U1 is

hi1,i2,i3,i4 =
1

4!

∑

π∈Π4

∑

x∈[`1],y∈[`2]

ψπ(1)π(2)(x, y)ψπ(3)π(4)(x, y),

where Π4 is the set of all permutations of {i1, i2, i3, i4} and

ψij(x, y) = 1(Xi,1 = x, Yi,1 = y)− 1(Xi,1 = x)1(Yj,1 = y).

Importantly, for the binary case, we observe that

hi1,i2,i3,i4 = gi1,i2,i3,i4 :=
4

4!

∑

π∈Π4

ψπ(1)π(2)(1, 1)ψπ(3)π(4)(1, 1). (45)

This means that U1 is the same as another U-statistic defined with the kernel gi1,i2,i3,i4 . Having
this observation, we work with the U-statistic associated with gi1,i2,i3,i4 . We then follow basically
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the same lines of the proofs in Neykov et al. (2021) and Appendix J of Kim et al. (2020) and see
that the bound (42) is satisfied (more specifically, follow the same lines of the proof in Appendix J
of Kim et al. (2020) by setting d1 = d2 = 1).

Proof of the inequality (37c). Similar to the proof of (29c), we can obtain

Varπ
[
TπCI|σ,WN

]
=

∑

m∈[M ]

1(σm ≥ 4)σ2mVarπ[Uπmm |σ,WN ]

≤ 1(σ1 ≥ 4)σ21Varπ[Uπ11 |σ,WN ] +
M∑

m=2

1(σm ≥ 4)σ2m,

where the second inequality follows by |Uπmm | ≤ 1. By taking the expectation, the second term can
be smaller than h4γ by the condition (41). On the other hand, recall that for the binary case, U1

is equivalent to the U-statistic based on the kernel gi1,i2,i3,i4 in (45). Thus, based on the results in
Appendix I and Appendix J of Kim et al. (2020) (more specifically by letting d1 = d2 = 1 therein),

E{Varπ[Uπ11 |σ,WN ]|σ} . σ−21 max
{
q2
XY |Z̃(1, 1|1), q2

X·|Z̃(1|1)q2·Y |Z̃(1|1)
}

. σ−21 h4γ .

Consequently, we obtain the desired bound E
{

Varπ
[
TπCI|σ,WN ]

]}
. h4γn .

A.5.3 γ-Rényi Lipschitzness for 0 < γ

The proof of this part is essentially the same as that in the case of γ-Hellinger Lipschitzness for
2 ≤ γ (Appendix A.5.1). In particular, we consider the distribution setting in (33) and show that
the considered distribution is Rényi smooth for all γ > 0. Once this is established, the other parts
of the proof follow exactly the same lines of the proof as before in Appendix A.5.1.

Note that, for a sufficiently large M , pX|Z(x = 1|z) and pX|Z(x = 0|z) are bounded below and
above by constants for any z ∈ [0, 1], say,

pX|Z(x = 1|z) ∈ [1/4, 3/4] and pX|Z(x = 0|z) ∈ [1/4, 3/4]. (46)

Therefore, when 0 < γ ≤ 2, there exist some constants C1, C2 > 0 such that

Dγ,R(PX|Z=z‖PX|Z=z′)
(i)
≤ Dχ2(PX|Z=z‖PX|Z=z′)
(ii)
≤ C1‖PX|Z=z − PX|Z=z′‖22

(iii)
≤ C2|z − z′|2,

where step (i) uses the fact that Rényi divergence is nondecreasing in γ (e.g. Theorem 3 of Van Erven
and Harremos, 2014) and the inequality (74). Additionally, step (ii) holds since we set PX|Z=z′ is
lower bounded by some constant and step (iii) follows directly by the construction of PX|Z=z in
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(33). Similarly we let PY |Z=z = PX|Z=z and thus both PX|Z=z and PY |Z=z are Rényi smooth when
0 < γ ≤ 2.

We now consider the case where γ > 2. Again, we make use of the distribution given in (33)
and assume that pX|Z(x = 1|z) and pX|Z(x = 0|z) are bounded below and above by constants for
any z ∈ [0, 1] as in (46). Since X takes a binary value, Rényi divergence of PX|Z=z from PX|Z=z′
simply becomes

Dγ,R(PX|Z=z‖PX|Z=z′)

=
1

γ − 1
log

{(
pX|Z(x = 1|z)
pX|Z(x = 1|z′)

)γ
pX|Z(x = 1|z′) +

(
pX|Z(x = 0|z)
pX|Z(x = 0|z′)

)γ
pX|Z(x = 0|z′)

}
.

When both z, z′ ∈ (1/M, 1], Rényi divergence becomes zero and hence there is nothing to prove.
Next assume that both z, z′ ∈ [0, 1/M ]. In this case, Rényi divergence can be written more explicitly
as

Dγ,R(PX|Z=z‖PX|Z=z′)

=
1

γ − 1
log

{( 1
2 − 1

2M + z
1
2 − 1

2M + z′

)γ(1

2
− 1

2M
+ z′

)
+

( 1
2 + 1

2M − z
1
2 + 1

2M − z′
)γ(1

2
+

1

2M
− z′

)}

:= f(z).

By viewing the above expression as a function of z, Taylor’s theorem yields that there exists ξ ∈
(0, 1/M) such that

f(z) = f(z′) + f ′(z′)(z − z′) + f ′′(ξ)(z − z′)2.

The first term f(z′) is zero. We also note that the first derivative satisfies f ′(z′) = 0 since

f ′(z) =
1

γ − 1
×

γ

(
1
2
− 1

2M
+z

1
2
− 1

2M
+z′

)γ−1
− γ
(

1
2
+ 1

2M
−z

1
2
+ 1

2M
−z′

)γ−1

(
1
2
− 1

2M
+z

1
2
− 1

2M
+z′

)γ(
1
2 − 1

2M + z′
)

+

(
1
2
+ 1

2M
−z

1
2
+ 1

2M
−z′

)γ(
1
2 + 1

2M − z′
) .

Furthermore, it can be seen that supz∈[0,1/M ] |f ′′(z)| ≤ Cγ,M where Cγ,M is a positive constant
depending only on γ and M . This shows that Dγ,R(PX|Z=z‖PX|Z=z′) ≤ Cγ,M (z − z′)2 for all
z, z′ ∈ [0, 1/M ]. Suppose now that z ∈ [0, 1/M ] and z′ ∈ (1/M, 1]. In this case, since pX|Z(x =
1|z′) = pX|Z(x = z|1/M) and pX|Z(x = 0|z′) = pX|Z(x = 0|1/M) for all z′ ∈ (1/M, 1], the
previous result implies that Dγ,R(PX|Z=z‖PX|Z=z′) ≤ Cγ,M (z − 1/M)2 ≤ Cγ,M (z − z′)2. The
final case where z ∈ (1/M, 1] and z′ ∈ [0, 1/M ] can be similarly handled, which concludes that
Dγ,R(PX|Z=z‖PX|Z=z′) ≤ Cγ,M (z − z′)2 for all z, z′ ∈ [0, 1]. Hence, by letting PY |Z=z = PX|Z=z,
both PX|Z=z and PY |Z=z are Rényi smooth for γ ≥ 2.

In summary, the distribution in (33) is Rényi smooth for γ > 0 with a different Lipschitz constant
and therefore the result supPX,Y,Z∈P0,R,γ,δ(L)

EPNX,Y,Z ,N [φ†perm,n] ≥ 1− β follows.
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A.6 Proof of Theorem 5

We start by proving the type II error bound for φperm,2 and then turn to φperm,1.

• Type II error of φperm,2. We note that by Lemma 6, the type II error of φperm,2 can be expressed
as

EPNX,Y,Z ,N [1− φperm,2] = PPNX,Y,Z ,N [TCI,W ≤ q1−α],

where q1−α is the 1 − α quantile of the empirical distribution of Tπ1
CI,W , . . . , T

πK
CI,W . Therefore, it is

enough to work with the test that rejects the null when TCI,W > q1−α. For simplicity, we use the
notation Wweight := {WX,m,WY,m}m∈[M ] to denote samples used for weights. Given this notation,
we first claim that

PPNX,Y,Z ,N [TCI,W ≤ q1−α]

≤ PPNX,Y,Z ,N
{
TCI,W < ζ

√
min{n,M}+ EPNX,Y,Z ,N [TCI,W |Wweight,σ]

}
+

1

200
, (47)

where ζ is a sufficiently large constant as in the critical value of the test in Canonne et al. (2018).
We then show that under the given condition,

PPNX,Y,Z ,N
{
TCI,W < ζ

√
min{n,M}+ EPNX,Y,Z ,N [TCI,W |Wweight,σ]

}
≤ 1

200
, (48)

which establishes the desired result. To ease the notation, we suppress dependence on PNX,Y,Z and
N in the expectation and probability function, throughout this proof.

1. Proof of the first claim (47). To show the first claim (47), let us define an event

A := {q1−α ≤ ζ
√

min(n,M) + EPNX,Y,Z ,N [TCI,W |Wweight,σ]},

and show that

P(A) ≥ 199

200
. (49)

If this is the case, then the first claim (47) follows by the union bound. To begin, let us simply
denote the permutation distribution of TπCI,W by

Pπ
[
TπCI,W ≤ t

]
=

1

K

∑

πi∈Π
1
[
TπiCI,W ≤ t

]
.

More generally, we let Pπ[·] be the probability measure in terms of π uniformly distributed over
Π conditional on everything else. We denote the expectation and the variance operator under the
permutation law by Eπ[·] and Varπ[·] for simplicity. As in the case of (27) for TπCI, we make an
observation that TπCI,W is centered under the permutation law, i.e.

Eπ[TπCI,W ] =
∑

m∈[M ]

1(σm ≥ 4)σmωmEπ[UW (W πm
m )] = 0,
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which can be shown using the result in Appendix I of Kim et al. (2020). Therefore, for any t > 0,
Chebyshev’s inequality yields

Pπ
{
TπCI,W ≥ t

}
≤ 1

t2
Eπ
[
(TπCI,W )2

]
.

Then, by the definition of the 1−α quantile, it holds that q1−α ≤
√
α−1Eπ

[
(TπCI,W )2

]
with probabil-

ity one. Notice that Eπ
[
(TπCI,W )2

]
is a non-negative random variable, changing its value depending

on {WX,m,WY,m,WXY,m}Mm=1. Then Markov’s inequality verifies that the following inequality

Eπ
[
(TπCI,W )2

]
< 400E

{
Eπ
[
(TπCI,W )2

]
|Wweight,σ

}

holds with probability at least 1 − 1/400. Based on the results of Canonne et al. (2018), Neykov
et al. (2021) and Kim et al. (2020), we further prove below that

400α−1E
{
Eπ
[
(TπCI,W )2

]
|Wweight,σ

}
≤ ζ1/2

(
min{n,M}+ E[TCI,W |Wweight,σ]

)
, (50)

with probability at least 1− 1/400 by taking ζ sufficiently large (depending on α, but recall that α
is assumed to be a fixed constant). This verifies the probability bound (49) for A, completing the
proof of the first claim (47).

Detail of the inequality (50). First of all, since π1, . . . , πM are independent, it can be verified
that

Eπ
[
(TπCI,W )2

]
=
∑

m∈[M ]

1(σm ≥ 4)σ2mω
2
mEπ

[
U2
W (W πm

m )
]
. (51)

In order to analyze the expectation of Eπ
[
U2
W (W πm

m )
]
, we need some preliminary results. To this

end, for m = 1, . . . ,M , let

gX,m(x1, x2) :=
∑

x∈[`1]

1(x1 = x)1(x2 = x)

1 + ax,m
and

gY,m(y1, y2) :=
∑

y∈[`2]

1(y1 = y)1(y2 = y)

1 + ay,m
,

and for p : [`1]× [`2] 7→ R, denote

‖p‖22,am :=
∑

x∈[`1]

∑

y∈[`2]

p2(x, y)

(1 + ax,m)(1 + ay,m)
.

Since ax,m, ay,m ≥ 0, the above bivariate functions are non-negative and bounded by one. Therefore

E[g2X,m(X1,m, X2,m)g2Y,m(Y1,m, Y2,m)|WX,m,WY,m]

≤ E[gX,m(X1,m, X2,m)gY,m(Y1,m, Y2,m)|WX,m,WY,m] = ‖PXY |Z=m‖22,am .
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Similar calculations show

E[g2X,m(X1,m, X2,m)g2Y,m(Y3,m, Y4,m)|WX,m,WY,m] ≤ ‖PX|Z=mPY |Z=m‖22,am
and

E[g2X,m(X1,m, X2,m)g2Y,m(Y1,m, Y3,m)|WX,m,WY,m]

≤ 1

2
‖PXY |Z=m‖22,am +

1

2
‖PX|Z=mPY |Z=m‖22,am ,

where the last inequality uses the inequality xy ≤ 1
2x

2 + 1
2y

2. In addition, using the triangle
inequality, we have

‖PXY |Z=m‖22,am ≤ 2‖PX,Y |m − PX|Z=mPY |Z=m‖22,am + 2‖PX|Z=mPY |Z=m‖22,am .

Since we consider half-permutation method (Remark 6) for TCI,W , we can apply the bound for the
expected variance of a permuted U-statistic in Kim et al. (2020) to U2

W (W πm
m ). More specifically,

by the argument made in Appendix I of Kim et al. (2020) along with the above results, we have

1(σm ≥ 4)E
[
Eπ
[
U2
W (W πm

m )
]
|WX,m,WY,m, σm

]

. 1(σm ≥ 4)σ−2m max
{
‖PXY |Z=m‖22,am , ‖PX|Z=mPY |Z=m‖22,am

}

. 1(σm ≥ 4)σ−2m
{
‖PX,Y |m − PX|Z=mPY |Z=m‖22,am + ‖PX|Z=mPY |Z=m‖22,am

}
.

This result together with (51) leads to the following bound

E
[
Eπ
[
(TπCI,W )2

]
|Wweight,σ

]]
.
{

(I) + (II)
}
,

where

(I) :=
∑

m∈[M ]

1(σm ≥ 4)ω2
m‖PX|Z=mPY |Z=m‖22,am ,

(II) :=
∑

m∈[M ]

1(σm ≥ 4)ω2
m‖PX,Y |m − PX|Z=mPY |Z=m‖22,am .

To simplify the first term, the result of Canonne et al. (2018) and Neykov et al. (2021) yields

E[‖PX|Z=mPY |Z=m‖22,am ] ≤ 1

(1 + t1,m)(1 + t2,m)
,

which further shows that

E
[
(I)|σ

]
≤

∑

m∈[M ]

1(σm ≥ 4)
ω2
m

(1 + t1,m)(1 + t2,m)
. min{N,M}.

Recall that N ∼ Pois(n), which highly concentrates around its mean. Thus, by Markov’s inequality
as well as the union bound, one can have (I) . min{n,M} with probability at least 1− 1/400. For
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the second term, since ωm ≤ σm, we have (II) ≤ E
[
TCI,W |Wweight,σ

]
. Therefore, with probability

at least 1− 1/400, it holds that

(I) + (II) . min{n,M}+ E
[
TCI,W |Wweight,σ

]
,

which proves the inequality (50).

2. Proof of the second claim (48). Next we prove the second claim (48) under the condition on
ε imposed in Canonne et al. (2018). In particular, for `1 ≥ `2 and infQ∈P0,[M ]

DTV(PX,Y,Z , Q) ≥ ε,
equation (1) of Canonne et al. (2018) assumes that ε satisfies

n ≥ ζ ′ ×max

(
min

{
M7/8`

1/4
1 `

1/4
2

ε
,
M6/7`

2/7
1 `

2/7
2

ε8/7

}
,

M3/4`
1/2
1 `

1/2
2

ε
,
M2/3`

2/3
1 `

1/3
2

ε4/3
,
M1/2`

1/2
1 `

1/2
2

ε2

)
,

(52)

where ζ ′ is a sufficiently large positive constant. A sufficient condition for this inequality in the
form of ε & f(M, `1, `2, n) is

ε ≥ ζ ′′ ×max

(
M7/8`

1/4
1 `

1/4
2

n
,
M3/4`

1/2
1 `

1/2
2

n
,
M1/2`

1/2
1 `

1/4
2

n3/4
,

M1/4`
1/4
1 `

1/4
2

n1/2
,
M3/4`

1/4
1 `

1/4
2

n7/8

)
,

where ζ ′′ is some large positive constant. Let us define an event E such that E
[
TCI,W |Wweight,σ

]
&√

ζ ′min{n,M} and

Var
[
TCI,W |Wweight,σ

]

. min{n,M}+
√

min{n,M}E
[
TCI,W |Wweight,σ

]
+ E

[
TCI,W |Wweight,σ

]3/2
.

If infQ∈P0,[M ]
DTV(PX,Y,Z , Q) ≥ ε, Lemma 5.4 of Canonne et al. (2018) guarantees that P(E) ≥

399/400. Under this event, by choosing ζ ′ sufficiently large depending on ζ, we see that

ζ
√

min{n,M}+ E[TCI,W |Wweight,σ] ≤ 1

2
E[TCI,W |Wweight,σ].

Thus

P
[
TCI,W < ζ

√
min{n,M}+ E[TCI,W |Wweight,σ]

]

≤ P
[
TCI,W ≤

1

2
E[TCI,W |Wweight,σ]|E

]
+

1

400

≤ 1

200
,
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where the last inequality uses Chebyshev’s inequality, as detailed in the proof of Lemma 5.6 in
Canonne et al. (2018).

• Type II error of φperm,1. The type II error bound for φperm,1 follows similarly as φperm,2.
Indeed it is simpler to prove the result of φperm,1 than φperm,2 as TCI does not involve randomness
from weights. We note from Lemma 6 again that the type II error of φperm,1 is equivalent to
PPNX,Y,Z ,N [TCI ≤ q1−α] where q1−α is the 1−α quantile of the empirical distribution of Tπ1

CI , . . . , T
πK
CI

(with some abuse of notation). We then prove the results in two steps as before. In the first step,
we show that

PPNX,Y,Z ,N [TCI ≤ q1−α] ≤ PPNX,Y,Z ,N
[
TCI < ζ

√
min{n,M}

]
+

1

200
. (53)

In the second step, we verify that

PPNX,Y,Z ,N
[
TCI < ζ

√
min{n,M}

]
≤ 1

200
, (54)

under the condition on ε imposed by Canonne et al. (2018).

1. Proof of the first claim (53). To start with the first claim (53), by Chebyshev’s inequality
along with Markov’s inequality, we have

q1−α ≤
√

200α−1E
{
Eπ
[
(TπCI)

2
]}
,

with probability at least 1− 1/200. Again, by the independence between π1, . . . , πM and following
the analysis in the proof of Theorem 4 — especially the proof of the inequality (29c), the conditional
expectation becomes

E
{
Eπ
[
(TπCI)

2
]
|σ
}

=
∑

m∈[M ]

1(σm ≥ 4)σ2mE
[
U2
W (W πm

m )|σ
]

(i)
=

∑

m∈[M ]

1(σm ≥ 4)σ2mE
[
Varπ{UW (W πm

m )|Wm,σ}|σ
]

(ii)

.
∑

m∈[M ]

1(σm ≥ 1)
(iii)

. min{N,M},

(55)

where step (i) uses the fact that Eπ{UW (W πm
m )|Wm,σ} = 0, step (ii) follows based on the anal-

ysis in the proof of the inequality (29c) and step (iii) follows by combining the two inequalities∑
m∈[M ] 1(σm ≥ 1) ≤ ∑m∈[M ] 1 = M and

∑
m∈[M ] 1(σm ≥ 1) ≤ ∑m∈[M ] σm = N . By taking

the expectation over σ, we then have E
{
Eπ
[
(TπCI)

2
]}

. min{n,M}. Therefore, the inequality (53)
holds by taking ζ sufficiently large and the union bound.

2. Proof of the second claim (54). The proof of this result directly follows by Section 3.1
of Canonne et al. (2018). In particular, for fixed `1 and `2, and infQ∈P0,[M ]

DTV(PX,Y,Z , Q) ≥ ε,
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Canonne et al. (2018) assume that ε satisfies

n ≥ ζ ′ ×max

(
M1/2

ε2
,min

(
M7/8

ε
,
M6/7

ε8/7

))
, (56)

where ζ ′ is a sufficiently large positive constant. A sufficient condition for this inequality in the
form of ε & f(M,n) is

ε ≥ ζ ′′max

(
M1/4

n1/2
,
M7/8

n
,
M3/4

n7/8

)
,

for some large ζ ′′ > 0 as mentioned in the main text. Under this condition, Section 3.1 of Canonne
et al. (2018) shows that the second claim (54) holds by taking ζ sufficiently large. Finally, combining
the two inequalities (53) and (54) yields the desired result. This completes the proof of Theorem 5.

A.7 Proof of Theorem 6

We first study the type II error bound of φ†perm,1 and then turn to the type II error bound of φ†perm,2.

• Type II error of φ†perm,1. The proof of this part is similar to that of Theorem 5, especially the
result of φperm,1. The only difference is that we are now dealing with the discretized probability
Q
X,Y,Z̃

defined in Section 4.2, rather than the original probability PX,Y,Z . Since the upper bound
for the expected variance E

{
Eπ
[
(TπCI)

2
]
|σ
}

in (55) does not depend on the underlying discrete
distribution, the same proof carries through and we can obtain the bound (53) for Q

X,Y,Z̃
as well.

In particular, since we set min{n,M} ≤M = dn2/5e, we have

EPNX,Y,Z ,N [1− φ†perm,1] ≤ PQN
X,Y,Z̃

,N

[
TCI < ζn1/5

]
+

1

200
+ e−n/8,

where we note that PQN
X,Y,Z̃

,N

[
TCI < ζn1/5

]
= PPNX,Y,Z ,N

[
TCI < ζn1/5

]
since TCI is defined only

through the binned data. We also note that e−n/8 comes from the truncation probability of N
as in (26). This probability is essentially the type II error of the test of Neykov et al. (2021) by
adjusting the value of ζ, and thus we have

sup
PX,Y,Z∈P1,[0,1],TV(L):infQ∈P0,[0,1] DTV(PX,Y,Z ,Q)≥ε

PPNX,Y,Z ,N
[
TCI < ζn1/5

]
≤ 1

100
.

See the proof of Theorem 5.2 in Neykov et al. (2021) for more details. Therefore, we conclude that
φ†perm,1 has the same power guarantee as φNBW,1.

• Type II error of φ†perm,2. Given that φ†perm,2 uses the same test statistic TCI,W as in Theorem 5,
the proof of this result is similar to that of Theorem 5, especially the result of φperm,2. The only
difference is, again, that we now work with the discretized probability distribution Q

X,Y,Z̃
defined
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in Section 4.2. Following exactly the same lines in the proof of Theorem 5, there exists an absolute
constant ζ ′ > 0 such that

EPNX,Y,Z ,N [1− φ†perm,2]

≤ PQN
X,Y,Z̃

,N

{
TCI,W < ζ ′

√
min{n,M}+ EQN

X,Y,Z̃
,N [TCI,W |Wweight,σ]

}
+

1

200
+ e−n/8,

where the second line also holds by replacing QN
X,Y,Z̃

with PNX,Y,Z in the probability and the expec-
tation since TCI,W is defined only through the binned data.

To further bound the given probability, we recall the results in Neykov et al. (2021). By ignoring
the dependence on QN

X,Y,Z̃
, the following two bounds hold with probability at least 399/400 under

the given conditions for the guarantee (20):

Var
[
TCI,W |Wweight,σ

]

. M + (
√
M + 1)E[TCI,W |Wweight,σ] + [TCI,W |Wweight,σ]3/2

and

E[TCI,W |Wweight,σ] &
√
ζM,

where ζ > 0 is a sufficiently large constant given in φNBW,2, which differs from ζ ′ above. See Lemma
C.10 of Neykov et al. (2021) for details on these bounds. Let E be an event that both inequalities
hold simultaneously. Under this event, by taking ζ sufficiently large depending on ζ ′, we have

ζ ′
√

min{n,M}+ E[TCI,W |Wweight,σ] ≤ 1

2
E[TCI,W |Wweight,σ].

Then by Chebyshev’s inequality and Lemma C.13 of Neykov et al. (2021),

P
[
TCI,W < ζ ′

√
min{n,M}+ E[TCI,W |Wweight,σ]

]

≤ P
[
TCI,W ≤

1

2
E[TCI,W |Wweight,σ]|E

]
+

1

400

≤ 1

200
.

This completes the proof of the second part.

A.8 Proof of Theorem 7

The proof of this result is essentially the same as that of the second part of Theorem 6, which builds
on the proof of Theorem 5. The only difference is that we are now in a situation where X,Y, Z are
all discretized. Under this binning scheme, the mean and the variance of TCI,W have been studied
in Neykov et al. (2021). In particular, Lemma G.9 of Neykov et al. (2021) yields that the following
two events hold under the conditions of the theorem with probability at least 399/400:

Var
[
TCI,W |Wweight,σ

]
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.
{
M + (

√
M + 1)E[TCI,W |Wweight,σ] + [TCI,W |Wweight,σ]3/2

}

and

E[TCI,W |Wweight,σ] &
√
ζM,

where ζ > 0 is a sufficiently large constant given in φNBW,2. Building upon this result, we can
proceed by following the same lines of the proof of Theorem 6 to complete the proof. We omit the
details.

A.9 Proof of Proposition 1

The proof of this result follows by modifying the proof of the validity of usual permutation tests based
on exchangeability (e.g. Lehmann and Romano, 2006). Here we provide a detail for completeness.
Let X := {(Xi, Yi, Z̃i)}ni=1 ∼ Q̃n

X,Y,Z̃
be a set of n i.i.d. draws from the CI projection Q̃n

X,Y,Z̃
. For

each π,π′ ∈ Πcyclic, write Xπ = {(Xi, Yπ(i), Z̃i)}ni=1 and Xπ◦π′ = {(Xi, Yπ◦π′(i), Z̃i)}ni=1 where
π ◦ π′ denotes the composition of two permutation maps π and π′. Throughout this proof, we use
the notation T (Xπ) = TπCI and T (X ) = TCI. Let T (1)(X ) ≤ . . . ≤ T (K∗)(X ) be the ordered statistics
of T (Xπ1), . . . , T (XπK∗ ) where {π1, . . . ,πK∗} = Πcyclic. Note that the set {T (Xπ1), . . . , T (XπK∗ )}
has the same components as {T (Xπ1◦π), . . . , T (XπK∗◦π)} for any π ∈ Πcyclic. Therefore, T (i)(X ) =
T (i)(Xπ) for any i = 1, . . . ,K∗ and π ∈ Πcyclic.

Having the above preliminaries in place, suppose we reject the null when T (X ) > T (k)(X ) where
k = d(1− α)K∗e. Then, by letting π0 have the uniform distribution on Πcyclic, we have

P
Q̃n
X,Y,Z̃

{
T (X ) > T (k)(X )

} (i)
= P

Q̃n
X,Y,Z̃

{
T (Xπ0) > T (k)(Xπ0)

}

(ii)
= P

Q̃n
X,Y,Z̃

{
T (Xπ0) > T (k)(X )

}
,

where step (i) uses the fact that X and Xπ have the same distribution for all π ∈ Πcyclic under the
law Q̃n

X,Y,Z̃
, and step (ii) holds due to T (k)(X ) = T (k)(Xπ). Now since π0 is uniformly distributed

on Πcyclic, we have

P
Q̃n
X,Y,Z̃

{
T (Xπ0) > T (k)(X )

}
= E

Q̃n
X,Y,Z̃

[
1

K∗

∑

πi∈Πcyclic

1
{
T (Xπi) > T (k)(X )

}
]
≤ α,

where the last inequality holds since
1

K∗

∑

πi∈Πcyclic

1
{
T (Xπi) > T (k)(X )

}
≤ α.

Finally, by Lemma 6, the permutation test from Algorithm 2 can be equivalently written as φperm,n =
1{T (X ) > T (k)(X )}. Therefore, we have

E
Q̃n
X,Y,Z̃

[φperm,n] ≤ α.

Having this inequality, the other steps are exactly the same as the proofs of Theorem 2 and Theo-
rem 3. This completes the proof of Proposition 1.
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A.10 Proof of Theorem 8

The main idea of the proof of this result is similar to that of Theorem 6. However, it requires
a much more involved analysis for the mean and the variance due to a sophisticated dependence
structure among local permutations over smaller bins. For the single-binning method, there is a
symmetric structure of the U-statistic under the (global) permutation, which allows us to show
that the mean of the permuted U-statistic is zero and its variance is bounded by some tractable
quantities (e.g. Theorem 5.1 of Kim et al., 2020). However, this is no longer the case for the
double-binning method, which leads to a technical challenge.

Throughout this proof, we only deal with the type II error (or 1−power) of φperm,N since the
result of φ†perm,N follows directly by the inequality (26). For a sufficiently large ζ > 0 (depending on
L), Neykov et al. (2021) prove that the test φ′NBW,1 = 1(TCI ≥ ζn1/5) has a small type II error in
the sense of (18) (indeed, without e−n/8 term) when ε ≥ cn−2/5 for a sufficiently large c depending
on (ζ, L, `1, `2). Moreover, since P ′1,[0,1],TV(L) ⊆ P1,[0,1],TV(L), it holds that

sup
PX,Y,Z∈P ′1,[0,1],TV

(L):infQ∈P0,[0,1] DTV(PX,Y,Z ,Q)≥ε
PPNX,Y,Z ,N [TCI ≥ ζn1/5] ≤

1

200
. (57)

Now let q1−α be the 1−α quantile of the empirical distribution of Tπ1
CI , . . . , T

πK∗
CI where πi ∈ Πcyclic.

Our main goal is to show that q1−α ≤ ζ ′n1/5 for a sufficiently large ζ ′ with high probability (say
1/200) under the given conditions. Since the type II error of φperm,N can be written as P(TCI ≤ q1−α)
in view of Lemma 6, this bound for the quantile together with the union bound implies that the
type II error of φperm,N is smaller than 1/100 by taking ζ sufficiently large.

We break down the proof into several pieces for readability.

• Step 1. Bounding the quantile. In the first step, we prove that the 1−α quantile is upper
bounded by

q1−α . E[TπCI] +
√

Var[TπCI],

with high probability where π ∼ Fπ defined in (59) below. Here we note that the expectation
and the variance are with respect to both randomness from π and samples.

• Step 2. Bounding the expectation. In the second step, we upper bound the expectation
of TπCI where π ∼ Fπ in (59) and prove that

E[TπCI] = O

(
n

M2
+ 1 +

M2

n

)
,

• Step 3. Bounding the variance. In the third step, we upper bound the variance of TπCI

where π ∼ Fπ in (59) and prove that

Var[TπCI] = O

(
n2

M4
+

n

M2
+
M2

n
+M

)
.
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• Step 4. Completing the proof. Lastly, we combine the previous results and prove the
desired type II error bound for φperm,N .

Step 1. Bounding the quantile. We start by bounding the 1− α quantile

q1−α = inf

{
x ∈ R : 1− α ≤ 1

K∗

∑

πi∈Πcyclic

1
(
TπiCI ≤ x

)}
.

Consider a subset of Πcyclic where we remove the identity permutation within each small bin. Let us
denote the resulting subset by Π−idcyclic whose cardinality is K−id∗ :=

∏
(m,k)∈[M ]×[b] max{σm,k− 1, 1}.

By letting α∗ such that 1− α∗ = min
{

(1− α)K∗/K
−id
∗ , 1

}
, define

q−id1−α∗ = inf

{
x ∈ R : min

{
(1− α),

K−id∗
K∗

}
≤ 1

K∗

∑

πi∈Π−id
cyclic

1
(
TπiCI ≤ x

)}

= inf

{
x ∈ R : min

{
(1− α)

K∗

K−id∗
, 1

}
≤ 1

K−id∗

∑

πi∈Π−id
cyclic

1
(
TπiCI ≤ x

)}
.

Since
∑
πi∈Πcyclic

1
(
TπiCI ≤ x

)
is a sum of non-negative numbers, we have q1−α ≤ q−id1−α∗ . Therefore

P(TCI ≤ q1−α) ≤ P(TCI ≤ q−id1−α∗).

Let us define an event A as

A =

{
K∗

K−id∗
≤ 1− α/2

1− α

}
, (58)

and let q−id1−α/2 be the 1− α/2 quantile of the empirical distribution

Fπ(x) :=
1

K−id∗

∑

πi∈Π−id
cyclic

1
(
TπiCI ≤ x

)
. (59)

Then, since q−id1−α∗ ≤ q
−id
1−α/2 under A, we have

P(TCI ≤ q−id1−α∗) ≤ P(TCI ≤ q−id1−α/2) + P(Ac).

In what follows, we use the notation Eπ[·] and Varπ[·] to denote the expectation and variance
operators with respect to Fπ and let Pπ[·] = Eπ[1(·)]. Given this notation, we further upper bound
q−id1−α/2. To this end, we follow the proof of Lemma 3.1 of Kim et al. (2020). First, for t > 0, by
Chebyshev’s inequality,

Pπ(TπCI − Eπ[TπCI] ≥ t) ≤
1

t2
Varπ[TπCI].
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By setting the right-hand side to be α/2, we see that q−id1−α/2 is deterministically bounded by

q−id1−α/2 ≤ Eπ[TπCI] +

√
2

α
Varπ[TπCI].

Next applying Chebyshev’s inequality and Markov’s inequality yields

P
(
Eπ[TπCI] ≥ E[TπCI] +

√
2

β
Var
{
Eπ[TπCI]

})
≤ β

2
and

P
(

2

α
Varπ[TπCI] ≥

4

αβ
E
{

Varπ[TπCI]
})
≤ β

2
.

From the above observation together with the union bound, it holds with probability at least 1− β
that

q−id1−α/2 ≤ E[TπCI] +

√
2

β
Var
{
Eπ[TπCI]

}
+

√
4

αβ
E
{

Varπ[TπCI]
}

≤ E[TπCI] +

√
32

αβ
Var[TπCI],

where the last inequality uses Var
{
Eπ[TπCI]

}
+ E

{
Varπ[TπCI]

}
≤ Var[TπCI]. In summary, by taking

α = 1/100 and β = 1/200, we have obtained that

P(TCI ≤ q1−α) ≤ P
(
TCI . E[TπCI] +

√
Var[TπCI]

)
+

1

200
+ P(Ac). (60)

Step 2. Upper bounding the expectation. Recall that

TπCI =
∑

m∈[M ]

1(σm ≥ 4)σmU(Wπ
m),

where π is uniformly distributed on Π−idcyclic. When σm < 4, 1(σm ≥ 4)σmU(Wπ
m) becomes zero,

which does not contribute to TπCI. Hence, we assume σm ≥ 4 and show that

E[U(Wπ
m)|σm] = O

(
1

M2
+

1

Mσm
+

1

σ2m

)
for each m ∈ [M ]. (61)

Recall U(Wπ
m) is the U-statistic with the kernel that takes the form

ϕπi,j,k,` :=
∑

x∈[`1],y∈[`2]

{
1(Xi,m = x, Yπi,m = y)− 1(Xi,m = x)1(Yπj,m = y)

}
×

{
1(Xk,m = x, Yπk,m = y)− 1(Xk,m = x)1(Yπ`,m = y)

}
,

where {i, j, k, `} are distinct integers between 1 and σm, and {πi,m, πj,m, πk,m, π`,m} are components
of π that are used to permute the corresponding components of {Yi,m, Yj,m, Yk,m, Y`,m}. Due to a
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complicated local structure of π, it is not trivial to compute the expectation of this kernel. This
is in contrast to the single-binning case where this expectation of the kernel is zero under the local
permutation law. We instead upper bound the expectation using the following observation. Suppose
that there is no collision, meaning that neither of Yi,m, Yk,m corresponds to Yπi,m , Yπj,m , Yπk,m , Yπ`,m .
In this case, {Xi,m, Xj,m, Yπi,m , Yπj,m , Yπk,m , Yπ`,m} are mutually independent, and the expectation
of the kernel is bounded above by

∣∣E[ϕπi,j,k,`|σm]
∣∣ ≤

∣∣∣∣∣ max
k1,k2,k3,k4∈[b]

[ ∑

x∈[`1],y∈[`2]

{pm,k1(x)qm,k1(y)− pm,k1(x)qm,k2(y)}×

{pm,k3(x)qm,k3(y)− pm,k3(x)qm,k4(y)}
]∣∣∣∣∣,

(62)

where pm,k(x) := P(X = x|Z ∈ Bm,k) and qm,k(y) := P(Y = y|Z ∈ Bm,k). Furthermore, since we
assume PX,Y,Z ∈ P ′1,[0,1],TV(L),

DTV(qm,k1 , qm,k2)

=
1

2

∑

y∈[`2]

∣∣∣∣
∫

Bm,k1

pY |Z(y|z)dP̃Z|Z∈Bm,k1 (z)−
∫

Bm,k2

pY |Z(y|z′)dP̃Z|Z∈Bm,k2 (z′)

∣∣∣∣

≤ 1

2

∫

Bm,k1

∫

Bm,k2

∑

y∈[`2]

∣∣pY |Z(y|z)− pY |Z(y|z′)
∣∣dP̃Z|Z∈Bm,k1 (z)dP̃Z|Z∈Bm,k2 (z′)

≤ 1

2
max

z∈Bm,k1 ,z
′∈Bm,k2

δ(z, z′) ≤ C1

M
,

for some constant C1 > 0. Therefore
∣∣E[ϕπi,j,k,`]

∣∣ is further bounded by
∣∣E[ϕπi,j,k,`|σm]

∣∣

≤
∣∣∣∣∣ max
k1,k2,k3,k4∈[b]

[ ∑

x∈[`1]

pm,k1(x)pm,k3(x)
∑

y∈[`2]

|qm,k1(y)− qm,k2(y)|
∑

y∈[`2]

|qm,k3(y)− qm,k4(y)|
]∣∣∣∣∣

≤ 4 max
k1,k2,k3,k4∈[b]

DTV(qm,k1 , qm,k2)×DTV(qm,k3 , qm,k4)

≤ C2

M2
.

Suppose that there is only one collision, i.e. there exists only one dependent pair of (X,Y ) among
{Xi,m, Xj,m, Yπi,m , Yπj,m , Yπk,m , Yπ`,m}. Since we deal with a cyclic permutation excluding the iden-
tity map, there are only a few possibilities of one collision. In particular, a cyclic permutation,
which is not the identity map, is a derangement (i.e. no point will be at its original place). This
guarantees that Xi,m and Yπi,m are independent for each i and m, which simplifies our analysis.
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Case 1) Suppose thatXi,m and Yπj,m collide. In this case, {Xk,m, Yπk,m , Yπ`,m} are still independent,
which leads to the bound of the expectation

∣∣E[ϕπi,j,k,`|σm]
∣∣ :=

∣∣∣∣
∑

x∈[`1],y∈[`2]

E
{
1(Xi,m = x, Yπi,m = y)− 1(Xi,m = x)1(Yπj,m = y)

}
×

E
{
1(Xk,m = x, Yπk,m = y)− 1(Xk,m = x)1(Yπ`,m = y)

}∣∣∣∣

≤ 2
∑

x∈[`1],y∈[`2]

∣∣E
{
1(Xk,m = x, Yπk,m = y)− 1(Xk,m = x)1(Yπ`,m = y)

}∣∣

≤ 2 sup
k1,k2∈[b]

∑

x∈[`1],y∈[`2]

pm,k1(x)×
∣∣qm,k1(y)− qm,k2(y)

∣∣

≤ C3

M
,

where the last inequality follows similarly as the previous analysis.

Case 2) Next, suppose that Xi,m and Yπk,m collide. In this case, Yπi,m and Yπj,m are independent
of the others. Using this property, the expectation is bounded by

∣∣E[ϕπi,j,k,`|σm]
∣∣ :=

∣∣∣∣
∑

x∈[`1],y∈[`2]

E
{
1(Yπi,m = y)− 1(Yπj,m = y)

}
E[1(Xk,m = x)]×

E
[
1(Xi,m = x)

{
1(Yπk,m = y)− 1(Yπ`,m = y)

}]∣∣∣∣

≤ 2 sup
k1,k2∈[b]

∑

x∈[`1],y∈[`2]

pm,k1(x)×
∣∣qm,k1(y)− qm,k2(y)

∣∣

≤ C3

M
.

The other cases with one collision can be bounded similarly by O(M−1).
Now consider another representation of the U-statistic:

U(Wπ
m) =

(σm − 4)!

σm!

∑

{i,j,k,`}∈iσm4

ϕπi,j,k,`,

where iσm4 denotes the set of all 4-tuples drawn without replacement from [σm]. Next we decompose
the summation into three cases depending on whether there exists a collision among

{(Xi,m, Yπi,m), (Xj,m, Yπj,m), (Xk,m, Yπk,m), (X`,m, Yπ`,m)}. (63)

In particular,
∑

{i,j,k,`}∈iσm4

ϕπi,j,k,` =
∑

{i,j,k,`}∈iσm4 ∩A0
collision

ϕπi,j,k,` +
∑

{i,j,k,`}∈iσm4 ∩A1
collision

ϕπi,j,k,`
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+
∑

{i,j,k,`}∈iσm4 ∩A1+
collision

ϕπi,j,k,`,

where 1) iσm4 ∩A0
collision is the subset of iσm4 such that there exists no collision, 2) iσm4 ∩A1

collision is
the subset of iσm4 such that there exists only one collision, and 3) iσm4 ∩A1+

collision is the subset of iσm4
such that there exists more than one collision.

Now we upper bound each summation. First of all, by the previous analysis,

(σm − 4)!

σm!

∑

{i,j,k,`}∈iσm4 ∩A0
collision

E[ϕπi,j,k,`|σm] = O

(
1

M2

)
.

Next, since π ∈ Π−idcyclic is a derangement by construction, if we pick four observations (63) with
no collision (i.e. {i, j, k, `} and {πi, πj , πk, π`} have no shared component) out of σm observations,
there are at least σm(σm − 2)(σm − 4)(σm − 6) ways. Thus in order to have a collision, we have
at most O(σ3m) choices. Moreover, as analyzed before, the expectation of the kernel is bounded by
O(M−1) if there is one collision. Therefore

(σm − 4)!

σm!

∑

{i,j,k,`}∈iσm4 ∩A1
collision

E[ϕπi,j,k,`|σm] = O

(
1

Mσm

)
.

Lastly, there are at most � σ2m cases to have more than one collision. In this case, using the fact
that the kernel ϕπi,j,k,` is bounded between −1 and 1, we have

(σm − 4)!

σm!

∑

{i,j,k,`}∈iσm4 ∩A1+
collision

E[ϕπi,j,k,`|σm] = O

(
1

σ2m

)
.

These three bounds imply the claim (61). Therefore

E[TπCI] = O

(
n

M2
+ 1 +

∑

m∈[M ]

E
[
1(σm ≥ 4)σ−1m

]
)
.

By recalling σm ∼ Pois(npm), we have the following inequalities

E
[
1(σm ≥ 4)

1

σm

]
≤ 5

4
E
[
1(σm ≥ 4)

1

σm + 1

]
≤ 5

4
E
[

1

σm + 1

]
. (64)

Furthermore,

E
[

1

σm + 1

]
≤ 1− e−npm

npm
≤ M

clown
,

where the last inequality uses the condition pm ≥ clowM−1 for all m ∈ [M ]. Therefore, we have

E[TπCI] = O

(
n

M2
+ 1 +

M2

n

)
.
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Step 3. Upper bounding the variance. Next we upper bound the variance of the U-statistic U(Wπ
m).

To compute the variance of U(Wπ
m), first set up some notation. Similarly as in Section 4.3, let

ψm,πij (x, y) = 1(Xi,m = x, Yπi,m = y)− 1(Xi,m = x)1(Yπj,m = y),

and define a symmetrized kernel function as

hm,πi1,i2,i3,i4
=

1

4!

∑

π∈Π4

∑

x∈[`1],y∈[`2]

ψm,ππ(1)π(2)(x, y)ψm,ππ(3)π(4)(x, y)

where Π4 is the set of all permutations of {i1, i2, i3, i4}. Then the U-statistic can be written as

U(Wπ
m) =

1(
σm
4

)
∑

i1<i2<i3<i4:(i1,i2,i3,i4)∈[σm]

hm,πi1,i2,i3,i4
,

and it variance has the form as

Var[U(Wπ
m)|σm] =

1
(
σm
4

)2
∑

i1<i2<i3<i4
:(i1,i2,i3,i4)∈[σm]

∑

j1<j2<j3<j4
:(j1,j2,j3,j4)∈[σm]

Cov(hm,πi1,i2,i3,i4
, hm,πj1,j2,j3,j4

).

Here and hereafter, we often ignore the conditional event σm when we write the expectation and
the (co)variance operator for simplicity.

Now we decompose the summation into a few different parts depending on the number of com-
mon indices between {i1, i2, i3, i4} and {j1, j2, j3, j4}. In particular, let Akcom be the set of indices
{i1, i2, i3, i4, j1, j2, j3, j4} ∈ [σm] such that i1 < i2 < i3 < i4, j1 < j2 < j3 < j4 and there are k
elements in common between {i1, i2, i3, i4} and {j1, j2, j3, j4}. Using this notation, the variance can
be written as

Var[U(Wπ
m)|σm]

=
1

(
σm
4

)2
∑

A0
com

Cov(hm,πi1,i2,i3,i4
, hm,πj1,j2,j3,j4

) +
1

(
σm
4

)2
∑

A1
com

Cov(hm,πi1,i2,i3,i4
, hm,πj1,j2,j3,j4

)

+
1

(
σm
4

)2
∑

A1+
com

Cov(hm,πi1,i2,i3,i4
, hm,πj1,j2,j3,j4

).

Since 1) the number of cases in which {i1, i2, i3, i4} and {j1, j2, j3, j4} have more than one common
index is at most � σ6m and 2) that the kernel is bounded, the last term in the above display is
bounded by

1
(
σm
4

)2
∑

A1+
com

Cov(hm,πi1,i2,i3,i4
, hm,πj1,j2,j3,j4

) = O
(
σ−2m

)
.

Next consider the cases in which {i1, i2, i3, i4} and {j1, j2, j3, j4} have the exactly one common index.
Without loss of generality, we let i1 = j1 and consider the resulting pairs

{(Xi1,m, Yπi1,m), (Xi2,m, Yπi2,m), (Xi3,m, Yπi3,m), (Xi4,m, Yπi4,m),
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(Xj2,m, Yπj2,m), (Xj3,m, Yπj3,m), (Xj4,m, Yπj4,m)}.

For now, we assume that there is no collision among the above set. Then we can treat them as if
they are i.i.d. observations with X ⊥⊥ Y . Conditional on this assumption of no collision, we can
follow the proof of Lemma 5.1 of Neykov et al. (2021) and show

Cov(hm,πi1,i2,i3,i4
, hm,πj1,j2,j3,j4

) = O(M−2). (65)

To prove this, first let τ := {τ(1), τ(2), τ(3), τ(4)} be sampled uniformly from the set of all per-
mutations of {i1, i2, i3, i4}. Similarly let τ ′ := {τ ′(1), τ ′(2), τ ′(3), τ ′(4)} be sampled uniformly from
the set of all permutations of {j1, j2, j3, j4}. Then by treating τ and τ ′ to be independent random
vectors, we can re-write the expectation as

E[hm,πi1,i2,i3,i4
hm,πj1,j2,j3,j4

]

= E

[ ∑

x∈[`1],y∈[`2]

ψm,πτ(1)τ(2)(x, y)ψm,πτ(3)τ(4)(x, y)
∑

x′∈[`1],y′∈[`2]

ψm,πτ ′(1)τ ′(2)(x
′, y′)ψm,πτ ′(3)τ ′(4)(x

′, y′)

]
.

Using the condition that there exists exactly one common index between {τ(1), τ(2), τ(3), τ(4)}
and {τ ′(1), τ ′(2), τ ′(3), τ ′(4)} (without loss of generality, let the shared common index be between
{τ(1), τ(2)} and {τ ′(1), τ ′(2)}), the above expectation becomes

∑

x∈[`1],y∈[`2]

∑

x′∈[`1],y′∈[`2]

E
[
ψm,πτ(1)τ(2)(x, y)ψm,πτ ′(1)τ ′(2)(x

′, y′)
]
E
[
ψm,πτ(3)τ(4)(x, y)

]
E
[
ψm,πτ ′(3)τ ′(4)(x

′, y′)
]

≤
√√√√

∑

x∈[`1],y∈[`2]

∑

x′∈[`1],y′∈[`2]

{
E
[
ψm,πτ(1)τ(2)(x, y)ψm,πτ ′(1)τ ′(2)(x

′, y′)
]}2
×

√√√√
∑

x∈[`1],y∈[`2]

∑

x′∈[`1],y′∈[`2]

{
E
[
ψm,πτ(3)τ(4)(x, y)

]
E
[
ψm,πτ ′(3)τ ′(4)(x

′, y′)
]}2

,

where the second step follows by Cauchy–Schwarz inequality. Now, based on the notation used in
(62)

∑

x∈[`1],y∈[`2]

{
E
[
ψm,πτ(3)τ(4)(x, y)

]}2
≤ max

k1,k2∈[b]

∑

x∈[`1],y∈[`2]

{
pm,k1(x)qm,k1(x)− pm,k1(x)qm,k2(x)

}2

≤ max
k1,k2∈[b]

D2
TV(qm,k1 , qm,k2) ≤ C1

M2
. (66)

This bound gives

E[hm,πi1,i2,i3,i4
hm,πj1,j2,j3,j4

] = O
(
M−2

)
. (67)

Next we look at the product of the expectations

E[hm,πi1,i2,i3,i4
]× E[hm,πj1,j2,j3,j4

]
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= E

[ ∑

x∈[`1],y∈[`2]

ψm,πτ(1)τ(2)(x, y)ψm,πτ(3)τ(4)(x, y)

]
× E

[ ∑

x′∈[`1],y′∈[`2]

ψm,πτ ′(1)τ ′(2)(x
′, y′)ψm,πτ ′(3)τ ′(4)(x

′, y′)

]
.

By focusing on the first term, Cauchy–Schwarz inequality together with the previous bound (66)
yields

∣∣∣∣∣E
[ ∑

x∈[`1],y∈[`2]

ψm,πτ(1)τ(2)(x, y)ψm,πτ(3)τ(4)(x, y)

]∣∣∣∣∣

≤
√√√√

∑

x∈[`1],y∈[`2]

{
E
[
ψm,πτ(1)τ(2)(x, y)

]}2
×
√√√√

∑

x∈[`1],y∈[`2]

{
E
[
ψm,πτ(3)τ(4)(x, y)

]}2

≤ C2

M2
.

The other term can be similarly analyzed and thus

E[hm,πi1,i2,i3,i4
]× E[hm,πj1,j2,j3,j4

] = O
(
M−4

)
.

Combining the above with the bound (67) yields the claim (65).
Suppose that there are at least one collision among

{(Xi1,m, Yπi1,m), (Xi2,m, Yπi2,m), (Xi3,m, Yπi3,m), (Xi4,m, Yπi4,m),

(Xj1,m, Yπj1,m), (Xj2,m, Yπj2,m), (Xj3,m, Yπj3,m), (Xj4,m, Yπj4,m)}.

where {i1, i2, i3, i4, j1, j2, j3, j4} ∈ A1
com. The number of such cases is at most O(σ6m). Therefore

1
(
σm
4

)2
∑

A1
com

Cov(hm,πi1,i2,i3,i4
, hm,πj1,j2,j3,j4

) = O

(
1

σmM2
+

1

σ2m

)
.

Lastly we focus on the case when {i1, i2, i3, i4, j1, j2, j3, j4} ∈ A0
com. First of all, when there is no

collision, two kernels become independent and thus Cov(hm,πi1,i2,i3,i4
, hm,πj1,j2,j3,j4

) = 0. When there is
one collision, we are basically in the same situation where {i1, i2, i3, i4, j1, j2, j3, j4} ∈ A1

com and there
is no collision. Therefore we can re-use the previous bound for the covariance (65). Furthermore,
since there are at most O(σ7m) cases of one collision, O(σ6m) of two collisions and so on, we have

1
(
σm
4

)2
∑

A0
com

Cov(hm,πi1,i2,i3,i4
, hm,πj1,j2,j3,j4

) = O

(
1

σmM2
+

1

σ2m

)
.

Therefore, combining the results yields

Var[U(Wπ
m)|σm] = O

(
1

σmM2
+

1

σ2m

)
.
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Given the above bound, the variance of the combined test statistic is

Var[TπCI] = E
[
Var[TπCI|σ]

]
+ Var

[
E[TπCI|σ]

]
.

Let us upper bound these two terms separately. Starting with the first term, note that

Var[TπCI|σ] =
∑

m∈[M ]

1(σm ≥ 4)σ2m ×Var[U(Wπ
m)|σm]

=
∑

m∈[M ]

1(σm ≥ 4)σ2m ×O
(

1

σmM2
+

1

σ2m

)
,

which results in

E
[
Var[TπCI|σ]

]
= O

( n

M2
+M

)
. (68)

For the second term,

E[TπCI|σ] =
∑

m∈[M ]

1(σm ≥ 4)σm × E[U(Wπ
m)|σm].

Since σ1, . . . , σM are independent,

Var
[
E[TπCI|σ]

]
=

∑

m∈[M ]

Var
[
1(σm ≥ 4)σm × E[U(Wπ

m)|σm]
]

≤
∑

m∈[M ]

E
[
1(σm ≥ 4)σ2m ×

{
E[U(Wπ

m)|σm]
}2]

.

Recall from the claim (61) that

E[U(Wπ
m)|σm] = O

(
1

M2
+

1

Mσm
+

1

σ2m

)
for each m ∈ [M ]. (69)

Therefore

Var
[
E[TπCI|σ]

]
≤ C1

M4

∑

m∈[M ]

E
[
1(σm ≥ 4)σ2m

]
+
C2

M2

∑

m∈[M ]

E
[
1(σm ≥ 4)

]

+ C3

∑

m∈[M ]

E
[
1(σm ≥ 4)σ−2m

]
.

Now using the property that σm
i.i.d.∼ Pois(npm) where

∑M
m=1 pm = 1 and pm ≥ 0, we can upper

bound
∑

m∈[M ]

E
[
1(σm ≥ 4)σ2m

]
≤
∑

m∈[M ]

npm + n2p2m ≤ n+ n2 and
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∑

m∈[M ]

E
[
1(σm ≥ 4)

]
≤
∑

m∈[M ]

E[σm] ≤ n.

Furthermore, the inequality (64) implies that

∑

m∈[M ]

E
[
1(σm ≥ 4)σ−2m

]
≤ O

(
M2

n

)
.

Putting pieces together yields

Var
[
E[TπCI|σ]

]
≤ O

(
n2

M4
+

n

M2
+
M2

n

)
.

Combining the above with (68) concludes

Var[TπCI] = O

(
n2

M4
+

n

M2
+
M2

n
+M

)
.

Step 4. Completing the proof. Now by taking M = dn2/5e, the previous bounds for the mean
and the variance yield

E[TπCI] +
√

Var[TπCI] = O
(
n1/5

)
.

This together with the inequality (60) gives

P(TCI ≤ q1−α) ≤ P
(
TCI . n1/5

)
+

1

200
+ P(Ac).

Finally, we prove that P(Ac) converges to zero uniformly over a class of distributions of (X,Y, Z) ∈
[`1] × [`2] × [0, 1] where the density of Z is lower bounded by some small constant clow > 0. In
particular, we recall the event A in (58) and define

ρn := sup
PX,Y,Z∈P ′1,[0,1],TV

(L)

PPNX,Y,Z ,N (Ac). (70)

We then show that ρn → 0 under the conditions in Theorem 8.
By letting σm,k be the sample size within the bin Bm,k and τα > log−1((1−α/2)/(1−α)), let us

define another event E in which min(m,k)∈[M ]×[b] σm,k ≥ τα×(Mb). Note that, under Poissonization,
each σm,k ∼ Pois(npm,k) where npm,k ≥ clown/(Mb) since the density of Z is bounded below by
clow. We further assume that clown/(Mb) ≥ 2τα × (Mb). Then, by Lemma 7 in Appendix B.3, the
event E holds with probability at least

1−
∑

(m,k)∈[M ]×[b]

e−
npm,k

6 ≥ 1−Mb× e−
clown

6Mb .
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This probability converges to one as n → ∞ as long as M, b are chosen such that n/(Mb) → ∞.
Therefore, we can work under the assumption that min(m,k)∈[M ]×[b] σm,k ≥ τα × (Mb). Under this
event E with τα(Mb) ≥ 2 (this can be assumed as Mb→∞), P(Ac|E) is equivalent to

P

(∏
(m,k)∈[M ]×[b] max{σm,k − 1, 1}
∏

(m,k)∈[M ]×[b] max{σm,k, 1}
≤ 1− α

1− α/2

∣∣∣∣E
)

≤ P

( ∏

(m,k)∈[M ]×[b]

(1− σ−1m,k) ≤
1− α

1− α/2

∣∣∣∣E
)

≤ 1

(
(
1− τ−1α (Mb)−1

)Mb ≤ 1− α
1− α/2

)
.

Given that τα > log((1− α/2)/(1− α)) and (1− a/n)n → e−a for any constant a, the last display
converges to zero as Mb→∞. Finally, as we argued before, we have P(Ec)→ 0. Therefore

P(Ac) = P(Ac|E)P(E) + P(Ac|Ec)P(Ec)

≤ P(Ac|E) + P(Ec)→ 0,

as desired. Since we set α = 0.01, we can take τα = 200 > log−1((1 − α/2)/(1 − α)) ≈ 198.5 and
the above conditions are satisfied when n/(Mb)2 ≥ 400c−1low and Mb→∞ as n→∞. These are the
conditions imposed in Theorem 8 and thus we complete the proof of Theorem 8.

B Auxiliary lemmas and additional results

This section collects some auxiliary lemmas used for the main proofs as well as additional results.

B.1 Metrics and inequalities

The next lemma connects the Hellinger distance between binned distributionsQ
X,Y |Z̃=m and Q̃

X,Y |Z̃=m,
defined in Section 4.2, to that between the underlying conditional distributions. This lemma is the
basis for the proof of Theorem 2 and Theorem 3.

Lemma 3 (A bound on the Hellinger distance). For each m = 1, . . . ,M , we let Zm denote a
random variable from the conditional distribution Z|Z ∈ Bm, and we let Z ′m, Z

′′
m be i.i.d. copies of

Zm. Then under X ⊥⊥ Y |Z, it holds that

D2
H
(
Q
X,Y |Z̃=m, Q̃X,Y |Z̃=m

)

≤ 6EZm,Z′m,Z′′m
[
D2

H
(
PX|Z=Zm , PX|Z=Z′m

)
×D2

H
(
PY |Z=Zm , PY |Z=Z′′m

)]
.

It is interesting to observe that Lemma 3 connects the distance between the joint conditional
distributions of the binned data to the distances between the marginal conditional distributions of
the unbinned data. In particular, the upper bound consists of the product between two distances,
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which allows us to control the type I error more tightly. The constant factor of 6 is a convenient
choice from our analysis and it is by no means tight. To prove this result, we use Jensen’s inequality
for a vector valued function and the proof can be found in Appendix D.1.

The next lemma presents an inclusion property of the generalized Hellinger distance, which is
useful for the proof of Theorem 2.

Lemma 4 (Generalized Hellinger distance). For any 1 ≤ γ1 ≤ γ2, we have

Dγ2γ2,H(P,Q) ≤ Dγ1γ1,H(P,Q). (71)

On the other hand, for any γ ≥ 1 and 1 ≤ α ≤ 2, it holds that

Dγ,H(P,Q) ≤ 21−1/γ+1/(γα)Dγα,H(P,Q). (72)

We note that the first inequality (71) was proved in Kamps (1989) and, as far as we are aware,
the second inequality (72) is new in the literature. In particular, the inequality (72) generalizes the
well-known inequality between the TV distance and the Hellinger distance:

DTV(P,Q) ≤
√

2DH(P,Q),

by taking γ = 1 and α = 2. The proof of Lemma 4 can be found in Appendix D.2. As a direct
consequence of Lemma 4, we have the following corollary.

Corollary 1 (A bound on the Hellinger distance). Suppose that γ > 2 is within the range of
2k < γ ≤ 2k+1 for some positive integer k. Then

DH(P,Q) ≤ 2kDγ,H(P,Q). (73)

Next we state a few inequalities related to Rényi divergence, which will be useful for the proof of
Theorem 3. Let DKL(P‖Q) =

∫
p log(p/q)dµ and Dχ2(P‖Q) =

∫
(p− q)2/qdµ be the KL divergence

and the χ2 divergence of P from Q, respectively. Then we have the identities:

D1/2,Rényi(P‖Q) = −2 log{1−D2
H(P,Q)/2},

D1,Rényi(P‖Q) = DKL(P‖Q),

D2,Rényi(P‖Q) = log{1 +Dχ2(P‖Q)}.

Notice that Dγ,Rényi(P‖Q) is nondecreasing in γ and thus, by the inequality log t ≤ t − 1 for all
t > 0, we have

D2
H(P,Q) ≤ D1/2,Rényi(P‖Q) ≤ DKL(P‖Q) = R1(f‖g) ≤ D2,Rényi(P‖Q) ≤ Dχ2(P‖Q). (74)

Other notable inequalities are

γ1
1− γ1

1− γ2
γ2
Dγ2,Rényi(P‖Q) ≤ Dγ1,Rényi(P‖Q) ≤ Dγ2,Rényi(P‖Q) for 0 < γ1 < γ2 < 1.

Based on the above inequalities, we can upper bound the Hellinger distance by Rényi divergence as
follows.
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Lemma 5 (Rényi divergence). For any γ ≥ 1/2, we have

D2
H(P,Q) ≤ Dγ,Rényi(P‖Q).

On the other hand, for 0 < γ < 1/2, it holds that

D2
H(P,Q) ≤ D1/2,Rényi(P‖Q) ≤ 1− γ

γ
Dγ,Rényi(P‖Q).

The proof of the above lemma can be found in Van Erven and Harremos (2014).

B.2 Connection between permutation p-value and quantile

The next lemma provides an alternative expression of the permutation test in terms of the quantile
of the permutation distribution, which is more intuitive to analyze.

Lemma 6 (Quantile). Recall the permutation p-value pperm in (3). Let q1−α be the 1− α quantile
of the empirical distribution of Tπ1

CI , . . . , T
πK
CI . Then it holds that

1(pperm > α) = 1(TCI ≤ q1−α).

Furthermore, by letting k = d(1 − α)Ke, q1−α is the same as the kth order statistic T
π(k)

CI of
Tπ1

CI , . . . , T
πK
CI .

The proof of this result follows by the definition of the quantile function and the details can be
found in Appendix D.3.

B.3 Poissonization

In the following proposition, we demonstrate that the local permutation test under Poissonization
has the same validity as before.

Proposition 2 (Validity under Poissonization). Let P ′0 ⊂ P0 be the collection of distributions for
which it holds that supPX,Y,Z∈P ′0 EPnX,Y,Z [φperm,n] ≤ α+C1n

−ε where C1 > 0 is a universal constant,
ε > 0 and n ≥ 1. We further let φperm,n = 0 when n = 0. Then under Poissonization where
N ∼ Pois(n), the local permutation test has the type I error guarantee as

sup
PX,Y,Z∈P ′0

EPNX,Y,Z ,N [φperm,N ] ≤ α+ C2(ε) · n−ε + ne−n/12,

where C2(ε) > 0 is a constant that only depends on ε.

The proof of Proposition 2 uses the fact that a Poisson random variable is tightly concentrated
around its mean, and the details can be found in Appendix D.4. Suppose we choose the maximum
diameter h such that the upper bounds in Theorem 2 and Theorem 3 converge to α at a certain
rate. Then Proposition 2 essentially implies that the same convergence rate of the type I error can
be obtained under Poissonization as well.

The following lemma provides a concentration bound for the minimum of Poisson random vari-
ables.
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Lemma 7 (Poisson concentration). For m = 1, . . . ,M , let Xm be a Poisson random variable with
parameter λm ≥ c0. Then

P
(

min
m∈[M ]

Xm ≤ c0/2
)
≤

M∑

m=1

e−
λm
6 .

B.4 Unbounded support of Z

In this subsection, we discuss how to deal with unbounded support of Z for type I error control. In
particular, we demonstrate that it is possible to obtain similar validity results as in Theorem 2 and
Theorem 3, up to a vanishing term in the sample size, even when the support of the conditional
variable Z is unbounded.

To fix ideas, suppose Z is a univariate random variable and let {B1, . . . , BM} denote a partition
of [a, b] for some a, b ∈ R. We further denote the complement of ∪Mi=1Bi by BM+1 = (−∞, a) ∪
(b,∞) so that ∪M+1

i=1 Bi = R. Under this setting, the permutation test that builds on partitions
{B1, . . . , BM+1} has the same type I error guarantee as those in Theorem 2 and Theorem 3 except
that we have an additional term to control: nq

Z̃
(m + 1) × D2

H(Q
X,Y |Z̃=m+1

, Q̃
X,Y |Z̃=m+1

). In
particular, since the Hellinger distance is bounded by one, this extra term goes to zero as long as
nq

Z̃
(m + 1) → 0 as n → ∞. Therefore, the problem boils down to controlling nq

Z̃
(m + 1). We

discuss two strategies to handle this depending on whether there exists prior knowledge on the
distribution of Z.

1. Prior information on Z. Suppose that we have prior knowledge on the distribution of Z.
To fix ideas, suppose that Z has an exponential tail such that P(|Z| > t) ≤ Ce−t for some
C > 0 and for all t ≥ 0. Then by choosing b sufficiently larger than log n and by letting
a = −b, it is guaranteed that the extra term vanishes as nq

Z̃
(m+ 1)→ 0.

2. Sample splitting. When there is no information on the distribution of Z a priori, we may
choose a and b in a data-dependent way. In detail, we split the sample into two sets of size
n1 and n2, denoted by D1 and D2, respectively. Let Z(1) and Z(n1) be the minimum and the
maximum order statistic of the first set D1 and let a = Z(1) and b = Z(n1). We then work with
the second set D2 to perform the local permutation test. Provided that Z has a density with
respect to the Lebesgue measure, it can be seen that P(Z < Z(1)) = 1

n1+1 and P(Z > Z(n1)) =
1

n1+1 where Z is independent of D1. Note that qZ̃(m+1) = P(Z < Z(1)|D1)+P(Z > Z(n1)|D1)

and therefore ED1 [q
Z̃

(m+ 1)] = 2
n1+1 . In view of (6), the type I error is bounded by

EPnX,Y,Z [φperm,n2 ] = ED1 [ED2 [φperm,n2|D1
]]

≤ α+ ED1

[{
2n2

M+1∑

m=1

q
Z̃

(m)×D2
H

(
Q
X,Y |Z̃=m, Q̃X,Y |Z̃=m

)
}1/2]

≤ α+ ED1

[{
2n2

M∑

m=1

q
Z̃

(m)×D2
H

(
Q
X,Y |Z̃=m, Q̃X,Y |Z̃=m

)
}1/2]

︸ ︷︷ ︸
(I)
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+ ED1

[{
2n2qZ̃(M + 1)×D2

H

(
Q
X,Y |Z̃=M+1

, Q̃
X,Y |Z̃=M+1

)
}1/2]

︸ ︷︷ ︸
(II)

.

The first term (I) can be handled similarly as in the bounded case. For the second term (II),
it can be seen that (II) ≤

√
4n2
n1+1 by using the fact that the Hellinger distance is bounded by

one together with Jensen’s inequality. Thus, the second term is asymptotically vanishing as
long as n2/n1 → 0 as n→∞.

C Definitions

We recall a Hölder smoothness class from Neykov et al. (2021), which is used to analyze the local
permutation test for continuous data.

Definition 5 (Hölder Smoothness). Let s > 0 be a fixed real number, and let bsc denote the
maximum integer strictly smaller than s. Denote by H2,s(L), the class of functions f : [0, 1]2 7→ R,
which posses all partial derivatives up to order bsc and for all x, y, x′, y′ ∈ [0, 1] we have

sup
k≤bsc

∣∣∣∣
∂k

∂xk
∂bsc−k

∂ybsc−k
f(x, y)− ∂k

∂xk
∂bsc−k

∂ybsc−k
f(x′, y′)

∣∣∣∣ ≤ L((x− x′)2 + (y − y′)2))
s−bsc

2 ,

and in addition

sup
k≤bsc

∣∣∣∣
∂k

∂xk
∂bsc−k

∂ybsc−k
f(x, y)

∣∣∣∣ ≤ L.

The next definition describes a cyclic permutation used in Section 6.

Definition 6 (Cyclic permutation). For a set X with finite elements a0, a2, . . . , an−1, a cyclic
permutation π is a bijective function from X to X such that for some integer k, π(ai) = a(i+k) mod n.

D Proofs of the auxiliary lemmas

This section collects the proof of the lemmas in Appendix B.

D.1 Proof of Lemma 3

To ease the notation, we suppress (x, y|m) in q
XY |Z̃(x, y|m) and write q

XY |Z̃ . Similarly, we write
q
X·|Z̃(x|m) and q·Y |Z̃(y|m) by q

X·|Z̃ and q·Y |Z̃ , respectively. Using this shorthand notation, consider
an alternative expression of the Hellinger distance and its upper bounds

2D2
H

(
Q
X,Y |Z̃=m, Q̃X,Y |Z̃=m

)
=

∫ ∫ (√
q
XY |Z̃ −

√
q
X·|Z̃q·Y |Z̃

)2
dµXdµY
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=

∫ ∫ (
q
XY |Z̃ − qX·|Z̃q·Y |Z̃

)2
(√

q
XY |Z̃ +

√
q
X·|Z̃q·Y |Z̃

)2dµXdµY

≤
∫ ∫ (

q
XY |Z̃ − qX·|Z̃q·Y |Z̃

)2

q
XY |Z̃ + q

X·|Z̃q·Y |Z̃
dµXdµY

≤ 3

∫ ∫ (
q
XY |Z̃ − qX·|Z̃q·Y |Z̃

)2

q
XY |Z̃ + 3q

X·|Z̃q·Y |Z̃
dµXdµY .

Under X ⊥⊥ Y |Z, the term inside of the last expression is equivalent to
(
q
XY |Z̃ − qX·|Z̃q·Y |Z̃

)2

q
XY |Z̃ + 3q

X·|Z̃q·Y |Z̃
=

{
EZm [(pX|Zm − qX·|Z̃)(pY |Zm − q·Y |Z̃)]}2

EZm [(pX|Zm + q
X·|Z̃)(pY |Zm + q·Y |Z̃)]

,

where we denote pX|Zm = pX|Z(x|Zm) and pY |Zm = pY |Z(y|Zm). Next we apply Jensen’s inequality
several times and obtain that
{
EZm [(pX|Zm − qX·|Z̃)(pY |Zm − q·Y |Z̃)]}2

EZm [(pX|Zm + q
X·|Z̃)(pY |Zm + q·Y |Z̃)]

(i)
≤ EZm

[
(pX|Zm − qX·|Z̃)2(pY |Zm − q·Y |Z̃)2

(pX|Zm + q
X·|Z̃)(pY |Zm + q·Y |Z̃)

]

(ii)
≤ EZm,Z′m,Z′′m

[
(pX|Zm − pX|Z′m)2(pY |Zm − pY |Z′′m)]2

(pX|Zm + pX|Z′m)(pY |Zm + pY |Z′′m)

]

where we detail step (i) and step (ii) at the end of this section. Applying Tonelli’s theorem yields

3

∫ ∫ (
q
XY |Z̃ − qX·|Z̃q·Y |Z̃

)2

q
XY |Z̃ + 3q

X·|Z̃q·Y |Z̃
dµXdµY

≤ 3EZm,Z′m,Z′′m

[∫
(pX|Zm − pX|Z′m)2

pX|Zm + pX|Z′m
dµX ×

∫
(pY |Zm − pY |Z′′m)2

pY |Zm + pY |Z′′m
dµY

]

≤ 12EZm,Z′m,Z′′m
[
D2

H

(
PX|Z=Zm , PX|Z=Z′m

)
×D2

H

(
PY |Z=Zm , PY |Z=Z′′m

)]
,

where the last inequality holds since (x+ y) ≤ (
√
x+
√
y)2 ≤ 2(x+ y) for x, y ≥ 0. Hence the result

follows.

Details of step (i) and step (ii)
Throughout this part, we assume that q

X·|Z̃ > 0 and q·Y |Z̃ > 0. Otherwise we have q
XY |Z̃ −

q
X·|Z̃q·Y |Z̃ = 0 and the bound becomes trivial. Based on the identity

{
EZm [(pX|Z − qX·|Z̃)(pY |Z − q·Y |Z̃)]}2

EZm [(pX|Z + q
X·|Z̃)(pY |Z + q·Y |Z̃)]
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=

{
EZm [pX|ZmpY |Zm ]− q·Y |Z̃EZm [pX|Zm ]− q

X·|Z̃EZm [pY |Zm ] + q
X·|Z̃q·Y |Z̃}2

EZm [pX|ZmpY |Zm ] + q·Y |Z̃EZm [pX|Zm ] + q
X·|Z̃EZm [pY |Zm ] + q

X·|Z̃q·Y |Z̃
,

it is enough to show that the function

f(x, y, z) =
(x− ay − bz + ab)2

x+ ay + bz + ab

is convex for x, y, z ≥ 0 and a, b > 0. Then the result follows by Jensen’s inequality for a vector
valued function. To this end, we prove that the Hessian matrix of f(x, y, z) is positive semidefinite.
Some calculations show that

∂2f

∂x2
=

8(ay + bz)2

(x+ bz + ay + ab)3
,

∂2f

∂y2
=

8a2(x+ ab)2

(x+ bz + ay + ab)3
,

∂2f

∂z2
=

8b2(x+ ab)2

(x+ bz + ay + ab)3
,

∂2f

∂x∂y
= − 8a(x+ ab)(ay + bz)

(x+ bz + ay + ab)3
,

∂2f

∂x∂z
= − 8b(x+ ab)(ay + bz)

(x+ bz + ay + ab)3
,

∂2f

∂y∂z
= − 8ab(x+ ab)2

(x+ bz + ay + ab)3
,

and thus the Hessian matrix becomes

Hf =
8

(x+ bz + ay + ab)3




ay + bz
−a(x+ ab)
−b(x+ ab)


 [ay + bz −a(x+ ab) −b(x+ ab)

]
.

This completes the proof of step (i). Step (ii) follows similarly by conditional Jensen’s inequality
together with the observation that (a−x)2

b+x is convex for x ≥ 0 and a, b ≥ 0.

D.2 Proof of Lemma 4

The first inequality (71) is stated in Corollary 2 of Kamps (1989). Hence we focus on the second
inequality (72). We first claim that, for any 1 ≤ α ≤ β such that 1/α+ 1/β = 1,

|x− y| ≤ |x1/α − y1/α| × |x1/β + y1/β|. (75)

Without loss of generality, assume that x > y ≥ 0 (when x = y, there is nothing to prove). Then,
by expanding the terms, the claim becomes equivalent to

x1/αy1/β ≥ x1/βy1/α.
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By taking the log on both sides,
(

1

α
− 1

β

)
log x ≥

(
1

α
− 1

β

)
log y,

which is true since 1 ≤ α ≤ β and x > y ≥ 0. This verifies the inequality (75). Leveraging this
inequality, observe that

∫ ∣∣p1/γ − q1/γ
∣∣γdµ ≤

∫ ∣∣p1/(γα) − q1/(γα)
∣∣γ∣∣p1/(γβ) + q1/(γβ)

∣∣γdµ

for any 1 ≤ α ≤ β and 1/α+ 1/β = 1. By Hölder’s inequality, we further have
[ ∫ ∣∣p1/γ − q1/γ

∣∣γdµ
]1/γ

≤
[ ∫ ∣∣p1/(γα) − q1/(γα)

∣∣γαdµ
]1/(γα)[ ∫ ∣∣p1/(γβ) + q1/(γβ)

∣∣γβdµ
]1/(γβ)

.

Since p, q are density functions, the second term in the product is bounded above by
[ ∫ ∣∣p1/(γβ) + q1/(γβ)

∣∣γβdµ
]1/(γβ)

=

[
2γβ

∫ ∣∣∣∣
p1/(γβ) + q1/(γβ)

2

∣∣∣∣
γβ

dµ

]1/(γβ)
≤ 2,

where the last step follows by Jensen’s inequality (note that γβ ≥ 1). Therefore

Dγ,H(P,Q) =

[
1

2

∫ ∣∣p1/γ − q1/γ
∣∣γdµ

]1/γ
≤ 21−1/γ

[ ∫ ∣∣p1/(γα) − q1/(γα)
∣∣γαdµ

]1/(γα)

= 21−1/γ+1/(γα)Dγα,H(P,Q).

Note that by the restriction on α and β, the parameter α should be in the range of 1 ≤ α ≤ 2. This
completes the proof of Lemma 4.

D.3 Proof of Lemma 6

By the definition of the quantile function, q1−α can be written as

q1−α = inf

{
x ∈ R : 1− α ≤ 1

K

∑

πi∈Π
1
(
TπiCI ≤ x

)}

= inf

{
x ∈ R : 1− α ≤ 1

K

∑

πi∈Π
1
(
TπiCI < x

)}

= T
π(k)

CI ,

where we recall k = d(1 − α)Ke. Given this representation and by noting that the permutation
distribution is discrete, we see that TCI ≤ q1−α holds if and only if

1

K

∑

πi∈Π
1
(
TπiCI < TCI

)
< 1− α,

which is equivalent to pperm > α. This completes the proof.
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D.4 Proof of Proposition 2

Since we assume that φperm,k = 0 when k = 0, it holds that

sup
PX,Y,Z∈P ′0

{ ∞∑

k=0

P(N = k)EPkX,Y,Z [φperm,k]

}
= sup

PX,Y,Z∈P ′0

{ ∞∑

k=1

P(N = k)EPkX,Y,Z [φperm,k]

}

≤ α+ C1

∞∑

k=1

P(N = k)k−ε.

Furthermore, by transforming k to k = k′ + 1, we can simplify the infinite sum as

∞∑

k=1

P(N = k)k−ε =

∞∑

k=1

nke−n

k!
k−ε = n

∞∑

k′=0

P(N = k′)(k′ + 1)−ε−1

= nE[(N + 1)−ε−1],

where we recall that N ∼ Pois(n). Now decompose and upper bound the expectation by

nE[(N + 1)−ε−1] = nE[(N + 1)−ε−11{N ≤ n/2}] + nE[(N + 1)−ε−11{N > n/2}]

≤ nP(N ≤ n/2) + n

[
1

n/2 + 1

]1+ε

≤ ne−n/12 + 21+εn−ε,

where the last inequality uses a Chernoff bound for a Poisson random variable (e.g. Canonne, 2017).
This completes the proof of Proposition 2.

D.5 Proof of Lemma 7

Let X have a Poisson distribution with parameter λ > 0. Then by using a Poisson tail bound (e.g.
Canonne, 2017), we have for x > 0,

P(X ≤ λ− x) ≤ e− x2

λ+x .

Now, by setting x = λ/2, the above inequality guarantees that

P(X ≤ λ/2) ≤ e−λ6 . (76)

By the union bound along with (76), we have

P
(

min
m∈[M ]

Xm ≤ c/2
)
≤

M∑

m=1

P(Xm ≤ λm/2) ≤
M∑

m=1

e−
λm
6 ,

which proves the result.
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